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RF/VIDEO MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

MEASUREMENTS
MADE EASY

['NAOIIM EP741FMS
FIELD 5I'RENG'1'I! METER/SPE("I'Rt'\I ANALYZER
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Frequency Range:

38.9M11z to R6OMI lz, continuously adjustable via

Frequency Reading

TV Bands

Function:

NORMAL:
ZOOM

40dbr
TV Monitor

a

geared -down vernier

digit counter with IOOKI lz resolution
FM Band 5 digit counter with IOKI lz resolution
Reading Accuracy: reference Xtal +/- I digit
- 4

picture only
to I horizontal magnification of picture

2

:

.

picture line sync pulse (with chromaburst
for colour
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if TV

signal is coded

Panorama:

Panoramic display of the frequency spectrum within the selected hind and of tuning
marker.

Panorama Expansion

Adjustable expansion of

Analogue
Measurement:

20 to 411dB. Static measurement of received signal. Scale calibrated in dBuV (at top
of picture tube) to rtes value of signal level.

DC/AC Voltmeter:

5 to

Measurement

20 to 13OdBuV in ten 10dB attenuation steps for all bands. -60 to 130dBuV in nine
10dB steps for I.F.

Range:

a

portion of the spectrum around the tuned frequency.

50V.

Indication:

ANALOGUE: brightness stripe against calibrated scale superimposed on picture
The stripe length is proportional to the sync peak of the video signal.

Video Output:

BNC connector.

DC Output:

+12V/5(hnA maximum. Power supply source for boosters and converters.

TV Receiver:

Tunes in and displays CCIR system

Additional

(I)

Features:

stereo earphones.

measurement

PR

ICE:

£

I

tube.

Vpp maximum on 750.

I

TV signals. Other standards upon request.

Video input 750. (2) 12V input for external car battery. (3) Output connector for

1344.00

nett, excluding V.A.T. and Carriage

UNAOHM EP742
FIELD STRENGTH METER/SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Specification as EP741 + Synthesized Tuning 99 channels, Programme Storage.
(EPR 15 Satellite Converter can be added as illustrated)

£

PRICE

1498.00

Cif

Qfl

nett, excluding V.A.T. and Carriage

UMW

UNAOIIM EP815
T.V. SATELLITE CONVERTER
Frequency Range of 950MI lz to I750MHz. Frequency is continuously adjustable through
Input Signal:
control.

a

12-131....1-J.
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geared -down

Frequency Reading: Throughout the frequency meter of the associated field strength meter.
Input Signal Level:

From 20 to IOOdBuV in two ranges -20 to 70 and 70 to 100.

Po.eer Source:

Available at BNC input connectors
maximum external.

Salus Indication:

Continuity, overload and short circuit conditions of power circuit
lights

Demodulal ion:

FM for PAL and SECAM coding. Switching to MAC system is provided together with
room for an optional MAC decoder.

as

follows: ISV DC/0.5A internal or 25V DC
are all shown by

LED

Audio Sullcarrier:

3.5MI Iz to 7.55111z continuously adjustable. Provision for an automatic frequency control.

PRICE:

£536.20

y

nett, excluding V.A.T. and Carnage
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TELETEXT AND VIDEO ANALYZER
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Function:

Eye Pattern: display of RI- and video -frequency teletext signals by means of eye
pattern diagrams both in linear represent:mon and liss.gous figures (0 and X). Line
:election: display of video signals and line by line selection. Measurement of
modulation depth. Teletext: monitoring of teletext pages.

RF Input:

Frequency Range: 45 to 860MHz. Frequency synthesis. 99 channel recall facility,
50KI lz resolution, 30 channel digital memory. Level: 40 to 12OdBuV; attenuator
continuously adjustable. Indication of the minimum level for a correct operation of
the instruments. Impedance: 750. Connector type: BNC.

Video Frequency

Input:

Minimum Voltage: I Vpp. Impedance: 750 or 101(O in case of
Connector type: BNC

Teletext Input:

Voltage: I Vpp/7512

Teletext Clock

Voltage: Vpp//50. heasurement: Aperture of eye pattern: linear or Lissajous
figures. selectable. Indication: directly on the picture tube. A calibrated scale
shows percentage of eye pattern aperture. Error: the instrument introduces an error
of less than or equal to 5% with video input and 20% with RF input. Jitter on regend
clock: less than or equal to 25ns. Line selector: Selection of any TV line between the
2nd and the 625th scanning cycle by means of a 3 digit thumbwheel switch.
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-TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.

W

Oscilloscope:

TELEX: 669911 FAX: 061 626 1736

through -signal.

1

VERTICAL CHANNEL: Sensitivity: 0.5 to 2Vpp/cm. Frequency Response: DC to
IOMI lz. Rise time: pre & overshoot less than or equal to 2%. Input Coupling: AC.

Input Impedance: 7511/50pF.
TIME BASE: Sweep Range: 2(1 to IOnts (1.1/2 frames): 32: 64/192us (1/2: I: 3lines).
Linearity: +/-3%. horizontal Width: 10 divisions: x5 magnification.

BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,
OLDHAM, ENGLAND. OL8 lEE
TEL: 061-652-3221
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practice. Richard Lambley reports that
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Pioneer Venus Orbiter was
designed to let us see under the
Planet's could cover - Research
.Votes, page 749.

next issue
In next month's issue. PC based
systems. The September issue of
Electronics & Wireless World details
how the IBM PC has escaped into the
world of instrumentation and process
control.As the machines now cost less
than the most basic industrial rack
computers, they threaten to take over
the industrial and scientific scene.
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CALIBRATORS COUNTERS

OGGERS LOGIC ANALYSERS OSCILLO9
`ZIP QS
POWER METERS PROTQ,', t
FERS COMPUTER TERMI
ATION TESTERS MAINS TEC

DATA Wks'

NETWORK ANALYSERS POWER

.

COMPUTERS PRINTER/PLOTTERS COM[
DATA COMMUNICATION TESTE

,,Pi

Our Stock

Every item we sell is fully refurbished back
to manufacturer's original specifications.
ANALYSERS

- SIGNAL

Guide

8566B Spectrum analyser, high performance

89708 Noise Figure Meter

(7900

4951A Protocol Analyser. with tape

(1500

(2750

4951 B Protocol Analyser

(2500

(35.000

GENERAL PURPOSE TEST
& MEASUREMENT

(5500

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
(295

626 Mains disturbance analyser

(2600

85A Computer/Controller

(650

808A Power demand analyser

(2750

85D Computer/Controller

L1400

(650

LOGIC ANALYSIS

(1150

Hewlett Packard

PC Twin Floppy PC

(195

1630D Logic Analyser, 43 channels to 100MHz

(2500

XT 10Mb XT Computer with 10Mb hard disc

(395

1630G Logic Analyser, 65 channels to 100MHz

(4500

16S0A Logic Analyser, 80 channels to 100MHz

(5700

COUNTERS AND TIMERS

-

(575

(1750

PM33I 1125MHz sampling rate DSO

2235 I00MHz, dual channel oscilloscope

(900

2213 50MHz dual trace

(400

2213A 50MHz dual trace

(450

SIGNAL SOURCES
(825

3312A Function Generator

3325A Synthesised Function Generator

(800

2022 Signal Generator,

I

(2150

GHz

(250

DATA LOGGERS

__

Solartron
(250

353018 Solid state selector card
3530A Alpha' Data logger mainframe

C3000

3530D 'Delta' Data logger mainframe

(3950

(2500

Marconi

Gould
054020 DSO. 10MHz with 2MHz clock. XY out

Racal

Philips

Hewlett Packard

OSCILLOSCOPES

Hewlett Packard

9906 Counter/Timer. DC to 200MHz

lists everything we supply
over 10,000 items. Ask
for your free copy today!

Tektronix

IBM

5328A 100MHz Counter/Timer

h,

(245

305C Phasemetec with 305 PA -3001 plug-in

2225A Thinkjet Printer, HPIB interface

ATE PC with 286 processor. 1.2Mb floppy

r;

Dranetz

Hewlett Packard

9122D Disc Drive. dual-sided,1.42Mb

ats,

f

Hewlett Packard

358IC Selective level meter

:,
.

DATA/COMMUNICATIONS TEST

Hewlett Packard
3561A Dynamic signal analyser, 0-I00kHz
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ost electronics developments are evolutionary and have little overall
significance on their own. But there are two areas of emerging technology

which will affect our quality of life profoundly.
Neural networks and digital signal processing either separately or taken together
promise far greater change than was brought about by the coming of the
microprocessor. The micro simply added more functions to essentially familiar
objects, creating digital petrol pumps, pocket calculators, highly intelligent
washing machines and the like. But the newer technology promises machines which
speak and understand my language or yours, that can synthesize a worldly way of
thinking, that can directly influence the world about us.
Lotus makes fine sports cars. They are fast, but suffer from a high internal noise
level due largely to the use of lightweight composite body shells. Certain
combinations of road surface, speed and engine revs can create unpleasant
resonances which affect driver and passenger comfort. Lotus called in TI which
co-operated with the car firm to design an adaptive sound feedback system based
on the semiconductor company's best selling 32020 DSP chip. The system listens to
the vehicle noise and then works out the sort of row it should create inside the car to
cancel the unwanted row from outside and elsewhere. It kills the noise dead. It
simply requires four strategically placed microphones, $50 of silicon arranged as a
frequency and time adaptive filter, with the filter's audio output played through the
car's own audio system.
GCHQ routinely monitors cable and satellite overseas telephone traffic using
facilities at Cheltenham and Morwenstow on the north coast of Cornwall. It has
automated the process. Banks of digital signal processors, programmed to respond
to keywords of the sort expected in "sensitive" conversations, listen for their cue to
turn on a tape recorder. The processors respond effectively to a variety of languages
and accents. They are forever vigilant and never get bored.
Masses of DSP applications between these two extremes are already in existence.
The world of test and measurement uses the technology as routinely as the
Government. It has transformed spectrum analyser design to the point where it is
not possible to conceive of a design without one. DSP can he used to recognize a
voice, a thumb -print or a signature on a piece of paper. It simply demands the right
signal and the right programming.
Electronic neural networks make use of massively parallel processors which link
together according to the needs of. and stimuli from the outside world. This
technology and the closely -related science of artificial intelligence have only just
started down the development path and there are few useful things which they can
do as yet. But that will change, everywhere.
Mimicking our own thought processes, their essence is to be able to do the sort of
things which conventional computers can now do, but without the unnatural
language of conventional computer programming. Machines are already in
existence which will accept dictation. Robotics is looking to Al for a generation of
obedient, amiable and tireless automata to staff our factories and offices. Before Al
the willing robot was a pipedream. It is now becoming a reality.
It seems arguable that DSP and Al will make the world a better place. This new
handful of sand will certainly make it a different one.
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TEST INSTRUMENTS Scopes: Counters: Dmms: Probes:
Signal sources: Power supplies: Main frames: Digital storage

SECURITY Control panels:

Pirs: Sirens: Contacts: Strobes:

Bells: Doorphones: CCTV

PUBLIC ADDRESS Mobile

and Fixed station amplifiers:
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1000.0000
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M H D new hopes
for clean power?
Magnetohydrodvnamics - mercifully
shortened to MI-II)-could well emerge
as the Cinderella of the energy scene. at
least if there's a positive outcome to a
new research project being undertaken
at BN P Metals Technology of Wantage
in Oxfordshire. MHD generates electricity by the direct interaction of fast flowing ionized gases with a magnetic
field, thus bypassing the need for steam
boilers and turbines. Also. because of
the high temperature at which MI ID
generators operate. thermodynamic
efficiency can he much greater.
What happens essentially is that coal
burnt in the usual way. except that the
temperature is a lot higher and that a
seed material (usually potassium carbonate) is added to ionize the gases.
When the resulting plasma flows between the poles of magnet. it generates
electricity in much the same way as any
other generator. The difference is that
whilst an ordinary generator relies on
rotating copper wires. an MI ID generator uses gases at sonic velocities.
The generator itself can come in a
variety of different forms. but at its
simplest is a channel in which the plasma encounters the all-important
magnetic field. With a field of around 6
tesla and a gas ' elocity of around 6(I0m/
s. output power density from collector
electrodes can he as high as 24MW per
cubic metre of reactor space.
The benefits of an M H I) generator
are clearly considerable in theory: no
moving mechanical parts, simple design. extremely compact and relatively
efficient. The only reasons it hasn't
replaced existing steam turbines are the
formidable problems of designing a
practical reactor. Experiments carried
out twenty years ago by the CEGB ran
is

into problems because of repeated component failure. Elsewhere difficulties
have arisen from corrosion or from
problems of operating at the necessarily
high temperatures of around 25(1(1°C.
Yet in spite of those difficulties, a
number of reasonably successful pilot
plants have operated in Japan. Australia, the USSR, USA and Italy.
In all these systems. hotiever. the
magnets have placed a fundamental
limit on efficiency. To create a field as
high as 6T they've all used electromagnets which inevitably consume a significant proportion of the electricity that's
generated. What 13NF Metals Technology is now doing is researching the
design of permanent magnets that
would eliminate this problem.
It if succeeds then MI ID generators
are likely to have a practical future, not
as stand-alone units. but as bolt -on
de\ ices to conventional power stations.
The main reason for this is that the
exhaust gases of an MI -ID generator are
still hot enough to boil water for driving
a conventional steam turbine.
But there's a second reason why it's
considered a good idea to add M HD to
conventional power stations: the elimination of pollution. The seeding process in which chemicals are added to
make hot gases conduct electricity also
necessitates a recovery system for those
chemicals. Such a recovery system
would simultaneously remove sulphurous materials from the coal and thus
help to eliminate acid rain.
,\ II that seems necessary to get MI ID
off the ground is - as BNF has rightly
identified - a detailed look at some of
the basic ingredients like permanent
magnets... and of course some fairly
hefty DC to AC inverters!

Lossless wave

propagation
Photon torpedoes may not forever
remain the preserve of Captain Kirk
el al. aboard the Starship Enterprise.
The notion of bundles of energy
travelling through space without dissipation has recently taken a step
towards reality as a result of work
being undertaken at Houston
University and at the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory.
Richard Ziolkowsky and his coworkers report (Phys. Rev. Lett,
9.1.89) that they have created ultrasonic pulses that can travel several
metres in water without dispersing.
These acoustic energy-directed
pulse trains (Adepts), which are
thought likely to have their counterparts in electromagnetic radiation,
are yet another hint that wave behaviour isn't only limited to what can
be deduced from the laws of diffraction, refraction and reflection. Yet it
is from these laws that the existence
of Adepts was first hinted at. Ziolkowsky says that mathematical expressions describing the propagation
of waves do actually allow for non dispersive transmission of energy.
His latest work, supported interestingly enough by the Strategic Defence Initiative, uses an array of
underwater piezo-electric transducers designed to produce a pencil -thin
beam of radiated energy. But unlike
even the finest laser beams, Adepts
do not spread outwards at all, at least
not within the range so far achieved.
Thereafter they rapidly lose coherence and dissipate.
Although a few metres in water
may seem undramatic, the eventual
applications of transmitting energy
without loss could be revolutionary.

...And for the record books
Journalists (mea culpa) can so easily get
hooked on the numbers game... "95 year -old twice -married grandmother of
20 wins 26 mile marathon in 2hr 30min"
and so forth. There are occasions.
however. when it's worth at least taking
note of some of the more significant
milestones in modern electronics. especially for those of us who can remember
marvelling at the prodigious speed of a
74I op -amp.
P.C. Chao et al. (Electronics Letters
Vol. 25 No 8) describe the successful
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development of a high electron mobility silicon static divider IC capable of worktransistor (I 'EMT) with a noise figure ing on a standard 5V power rail. It's a
of 3dB and a gain of 5. IdB at 94 GHz. four-stage 16:1 divider with an integral
The team. from General Electric and 5052 output buffer stage and operates at
Cornell University. claim that this de- up to I5GHz.
vice, with a gate width of 0. l µm. is the
Faster (25G Hz) dividers have been
first ever low -noise transistor that made, but they either need higher volwould he practical for use in W -band tage supplies or require the use of III -V
receivers.
semiconductors or exotic fabrication
In the same issue of Electronics Let- technologies. Achieving IS GHz with a
ters. a West German team from Siemens (more -or-less) bog -standard silicon
and the Ruhr University at Bochum technology seems impressive enough to
describe what they claim is the fastest me!
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RF EQUIPMENT
LOW NOISE GASFET PREAMPLIFERS
Aligned to your specified frequency in the range 30-1000MHz.
Masthead or local use.
TYPE 9006. NF 0.6dB. Gain 10-40dB variable. In the range
£78
30-250MHz
£78
TYPE 9006FM. As above. Band II 88-108MHz
TYPE 9002. Two stage Gasfet preamplifier. NF 0.7dB. Gain 25dB
adjustable. High O filter. Tuned to your specified channels in bands
£102
IV or V
TYPE 9004. UHF two stage Gasfet preamplifier. NF 0.7dB. Gain
25dB adjustable. High O filter. Aligned to your specified frequency in
£102
the range 250-1000MHz
£39
TYPE 9035. Mains power supply for above amplifiers
£12
TYPE 9010. Masthead weatherproof unit for above amplifiers

=
.

b
w.-.'

TYPE 9006

FM/FSK RECEIVERS
TYPE 9300 FSK data receiver single channel up to 200MHz
TYPE 9301 FSK data receiver single channel 200-1000MHz
TYPE 9302 FM receiver single channel up to 100MHz
TYPE 9303 FM receiver single channel 100-1000MHz

'
a.1

C

~á

..-

T

'

watts RF output

TYPE 9087. Includes integral mains power supply
TYPE 9182FM exciter ±75KHz deviation. Output 10mW

. A;'L

£945
£1,110
£248

-- o,

.70.0411'é-

TYPE 9263

17'
TYPE 9113

FM TRANSMITTERS 88-108MHz. 50
TYPE 9086. 24V + DC supply

,,,,,, vre~

.4b

P.

£398
£248
£398

£94

100mV, 100dBuV, -10dBm

'

£248

TYPE 9002

WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS
Monolithic microwave integrated circuits in a fully packaged
microstrip module format. Full -wave shottky diode protected inputs.
Temperature compensated bias circuitry. Voltage regulated local or
remote operation.
£150
TYPE 9007. 1-900MHz. NF 2.3dB at 500MHz. Gain 20dB
TYPE 9008 Gasfet. 100MHz-2GHz. NF 2.5dB at 1GHz. Gain 10dB.
£150
Power output +18dBm, 65mW
TYPE 9009 Gasfet. 10MHz-2GHz. NF 3.8dB at 1GHz. Gain 20dB.
£150
Power output +20dBm, 100mW
TYPE 9253. 40-860MHz. NF 6dB. Gain 30dB. Voltage output

fa

PHASE LOCKED SIGNAL SOURCES
Very high stability phase -locked oscillators operating directly on the
signal frequency using a low frequency reference crystal. Phase
noise is typically equal to or better than synthesized signal
generators. Output will drive the Types 9247 and 9051 wideband
linear power amplifiers and the Types 9252 and 9105 tuned power
amplifiers.
TYPE 8034. Frequency as specified in the range 20-250MHz. Output
£120
10mW
TYPE 8036. Frequency as specified in the range 250-1000MHz.
£170
Ouput 10mW
TYPE 9182. FM or FSK modulation. 20-1000MHz. Output 10mW
£248

TYPE 9252

PHASE LOCKED LOOP FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
TYPE 9113 Transmitting. Converts your specified input channels in
the range 20-1000MHz to your specified output channels in the
range 20-1000MHz. 1mV input, 10mW output (+10dBm). AGC
controlled. Gain 60dB adjustable -30dB. Will drive transmitting
£356
amplifiers directly
TYPE 9114 Receiving. Low noise Gasfet front-end. NF 0.7dB Gain
£356
25 dB variable

TMOS WIDEBAND LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
TYPE 9246.1 watt output 100KHz-175MHz 13dB gain

TYPE 9259

TELEVISION LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified channels in bands IV or V. 24V + DC supply.
£218
TYPE 9261. 100mV input, 10mW output
£254
TYPE 9252. 10mW input, 500mW output
£290
TYPE 9259. 500mW input, 3 watts output
£530
TYPE 9262 500mW input, 10 watts output
TYPE 9263.2-3 watts input, 15 watts output
£400
£1,585
TYPE 9266 10 watts input, 50 watts output
See below for Television Amplifiers in bands & Ill.
I

£108

a

TYPE 9105

TYPE 9176

TYPE 9271

TYPE 9247. 4 watts output 1-50MHz 13dB gain
TYPE 9051. 4 watts output 20-200MHz 13dB gain
TYPE 9176.4 watts output 1-50MHz 26dB gain
TYPE 9177.4 watts output 20-200MHz 26dB gain
TYPE 9173. 20 watts output 1-50MHz 10dB gain
TYPE 9174.20 watts output 20-200MHz 10dB gain
TYPE 9271.40 watts output 1-50MHz 10dB gain
TYPE 9172. 40 watts output 20-200MHz 10dB gain
TYPE 9235. Mains power supply unit for above amplifiers

£108
£108
£254
£254
£308
£308
£616
£616
£164

TYPE 9158/9235

TMOS RF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified frequency in the range 20-250MHz, or your
specified channels in bands I or III. 24V +DC supply.
£230
TYPE 9105. 10mW input, watt output
TYPE 9106 500mW input, 10 watts output
£284
£327
TYPE 9155.1 watt input, 30 watts output
£448
TYPE 9158.5 watts input, 70 watts output
1

COMPLETE TELEVISION RETRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

AVAILABLE
All prices exclude p&p and VAT.

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Unit

1,

Aerodrome Industrial Complex, Aerodrome Road, Hawkinge, Folkestone, Kent CT18 7AG.
Tel: 0303 893631. Fax: 0303 893838
ENTER
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Twinkling Venus
has an ionosphere
induced turbulence in the atmosphere.
we're perhaps less familiar with the
ionospheric irregularities that call cause
twinkling at radio wavelengths. It happens essentially when variations in the
solar wind interact with the Earth's
magnetic field and it affects radio transmissions passing through the ionosphere.
It's not just our Larth, however, that
has a twinkling ionosphere: the effect
has been observed on signals from deep
space probes such its Voyager -2 (Research Notes. .1 uR . page 6-18) as they've
passed close to Jupiter. Saturn and
Uranus. Each of these giant planets has
a strong magnetic field which interacts
with solar radiation to create its own
ionosphere.
But until recently. no-one knew
whether Venus. our nearest planet, had
a magnetic field strong enough to support an ionosphere. Now, to judge from
a re -analysis of data from the Pioneer
Venus Orbiter spacecraft (Science,\errs
Vol. 135 No 8). genus does indeed have
an ionosphere. William I.. Sjogren.
Richard Woo el al. from the .let Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. were
mapping the Venusian gravitational
field by measuring Doppler shifts on
radio signals from the spacecraft when
they obser\cd irregularities coinciding
with peaks in the solar wind. But the
irregularities weren't always present.
nor could the he attributed to instru-
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cnu.. mi...aun. Inunchctl in,llay 197X.

Although most of us a re aware that stars
twinkle because of temperature -

F.1

'

.

J

runt malfunction or direct interference
from the Sun.
Eventually the team showed that the
noise signals occurred onb when the
spacecraft was on the side of Venus
Dicing the Sun and then only \\ hen it was
orbiting low enough for its signals to
pass through the Venusian ionosphere.
The reason why the solar wind plays a
part is that the magnetic field is too
weak to hold it at bay and prevent it
causing the xariations in the ionospheric
electron density that in turn are responsible for the 'twinkles'.
Another planet with a weak magnetic
field that may have a twinkling ionosphere is Mars. Sadly. though. since the
demise of the Russian Phobos probes
we are unlikely to find any direct evidence. at least not till the next
spacecraft - the US Mars Obser\er heads out in that direction in 1992.

Technology
transfer
Those of us who spent our younger da\s
sticking transfers on model Spit tires will
probably warns to an idea developed by
Bell Communications Research in Red
Bank, New Jersey. For all practical
purposes it's a way to transfer ultra -thin
gallium arsenide devices on to silicon
substrate, thus obviating the problems
of co -fabrication.
The new technique. called epitaxial
liftoff, invobes first constructing a gal-

(i1.L(I'ROM('S fi \\'l REI.I:SS \yORI.D

.
hum arsenide de\ ice such as a thin film
laser on a conventional 0.5nun thick
substrate. But the clever bit lies in first
depositing a seven -molecule -thick laver
of aluminium arsenide between the subst rate and I he active components. Finally a laver of mechanically -supportive
wax is added to protect the device.
As it stands this looks much like any
(Wm- gallium arsenide chip: more than
99"x, substrate. The active components
and the aluminium arsenide are all
contained in the top 0.I001mm. a tiny
pain of it standard device. It's this bulky
substrate that places const raints on conventional GaAs technology. being a
poor thermal conductor and hawing
different lattice constants from those of

silicon.

Bell's ingenious idea (P/rummies
Technology Len. February 1989) involves dunking the completed wafer,
with its extra laver, into a bath of
hydrofluoric acid. The acid eats its way
through this aluminium arsenide laver,
liberating the active components in
much the same way as a dip in water
liberates a paint transfer. Once freed,
the thin -layer laser (or whatever) can
then he deposited on anything from
_lass to silicon.
As it novel way of producing hybrid
chips, this approach offers considerable
possibilities. It also means that even if
the new substrate is nothing more than a
good heat -sink. the performance of
ratan\ existing GaAs devices could usefully be improved.
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Fusion:

a

damp squib

\1v prediction that the bright star of
cold fusion would rapidly fade (Research Notes. July. page 5-14) is not, as
might be imagined. a source of smug
satisfaction. \Vho in their right mind
could he pleased when the scientific
community indulges in an undignified
scramble leading mainly to public ridicule and a considerable waste of resources? To recap on this saga could
well add to the ridicule. though it's
certainly a valuable insight into the
pressures facing research scientists.
On \larch 23. t\V() chemists, Martin
Fleischmann from Southampton and
Stanley Pons from Utah, announced at
a press conference that they'd discovered how to make deuterium atoms
fuse together in an electrochemical cell
at relatively low temperatures. In making this claim they were effectively
proposing a route to limitless energy at
virtually zero cost. The pressures to
publish - and hence claim proprietary
rights - were enormous. especially in
view of the parallel work being undertaken just along the road at Brigham
Young University h\' Steven .Iones and
his colleagues.
Vomit. due to publish papers by both
groups simultaneously. decided not to
publish that of Fleischmann and Pons
because referees had called for additional information which the authors
had been unable to provide in the time
available. Jones's paper did appear (Nature Vol. 338. No 6218), though not
without consider able editorial corn.lohit h' addax. Nature's editor.
pointed out the vulnerabilit\ of the
scientific community's reputation when
two research teams make astounding
claims for an experiment using heavy
water when neither has undertaken
even a simple control experiment with
plain 1-I,0.
Despite cautious reservations from
nearly all the world's responsible labs. it
seemed as if everyone from North Korean universities to North Surrey housewives had jumped on the fusion hand wagon. Palladium futures soared. Yet
in spite of the inability of prestigious
organizations like Harwell and Caltech
to detect any evidence of cold fusion.
the subject refused to go away. Fleischmann has continued to argue his case.
notably at the US Electrochemical Society. while other scientists have equally
vehemently pointed out what they regard as gaping holes in his experimental
procedures.
\Vere this a scene from sonic Brian
.
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right: l)r Stanley Pons: Marvin
Ila)vLis, a,raduafesludenl: and 1)r
Al:ulin f'7eisc'hn:un.
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Rix farce, we'd all be expecting a new
character by now to emerge from the
closet. "True to its dramatic potential the
fusion farce has presented us with just
such a character in the shape of double
Nobel prizewinner (and vitamin proponent) Linus Pauling - now a sprightly
88. In a letter to Maitre (Vol. 339 No
(22(I) Pauling argues that the excess
heat observed by. Fleischmann et al.
could be the consequence of a chemical
reaction in which an unstable compound. palladium deutcride. decomposes spontaneously to its elements.
( old fusion may well have died the
death. and with it the hopes of those
who might have made a fast buck. Rut
will there be any real losers? And, as
Philip ( antphell asks in Physics. World

Cod piece

1111.

(Vol.

12 No 5). can there be anything
wrong with science as a spectator sport
so long as spectators are not put at risk''
Even if they do turn out to he wrong.
men like Martin Fleischman]] could well
earn their place in history by setting
other minds racing productively. John
Maddox observes, for example. that the
fusion rush is already teaching us that
metal hydrides are an even more interesting field of research than had
pre\ iously been thought.
One is still entitled ho\\ever, to ask
why certain unproven concepts attract
public attention while others. such as
hall -bearing motors, don't. The answer
must regrettably lie in the answer lo one
simple and unscientific question: will it

make money?
in progressively greater quantity as fish
becomes time -expired.
The sensor. (Platinum Metals Review. 1989. Vol. 33 No I) was developed
initially using stannic oxide doped with
gold. palladium) or ruthenium. \Vhen
coated on to an alumina tube heated
from a coil inside. this de ice will responc to a trimethylamine concentration of 3(I(Ip.p.nt. al a temperature of
555°C'. Other sensors. equally sensitive.
have been developed using zinc. tungsten Or titanium oxides with small additions of ruthenium.
\Vhen practical sensors were built and
tested on actual fish, the Japanese researchers found that the readings could
he calibrated and reliably compared to
the so-called K values determined by
chemical analysis. it looks therefore as
if it won't be long before we'll be able to
challenge the "caught yesterday. guy"
claim with the sane digital precision we
use to turn Out a perfect cod mornay.

have frequently observed in these
columns how far electronic measuring
instruments have come since the first
Avo appeared on the market. Rut if a
digital Aids meter is still a few years off.
the same is not true for an invention
from the Department of Materials Science and Engineering at Nagasaki University. There they've de\ eloped a sensor likely to form the basis of every
Japanese housewife's dream - a device
that measures directly the freshness 01
raw fish!
Fish freshness factor. K (say that
without your dentures) is defined by the
percentage of two chemicals, inosine
and hvpoxanthine. present in the raw
fish. Hitherto that has only been
measurable by destructive testing (i.e.
cooking) - not very popular in oriental
cuisine. What the Nagasaki engineers
have done is to develop an electronic
sensor that measures, not inosine or
hvpoxanthine, but a smelly gas. Research Notes are by John Wilson of
trimethvlamine. which is also given off the 13 BC' World Ser)'ice'.\.science unit.
I
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Put our test set to the test.
Can you find anything it can't test?
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Cellular
mobile

DTMF System

Pager

Cordless
telephone

Cone

Base station

P.M.R.

Stabilock 4031: Portable Communication Test Set

Stabilock 4031 could test any of the devices pictured above - with one minor exception Quite a performance given the dramatic
evolution in radiocommunications techniques and standards.
To meet the challenge, we packed more than 25 years of experience into a single,
highly versatile unit. You won't need an operating manual to use it: time -saving features include automatic measurement functions and brilliant graphics, with both
numeric display and simulated analogue meters.
The Stabilock 4031 comes with all test devices integrated, while its modular design
and flexible software system can adapt to all testing demands, both present and
future. The exceptions are hardly worth mentioning.
In the time It takes to read this, the
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NIC
DIGITAL
STEREO
Television sound
moves into the digital
age with the

introduction of
NICAM for terrestrial
and DBS

transmission. Paul
Gardiner of the IBA
explains how it works.
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tudies by the European Broadcasting Union in the early 1980s
indicated that an audio bandwidth of 15k Hz was quite
adequate for broadcasting to
the home: indeed. subjective tests
showed that increasing the bandwidth
further offered no significant improvement in perceived quality. "fhe process
of converting an analogue signal into
digital lornt involves sampling the analogue signal at a rate of at least twice the
highest frequency. A I5kHz audio
bandwidth can he obtained using a
sampling frequency of 32k Hz. and this
rate was selected both for terrestrial
NICAM 728 and for high -quality sound
in the MA( /packet system.
An initial coding accuracy of at least
14 bits per sample is desirable to represent the analogue sound signals accurately. If fewer hits are used, the quantizMg error can become audible in the
form of a 'gritty' quality for low-level
signals. an effect known as granular
distortion.
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Fig. 1. (groups of32 successive audio saniples are
treated as separate blocks and coded into one oflive
ranges, depending on the amplitude of the largest
sample in the block.
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Fig.2 (right). Coding ofcompanded sound signals.

sound channels is reduced to about
640kbit/s. to which must he added the
overheads needed for reliable transmission. such as framing words, parity hits
and control information associated with
the companding process. In its terrestrial application for dual -channel sound.
the end result is a 728khit/s data signal.

Near -instantaneous

cornpanding
With analogue companding systems
(which generally have the objective of
improving the signal-to-noise ratio),
accurate matching of the expander characteristic in the decoder to that of the
compressor in the coder is important in
order to minimize audible 'pumping'
effects. However, in a digital companding system (which has the objective of
reducing the data rate), because all
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hits per sample.

However. for low-level signals. the receiver is able to re-create the original
14 -hit samples. There is a loss of initial
resolution only on high -amplitude signals. (NICAM techniques could, in
theory, he used to reduce the number of
hits from any given initial resolution:
hut throughout this article 'NICAM'
refers to the 14 -to -Ill hit companding
system specified in the NICAM 728 and
MAC/packet standards.)
Companding is achieved by grouping
successive audio samples (in two's complement form) into blocks of 32 samples
(i.e. a duration of ins) and finding the
largest sample in the block. The amplitude of this sample is then used to
determine the way in which the entire
block of 32 samples is treated. There are
five coding ranges ( Fig. I I; range represents a block where the largest sample
falls between ntaxinlunt amplitude and
half maximum amplitude: range 2 from
half to quarter maximum amplitude.
I

I

and so on. Range 5 represents one sixteenth maximum amplitude down to
silence. The coding range for each 32 -

j

?

factor

Coding range

for

used
DBits
companded

1(1

2

XX XXI

0 X X
0 X X X

x X x
X x x x

1

o

2
3

x

1

-0

1

operations are performed in the digital
domain. the coder and decoder can be
matched precisely, avoiding any nlistracking.
The companding technique adopted
for both terrestrial television sound and
for MAC/packet satellite transmission
is that of near -instantaneous companding. based on the NICAM-3 system
developed by the BBC in the 1970s.
Essentially. sound signals coded initially with a resolution of 14 bits per sample
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co- or adjacent channels. Near instantaneous digital companding enables the number of hits per sample to
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no perceptible degradation in sound
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the introduction of any new signals must
not cause interference to pictures or
sound on existing receivers. on either
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The use of 32k1-Iz sampling with a
coding accuracy of 14 bits per sample
(i.e. 'linear' coding) would imply a
transmission data rate (including parity
hits for error detection) approaching
I Mbit/s for stereo. This rate is too high
to be easily accommodated (in the form
of a digitally modulated suhcarrier)
within the 8MHz channels of System I,
hearing in mind the need to ensure that
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2's complement coding

MSB

5

Five

1

Posi tive

Protection range

code

sample block is signalled by a three -hit
scale factor word.
For a block of samples representing
signals in the largest amplitude range
(coding range 1), the four least significant hits of each sample are discarded.
In the case of blocks falling in the
second coding range. the next -to -most
significant hit of each sample is discarded. along with the three least signifirtnt hits. (The most significant bit is
always retained to indicate positive or
negative signal excursions.) However,
because the 32 -sample block is 'labelled' as falling within coding range 2, the
dccoder can re -constitute the missing
next -to -most significant hit, since this
always has the same value as the most
significant hit (Fig.2).
The effective resolution of the decoded signal for samples in range 2 is,
bits. In the third range the
therefore,
two least significant and two next -to most significant hits are discarded prior
to transmission, but the latter n1'o bits
are restored in the receiver (since they
are identical to the most significant bit).
The effective resolution is 12 hits. Similarly. lower amplitude signals in the
fourth and fifth ranges are recovered in
the decoder to 13 -hit and 14 -bit resoluI

I

tion respectively.
The companding process relies on the
fact that the high-level signal itself
masks programme -modulated noise.
Prior to compression. pre -emphasis to
CCITT Recommendation J. 17 is applied. either by using an analogue pre emphasis network (Fig.3) before digital
conversion. or by using digital filters
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Table 1: application of the 704 -bit sound/data
blocks of NICAM 728 to provide either stereo
sound, mono sound, transparent data, or a
combination of mono sound and data.

WHAT IS.NICAM?

NICAM is an acronym for Near instantaneously companded audio multiplex, and is essentially a digital bit -rate
reduction system designed specifically for
high -quality sound. 'Companding' simply refers to a compression process applied to the
audio signal prior to transmission, followed
by an equal and opposite expansion process
in the receiver. NICAM was devised by the
BBC in the late 1970s with the aim of
conveying sound programmes on digital
circuits designed for telephony.
In the early 1980s there was considerable
interest both in the UK and in Europe in the
possibility of adding dual -channel sound to
the existing terrestrial services, either for
multi -language sound or for stereo. Various
analogue schemes were considered, but it
became clear that a digital system would
offer considerably improved quality in terms
of signal-to-noise ratio, lower distortion, and
complete absence of crosstalk between
channels. The BBC carried out intensive
development work and field tests of a prop -

osed new digital system, joined in the latter
stages by the IBA (much of whose resources
had been devoted to development of the

Application
control bits
C1 C2 C3

MAC/packet specification for DBS).
This led to

a

joint BBC/IBA/BREMA speci-

fication of NICAM 728 (728 refers to the
digital bit -rate of 728kbit/s). This system is
now approved by the Department of Trade
and Industry as the UK standard for two channel digital sound with television on the
terrestrial networks. Although it was originally designed for UK System I, it has attracted
considerable interest overseas. Extensive
tests have proved the ruggedness and compatibility of the system, which makes use of
an additional low-level digitally modulated
carrier. The European Broadcasting Union
has recommended that those members
wishing to introduce digital multi -channel
television sound transmission should base
their choice on NICAM 728, and the system is
being considered as a possible international
standard by the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR).

tent can provide a single mono sound
channel and a separate data channel. or
can be devoted entirely to data transmission.
In each frame, the first eight bits

cess.

(0I(It)111(1) for receiver/decoder syn-

Frame structure
For terrestrial transmission, the transmitted serial data stream is partitioned
into 728 -bit frames, transmitted continuously every ins; the overall bit -rate
of 728 khit/s is made up as follows:
I

frame alignment word
hits for control information
II bits for 'additional data'
7(14 bits for sound and parity

8 -bit
5

I

711-1khit/s

728khit/s

total:
This multiplex

I

8kbit/s
5kbit/s
kbit/s

is used

to modulate an

additional low-level carrier (at
6.552M1Iz above the vision carrier for
System I) which is added to the conventional broadcast signal.
The 7(14 -bit sound/data block consists
of 64 11 -bit sound samples (a single
parity bit is added to each sample to
protect the six most significant bits),
made up of a coding block for each of
the two sound channels. In the case of
stereo sound. the 32 samples for each of
the A and 13 channels within each
sound/data block are interleaved (odd numbered samples convey the A channel, see Fig.4). If used for two independent mono sound channels. alternate
frames convey data from each of the two
audio channels. Alternatively, the sys-
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comprise

a

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

Stereo signal comprising alternate A -channel and B -channel
samples.
Two independent mono sound
signals (designated Ml and M2)
transmitted in alternate frames.
One mono signal and one
352kbit/s transparent data
channel transmitted in alternate
frames.
One 704kbit/s transparent data
channel.

C3 = 1 provides for signalling additional sound
or data coding options. When C3 = 1, decoders
not equipped for these additional options should
provide no sound output

with the digital signals. A corresponding de -emphasis network is used in the
receiver decoder following the expansion process. his reduces significantly
the audibility of programme modulated
noise arising from the companding pro"1

0

Contents of 704 -bit
sound/data block

frame -alignment wore

chronization.
The first of the five control information bits (the frame flag hit Co) is set to
for eight successive frames, and to O for
I

the next eight frames. The first frame
(Frame I ) is defined as the first of the
eight frames in which C= ; the last
frame (Frame 16) of the sequence is the
last of the eight trames in which C=11.
This 16-frame sequence is used to synchronize changes in the type of information being carried in the data channel.
The next three bits (the application
control bits Cr, C, and C,) indicate the
type of information being carried by the
current 71)4 -hit data block. Four possiI

Fig.3. CCITTJ- 1 7 pre -emphasis is
applied prior to the companding

ble applications have been defined:
stereo sound, two independent mono
sound signals, mono sound and separate
352kbit/s data channel, and a single
7U4kbit/s transparent data channel (see
Table 1). In the case of IBA transmissions, these hits will usually be set to (1,
since for the time being it is planned to
use NICAM 728 mainly for stereo
sound. If it is required at any time to
change the application, the forthcoming
new application is signalled to the decoder by a change in the control hits on
Frame of the lost 16 -frame sequence of
the current application.
The fifth control bit (the reserve
sound switching flag, C4) lets the
receier'decoder know whether the
conventional analogue FM suhcarrier is
carrying the same programme sound as
the digital signal. When the FM signal is
no/ carrying the same information as the
digital stereo (or primary digital mono)
sound signal. C4 should be set to O.
(Should there he two separate digital
mono sound cllanels rather than stereo.
C4 would relate to the content of the
mono sound channel transmitted in
odd -numbered frames). A use of this
control hit can be to prevent a receiver
switching to different FM sound should
there he a 'drop -out' in reception of the
digital signal. -however. this control hit
should not be relied on for the automat I

1

process.
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DIGITAL AUDIO
tic selection of television programme
sound in the receiver: the broadcasters
recommend that receivers should he
switchable manually to select either FM
or digital sound.
Use of the II hits of additional data
(i.e. an Ikhit/s data signal) has not vet
been defined.
I3it interleaving is applied to the 7(14 hit sound/data frame in order to minimize the effect of multiple hit -errors.
This results in adjacent hits in the
transmitted serial data stream being
separated by a I6 -hit interval, so that
provided an error burst spans 15 or
fewer hits it will he spread as single
hit -errors in the sound samples after
de -interleaving in the decoder. Any
errors affecting the six most significant
hits of any sound sample will be detected by the parity check and concealed. Errors in the least significant
bits will not he detected hut, should they
occur. will probably not he subjectively
annoying to listeners. The decision to
apply parity checking and error concealment to six MSI3s was made after conducting listening tests during the development of the MAC/packet system.
If more hits are protected. there is a
greater chance of an undetectable multiple error: however, if fewer hits are
protected hen the effects of unconcealed errors in the least -significant hits
become more disturbing.

728bits=1ms
Assignment of sixty-four 11bit sound parity
words 07-641 to A and B channels
1

Bit

I

B30

1

B31

A31

A32 B32

I

ADo1

01111101011111111110

1

D

Frame alignment

word
Frame

1

1

1

1I

1+310
Bit 728

Additio;al data

(Or 11c1C31C4

flag -bit

'.\

Application
control bits

(a)

rx41X51x4x71MX91

Reserve sound

M.Sb.1

switching flag

Parity

728 bits= 1 ms

Assignment of sixty four 11bit sound parity

words 101-641 to companding

bloc l¢ n and

If

Bit

AD
1

m®® !!

0[1 1010111111101

Do

Frame alignment

word
Frame flag

lb)

CoCIC2C;Ct,I

-bit

Application
control bits

1

f

(n11311n1132

n32 Iln111

ClCiiiiliCí7

-

n

If

Dr

Bit 728

Additional data

EO®OIO®O®DE>úo
Reserve sounc:
switching flag

l.s.b.

'Iwo sound coding blocks are contained within each frame so that, for
each frame. six scale factor hits must he

transmitted. The principle of operation
is to take a group of nine samples within
a coding block, and to signal one hit of
the scale -factor by allocating either
even or odd parity to each sample of the
group of nine. If it is required to signal a
scale factor bit of O. then the group of
nine bits is allocated even parity: odd
This
parity is used in order to signal
form of signalling is effective because.
under normal reception conditions. it is
most unlikely that there will he several
errors within each group of nine. The
receiver checks each sample for parity
in the normal way, and compares the
results with the transmitted parity hits
for each group of nine samples.
For those groups in which the majority of samples have odd rather than even
parity, the scale -factor bit signalled by
I

August 1989

.

M.s.b

Parity

Fig. -l. Structureol'a 728-hit trame
containing (above)stereo sound and
(below) a single mono sound signal
(before interleaving).

Table 2: coding and protection ranges associated with each three -bit scale-factor word. The
five coding ranges indicate the degree of compression to which each block of samples has
been subjected for the near -instantaneous companding process.

Scale factor information
The decoder needs to know the
appropriate three -bit scale factor word
used for each 32 -bit sound -coding
block. This information is conveyed
without the use of dedicated hits by
using a technique known as 'signalling in -parity'.

Pj

the group is taken to be a I Error
concealment can then he applied to any
samples in the group as necessary. 'Signalling in parity' is very robust. since at
least four samples in a group must he in
error before a wrong decision on scale
factor can he taken by the decoder.
The scale factor hits also provide a
further form of protection against
errors. In addition to signalling one of
the five coding ranges. seven protection
ranges are signalled (Table 2). These
allow the receiver to make certain deductions about the most -significant hits
of the incoming samples of the group.
For example. in protection range 6, the
six MSW should all he the same (Fig.2).
This makes it possible to identify errors
in the MSBs even if the parity check
indicates that all is well (as a result of
multiple hit -errors). Majority logic can
then he used to correct these errors.
.

To retain compatibility with NICAM
in its application with the MAC/packet
system. there is no protection range H.
Scale factor (111(1 indicates protection
range 7 (as does (1111), but in the MAC/
packet system is used to manage receiv-

er buffer storage of the data packets
which make up the sound channel.
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Scale factor value

Coding

Protection

ranges

ranges

Rz

R1

1st range

1st range

1

1

1

range
range
range
range
range
5th range
5th range

2nd range
3rd range
4th range
5th range
6th range
7th range
7th range

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
5th

0
0
0

0
0

Ro

1

0

Pictured on page 754: the IBA's
transmitting station at Earley Moor in
Yorkshire, which, together with the
Londo, station at Crvstal Palace, will
launch a stereo sound service on ITV and
Channel Four Television. Dependent

relays will also carry the N1C AAl 728
signal.

To he continued.
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ON THE NOUSE

The missing Link

Figuring out the
trade in electronics
Sensitivity towards large negative trade
figures in electronics and information
technology also surfaced when Alan
Clarke. N Mister of State at the Department of Trade and Industry. confirmed
the figure of £2.3 billion as the UK's
trade deficit in high-technology for the
year ending September 1988.
However, the ensuing exchange produced a veritable smokescreen of
seemingly contradictory figures from
the Minister, who asserted three propositions with respect to the deficit: (i)
"France, Italy and Germany are all in
deficit in sums vastly greater than ours":
(ii) the UK's exports in IT and electronics "are worth £11 billion and the
deficit accounts for less than 5% of the
total": and (iii) "the Community has a
deficit of £7 billion". All of this left
observers consulting their .Japanese calculators wondering how 5
of £
billion makes £2.3 billion: and how. it
four of the Community's major trading
partners have large deficits. its total
1

1

trade deficit can be only £7 billion.
By way of explanation. the Government argues that it is wiser not to spend
too much time on a single isolated
number such as international trade in
electronics (since this gives a wholly
misleading picture): tar better is the
consideration of the economy as a
whole. For example. a single investment such as Fujitsu's IT component
plant in County Durham will. when in
full production, simultaneously reduce
imports and improve exports. so altering the figures completely.
Unfortunately. this holistic argument
has one major political drawback: it
cannot be used in reverse. If the economy as a whole is in trouble. it will he
very difficult to pinpoint one single
feature (for example the UK's formidable record in the export of instrumental control systems) and then
claim that single example as evidence of
improvement in the overall economic
outlook.

They're leaving school
The number of science graduates who
re-enter or leave the profession is an
important measure of the quality of
skilled teachers who can teach electronics in schools. Although the figures
show that most returning scientists are
women in the 30-40 age bracket (returning after child rearing), the overall loss
in science graduates is severe and progressive. For example, 2110 maths and
science teachers left the profession in
1984, and by 1986 that number was
2590: by comparison in 1986 re-entrant
graduates totalled 850.
These figures have been seized upon
by Opposition MPs. Jack Straw, Education shadow minister, stated that shortfall in maths teachers alone by 1995
could be 12000, whilst Simon Hughes,
the Democrats' Education spokesman,
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accused the Government of recoiling
from the 20% science content of the
national curriculum only because it
knew that 20% could not be delivered.
According to Hughes, the decision to
opt for a 12.5% science content arose
directly from the shortage of teachers
and equipment.
Challenged to disavow the figures.
Kenneth Baker, Secretary of State for
Education, said that he "hoped and
believed" that the combined effects of
all government proposals "will lead to
adequate staffing in those subjects in
the 1990s." Such statements will only
reinforce those in the electronics industry who are worried that there is too
much dependence on 'hopes and beliefs' to solve the ever -widening high
technology skills crisis.

Several Labour MPs have suddenly become interested in LINK. a joint public private r&d programme announced two
years ago and supported with £2111
million of public money. According to
Government figures. more than "40
companies and over 20 science -based
organisations have already indicated
that they wish to be involved". So far. 14
Link schemes have been announced and
a breakdown of Link projects shows
many (e.g. molecular electronics, ad-

vanced semiconductors. opto -

electronics) that have implications for
the elect ronics of the 21st century.
Labour interest in the topic is twofold. Firstly. only £71) million has been
spent and Labour identifies this as evidence of a lack of commitment in Government towards r&d. However. the
Government has a well -established defence to this allegation. saying that it
will commit public money to r&d projects only if private sources meet 50% of
the costs, that such an r&d project is not
near -market, and that there should he a
reasonable prospect of a tangible product at the end of the project which can
be successfully developed. If these
criteria cannot be met. the Government
has always argued. why should the
project be supported in the first place'?

The second reason is politically tar
more important. According to Alice
N ahon, Labour NIP for Halifax. in 1987
"the PM boasted that £21(I million
would be spent on the Link scheme". By
blaming the Prime Minister. Labour
hopes to pin any r&d policy failures on
.the leader of Government. not some
junior Minister who can be sacked when
the goi rig gets tough.

Rescued by drink?
Robert Banks, Conservative MP for the
Yorkshire town of Harrogate. has discovered the stark reality surrounding
the UK's trade with Japan. He was told
that. against the background of a crude
trading deficit of some £4.8 billion last
year. the UK's top ten imports included
computers. fax machines. printers, disk
units and photocopier parts, making
half the list electronic components or
electronic equipment. By contrast, the
UK's top ten exports to Japan included
paints. blended whisky. malt whisky,
antibiotics, antiques and postal packages. Nothing in the top ten was remotely high-tech in nature. Perhaps the
Government hopes that whets the
Japanese drink too much whisky. they
will he incapable of exporting!
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FILTERS

Saws and superhets
Surface acoustic wave filters can confer dual -conversion
performance on single -conversion UHF receivers, claims
Peter Johnson of Quantelec
problems involved in designing a conventional radio
receiver are twofold: the receiver must amplify a signal
from a level of approximately
one nanowatt to several watts (that is
around 95dI3 gain) with a good signalto-noise ratio. and it must reject all
signals but the desired one from a
spectrum of RF transmissions ranging
from II)1)kl-Iz to tens of gigahertz. Over
the years. this problem has been tackled
using homodvne. TRF (tuned radio
frequency) receivers. superheterodyne
and a number of other configurations
with varying degrees of success. Apart
from a recent nevi\ al of the homodyne
principle in digitally -synthesized
domestic receivers, the "superhet" has
eclipsed all other designs.
Figure I shows the general layout of a
single -conversion superhet receiver for
a fixed signal channel with a carrier
frequency of 200M I-Iz. The basic principle is to comcrt any incoming signal's
carrier to a fixed intermediate trequeticy (IF). The incoming signal is mixed
with a local oscillator (1.0) sinewave of
199M Iz, producing an input to the IF
stage of M I-Iz. the frequency to which
this stage is tuned. Unfortunately. with
all practical designs of analogue mixer.
there will also he a spectral component
at 199MMHz and another at 399N11-Iz.
The problem of removing these unwanted components is not as difficult as
at first appears. since the LO contribution is of constant amplitude and will be
removed by the demodulator. 399Ml-Iz
is sufficiently far removed from the
200h' Hz carrier to he easy to filter out
by the IF amplifier's tuned circuits.
A more serious problem is the possibility of receiving a spurious signal at
198M Hz. the image channel, which also
produces an output of IN Hz at the IF
input. This component must he removed before the mixer by a preselector
(a narrow band-pass filter). Since the
image channel at 198M lz must he
attenuated by at least (iOdl3 compared
The

I
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Preselector
R.f.
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R.f.amp
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I.f.
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no,
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nv

I. f. amp

fc.flo
fc- flo

rk, (-fj-

Demodulator
Output

fir)

Local
ose

Fig. I. Single -stage superheterodyne
AA/ receiver block diagram.

with the desired 20OMI-Iz signal. a very
sharply -tuned preselector filter would
be needed.

One solution is to use a much higher
intermediate frequency. In the above
example. if an IF of 2(I\IHz is used. the
image frequency would he shifted to
161)N I-Iz and the preselector design is
simple. lowever. now the IF amplifier
is tricky to design and necessitates the
use of crystal filters to achieve the
required combination of gain and staI

bility.

Dual -conversion superhets
The traditional approach here is to
build a dual -conversion receiver. In
this. the front end uses a high IF. but
does not contribute significantly to the

90 -odd d13 of overall gain: unity -gain

tuned circuits are quite easily implemented. A second superhet receiver
then converts this high IF to something
more manageable. usually the -155k Iz
used in commercial AM radios. where
the necessary gain is achieved.
If the receiver in question must he
continuously tunable over a frequency
hand, the dual -conversion design using
a variable -frequency front-end filter is
unaoidahle, despite its principal drawback of using two complete sets of
receiver components. N any receivers.
however, are only required to tune to a
few fixed channels, and can employ a
series of switched, fixed -frequency pre selector circuits: the problem then reverts to that of finding a set of filters of
sufficiently high O -factor to reject the
image frequency from the channel information.
I

Saw filters
Saw filters are integrated passive devices with hand -pass filter characteristics and consist of a quartz. synthetic

o-20-

-40-

-60-

-BO-

fc-21f
(Image frequency)

Centre frequency
fc

Fig. 2. Selective null response of saw
coupled -resonator.
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ceramic. (e.g. lithium niobiate or tanta late) or other piezoelectric material as
substrate. screen -printed with a layer of
metal. Photo-etching techniques are
used to produce a pattern of fine. inter linking finger -like electrodes (called interdigital transducers) which act as electrical input and output transducers
when electrical energy is applied to the
device.
The input transducer emits mechanical (or acoustic) surface waves which
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produce electrical energy ill the output
transducer, which can he "tapped off"
at many points. making saw transversal
filters and tapped delay lines possible.
The centre frequency, bandwidth
curve and group delay are determined
by the configuration of the interdigital
transducers and a wide range of characteristics can he achieved by varying
their arrangement.
Saw fihers exhibit a high O -factor,
but the tuning is still not sharp enough
for the type of application described
above. i.e. that of separating a I98MI-Iz
signal from a 2(11IM1lz one. A much
sharper cutoff of out -of-hand signals
can he achieved by arranging several
stages of filter on the same substrate.
each stage coupled to the next by the
acoustic wave itself. This so-called
coupled -resonator design can give an
out -of -hand rejection of 6(1(113 and a O
factor of several thousand. Conventional filter response shapes such as Chebvshev and Butterworth can he readily
synthesized and the device can be massproduced at relatively low cost. Figure 2
shows the frequency response of a typical coupled -resonator filter.
More important for
superhet design. it is possible to include a deep
notch in the response at the image
frequency (selective null placement).
For example. saw coupled -resonator
filters (CRFs) have been made with
centre frequencies from 911MHz to
8011MHz with a null response at the
centre frequency minus 91(1kHz. enabling the designer to use a single conversion receiver which will reject the
image frequency of a standard 455k Hz
IF. At higher IFs (10.7MI-Iz is widely
used). image rejection can he arranged
for carrier frequencies of up to 1.6G 1-Iz.

762

AGC delay

Squelch

circuit

circuits

Fig. 3. AR(' -/S2 Guard receiver. using
saw ('RF image -rejection circuit.

Guard receiver
As an example of a single -conversion
receiver using a CRF image -rejection
circuit. the US Navy's RF N onolithics
ARC-182 is a transceiver which continuously monitors the two military
emergency frequencies of 121.5N1Hz
and 243N1I Iz. A block diagram is shown
in Fig.3.
Switch Sr a low -loss GaAs fet switch,
selects one of two antenna inputs and
couples the RF signal to S,, which is a
combination band switch and AGC
attenuator. It is implemented with pin
diodes and is in a low insertion -loss state
for the selected channel at low signal
levels and exhibits high insertion loss
when a large RF signal is present. The
unused channel is in the high -loss state.
The front ends consist of two low -loss
saw handpass CRI s, with centre frequencies of 121.500 Hz and 243.(10M I-Iz
and deep selective notches at the image
channel frequencies for a 455k Hz IF
(i.e. at 121.(159MHzand 242.090M1Hz),
separated by a low -noise GaAs fet RF
amplifier. The filters achieve an image
channel rejection of better than 8(Id13.
The local oscillators are crystal based
and generate 121.1)45 N Hz for the 121.5
MHz channel and 242.545 MHz (usinga
121.2725 NIl-Iz doubler) for the 243
MHz channel. These frequencies are
combined in the mixer to produce the
455k I-Iz IF. together with easily -filtered
121.1145 and 224.545\11-Iz components
for the 121.5N I Iz channel and corresponding signals for the 243.1)1Ir\11-Iz receiver.

The IF signal is amplified by a JFET
preamp and then filtered by a high selectivity ceramic filter: the IF bandwidth is a minimum of 28k Hz. Approximately 90dB of IF gain is supplied by
the IF amplifier/detector IC: this chip, a
Plessey SL670 A. also provides IF
AGC and delayed-AGC functions. The
detected audio signal is coupled to
noise -squelch circuitry to generate a
squelch output for control of the audio.
There are two audio outputs. an unfiltered detected audio and a 3k Hz band -

limited output.
The ARC -182 Guard Receiver
achieves a I(Id13 S+N'N sensitivit\ of
I11.5d13nt, coupled with a dynastic
range of over I2(Id13. for a power consumption of around \1. The unit is now
standard equipment in USN patrol aircraft.
Using multi -stage selective -null coupled resonator saw filters, a single conversion superhet receiver can he built
with a very lane difference between IF
and carrier frequency; in the above
example. the carrier -to -IF ratio is
534:1. compared with 1(1: I for a domestic N'I-II receiveror 3.5: for a medium wave AM radio. Obviously, it is necessary to know the exact value of the

-

I

I

I

image frequency. which implies a receiver with a number of fixed channels
rather than a, continuously -tuned set.
The saw filters are sufficiently low in
cost to make the use of a number of
fixed channels a viable option. and are
available in most standard UIIF/V'I-IF
channel frequencies. For other frequencies. custom designs are feasible, since
the design process is well -established
and involves mainly changes to the
metallization pattern printed onto the
substrate.
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IBM-PC
There has'never

start -usin

I/O Cards

BOARDMAKER - the price performance leader
If you are looking for the solution to "our PCB layout and schematic drawing problems BOARDMAKER has all the answer . One integrated package provides a powerful,

bien á better time to

our IBM' iomioatible

full -featured, layout and schematic editor that lets you design and document your PCB
layouts, all at a down-to-earth price.
Some of BOARDMAKER's power leatures
E sv to learn and use

PC

Ultra -fast zoom, pan and re -draw

for data acP'uisition
4n.
y

and control

Interactive placement and routing
Auto via hole placement
Auto line optimisation
Handles multi layer beards 10 available
layers including silk screen dents
Comprehensive surface mount support
Screen drivers for CG A, EGA and VGA

_

*4
The new

selectionf-

from Fairchild offers

.z

:°

uó
¿@

displays
Extensive user definable symbol and
layout macro facilities
Sensible user interface - use a mouse or
keys to access the menus
klanual includes a user guide and full
command reference

._

Standard outputs included

I. the

package

an exceptionally

wide range so

-

Full WYSIWYG display

youf11,'=_

can get nearer

err

t,_ó.á
°41

=."
á ay

than ever to

Dot matrix printer - 9 and 24 pin Epson or
compatible
Laser printer I IP L,serjet II emulation
Penplot - I IN it. or DM PL plotter support
Phocoplot - Gerber formal
NC drill - Exccllon format

Tsicn pros ide

a

full after sales support and software update service.

Requires an IBM PC'XT ST or

?.

BOARDMAKER

your precise

1011'

i

compatible inc. Amstrad 1512 & 1u40

costs only £195

+ VAT

Write or phone today for your FREE demonstration disc
Corporate. education and dealers

requirements

ring for details

Tairn (UK) Lid, Cambridge Research Laboratories, 181A luntingdon Road, Cambridge
C -B3 UDl Tel. 0223 277777 (a lines) Fax. 0223 271,441
I
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LANGREX
SUPPLIES LTD

.s.r.
wide range

One of the largest stockists and
distributors of electronic valves, tubes
and semiconductors in this country.

- over 60 models
high quality

software support in 7 programming
languages
IBM-PC/XT/AT compatible
Call us today on

for

a

042121 6527

free full colour product selector chart

Fairchild

Over 5 million items in stock covering more
than 6,000 different types, including CRT's,
camera tubes, diodes, ignitrons, image
intensifiers, IC's, klystrons, magnetrons,
microwave devices, opto electronics,
photomultipliers, receiving tubes, rectifiers,
tetrodes, thryatons, transistors, transmitting
tubes, triodes, vidicons.
All from major UK & USA manufacturers.
Obsolete items a speciality. Quotations by
return. Telephone/telex or fax despatch
within 24 hours on stock items. Accounts to
approved customers. Mail order service
available.

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
1

Fairchild Ltd Eastpoint Burgoyne Road Thornhill Southampton 502 6PB
Tel:042121 6521 Fax:042121 6583
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Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP.
Tel: 01-684 1166
Telex: 946708
Fax: 01-684 3056
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CIRCUIT IDEAS

Two -channel PWM with gap synchronization
Although not

as power efficient in AM
systems as PPM, pulse -width modulation offers self-clocked demultiplexing
at the receiver and easy data recovery
using a simple low-pass filter.
Overall system efficiency is enhanced
if there is no need to output power when
transmitting a synchronization pulse;
this is the principle of the two -channel
modulator/multiplexer shown here.

'Vdd

I
J1

Input

switches $2.3 so the input channels are
sampled at 1/3 the clock frequency. Resetting of the sawtooth generator is also
provided by the input clock: comparing
the sawtooth's positive -going ramp with
a variable analogue input gives the
desired PWM output.
The 1:2 mark -to -space ratio of the
counter results in a multiplexed output
sequence of channel I, channel 2, sync.,
gap, channel 1, etc.
A demultiplexer for the PWM signal
is also shown. Once again, a modulo-3
counter addresses c-mos analogue
switches which route the serial pulsed
input waveform to suitable filters at the
appropriate times, thereby separating
the two channels.
Resetting of the counter, caused by
the gap in the pulse train, is done by
retriggerable monostable device IC3.
output 02 remains low for slightly longer than one clock period when this
device is triggered. A positive -going
reset pulse is produced when a gap
occurs.
Component values shown are for system clock of approximately 600M I Iz.
N.E. Evans, University of Ulster
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Fast DC -coupled trigger
This broadband trigger is immune to
DC offset and base -line wandering. It
permits high -quality performance over
a wide range of input signals applied to
he ICI -765() amplifier. IC,. through the
charge -storage network R,, R, D,, D,

100n

01

and C.

1N

Diodes D, and D, quickly charge
capacitor C to the input voltage. Output
01 IC, is then compared with the original signal at IC,. Here, hysteresis is set by
two p -channel field-effect transistors,
Tr,.,, wired as diodes in the IC, positive
feedback loop: R. Tr,. and Tr, ensure
that the level of hysteresis is maintained
for any DC offset at the input. Resistor
R, provides a zero level for input signals
whose amplitude is smaller than one
diode drop and R, protects the input
signal source.
In the circuit as shown. the output of
IC, a chopper -stabilized operational
amplifier, is fed back to the internal
oscillator which helps square the output
pulses. That is. the output at pin IO is
directed to the oscillator's input at pin

Ramp generator with

wide frequency
range
Only two integrated circuits and a few
passive components are used in this
ramp generator for a signal with adjustable level and frequency.
Negative current through R, produces the ramp's positive slope and
causes the output of op -amp IC, to
increase linearly toward + I5V. Because the amplifier's output becomes
the comparator's (IC,) negative input,

:

l

D2

1
1N4148

_

2

IC2

L

ti

ICL765C

12

R3

4148

ICL7650

1C1

Input

R 2
Rá--1

1k

l

100k

8

1k

Output

Tr2

Trt

(00
E500

t00nM Ó0n
13 and a new output taken from pin 12
which is the amplifier's clock output.
Because the oscillator has a divide -by two counter the output will be one-half
the input frequency.
The trigger has a reliable triggering
level and responds fast, its speed being
limited only by the time constant
(R1) .1)2+R,) C and can he adjusted to
meet the requirements of practically
any biomedical application.
Kamil Kraus
Czechoslovakia

the comparator's output transistor
switches on when the negative -input
voltage exceeds the positive -input volt-

E500

Extending random
number sequences
In this method of generating longer
pseudo -random -number sequences
from smaller ones. it is assumed that
sequentially stored samples of a PRN
sequence in a memory when read out
randomly give anot her sequence.
In the circuit shown, samples corresponding to a 4Kpoint PRN sequence
are stored in eprom and addressed by a
12hit counter. For larger sequencers.

Clock

age.

Switch voltage of the comparator is
determined by the R2R1 divider.
Switching IC2's output transistor on
forces the junction of R2 and R3 to OV
(value on negative input of IC,). Current from R2 decreases the discharge
time of C, and allows IC,'s output to fall
rapidly toward ISV. The comparator
remains on until its negative -input voltage drops below 0V.
Output frequency can he expressed as

input

24bit counter

16 x 74161)

01-12

013-24

+

Al -12

81-12
Exclusive- or gate (3 x 74861
Y1-12

-

+
A0-11
4K eprom

(

27321

0 7-0

Prn output

T,X

I

(VoN-Vor-F)/15

Cl

T,=R,.C,; VoN=30

where
(

R3

R,+R,

)-15V: VOFF=OV

Thus R, and R3 provide adjustments for
variations in both output frequency and
peak -to-peak value of output voltage.
then R, and C, for variation of output
frequency only. This circuit works well
in output frequency range from approx.
0.1 Hz to over 100kHz.
Michele Frantisek
Barvicova
Czechoslovakia
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the most significant hit of the counter
(13th hit onwards) are Exor-ed with the
corresponding least significant bits and
given as the address to the rom. This
way the 4K PRN data is read out in
many combinations and output as a
different sequence for each possible
combination of the most significant hits
of the counter: as a result the sequence
length is increased. This circuit has a
maximum sequence length of 224 clocks.
A. Dhurkadas
Nasal Physical & Oceanographic
Laboratory
Cochin
India
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UPDATE

Complex microcontroller
Motorola has released details of its new
32 -hit 683(1(1 microcontroller family. the
first device of which will be the 68332.
The chip consists of five modules; a
CPU (compatible with the 680211

MPU).

a

tinter -processor unit.

a

queued serial communications module
(OSM1), a I.5Kbyte ram module and a
system integration module. all communicating via an internal 16 -hit bus. A
version with a rom module is to follow.
The TPU contains its own independent
microcoded processor complete with
Al.0 and is capable of operating almost
independently from the CPU. once intialized. It can execute several standard
timing functions on up to 16 channels
simultaneously. The QSM contains a
synchronous and an asynchronous serial
port plus a queue to reduce CPU interrupt rates. The 68332, designed in conjunction with General Motors/I-lughes
Electronics subsidiary Delco Electronics for automotive uses, is suitable for

Qualified rental
Microlease has become the first UK
equipment rental company to qualify
under the BS 5750 pt2,'13S 5781
approvals standard. Under the terms
of the accreditation. all equipment
supplied by the company has been
calibrated to 13S 5781 with traceability to national standards.
BS 5750 allows accredited com-

766

many embedded controller applications, though some analysts have suggested that it may he a little ahead of its
time. Manufactured in Iµnt c-mos. the
132 -pin plastic leaded chip carrier device will cost between $25 and $5(I in
volume.

New IT investment
The DTI and the Science Research
Council are to organize a £22 million
investment programme for information
technology. lord Young said that a
total of £15 million would be put into
opto -electronics with the balance going
to the Information Engineering Adv-

anced Technology Programme
(I EATI').
Spending in opto -electronics will

Flash eproms
Intel has extended its range of 12V flash
eproms with 512K and Mbit devices
with a read access time of 120ns. The
28F512 and 28F01(1 are arranged as
64Kx8 and 128Kx8 respectively and
can be hulk -erased in under one second.
Programming can be executed in less
than Is for the 512K device, less than 2s
for the M version. Applications include data acquisition in portable equipment and code storage in embedded
systems which may require periodic
updating in the field.
I

focus on research into the integration of
opto -electronic devices and techniques
within systems. Specifically. it will concentrate on optical communications systems and subsystems together with
optical information processing.

Slowing electronics

panies to deliver components, equipment and services without infringing
client assessed quality programmes.
All the major hire organizations currently offer NAMMAS calibration by

The world electronics market will increase by 3.3% in the current year
compared with 9% growth in 1988. says
the latest edition of the Elsevier yearbook of world electronics. It predicts
that future growth will stabilize in the
region of 4%.
Prospects are brighter for optical
discs. The research analysts Frost &
Sullivan say that the European market
for the technology will be worth some
$900m by 1993. Source: Optical memory market in Western Europe.

special request; Microlease now
offers OA equipment as a matter of

Dominant Unix

I

course.

Brian Lecomber's Pitts special
sponsored by Microlease

is

Mr Sal Garcia. chief executive of the US
CAE house VIEWlogic. claims "Unix
will emerge in the next year to become
the dominant PC platform". Speaking
at the launch of the company's Work view Series II workstation software. he
supported his statement by saying that
"dos with its 64(1K limit represents a
major deficiency allowing Unix to come
into the market.
"Every day that goes by, OS/2 is
losing ground. There is already a large
number of technical applications designed to run on Unix and it is starting to
pick up a few business applications". he
said. He added that IBM itself had
earmarked electronics design as a computing growth area based on Aix, the
IBM -DEC version of Unix.
VIEWlogic's latest CAE software release. aimed firmly at customers who
spend more than $I million on CAE.
makes use of the Unix X -windows interface and the VHSIC hardware description language. It employs open
architecture meeting the EDIF standard in contrast to the Daisy/Mentor/
Valid approach to CAE.
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USE PC COMPILERS FOR AN SBC
For really fast development of stand alone systems, use a Lancer or Hunter target board with
Hexatron's PromDOS. This emulates DOS and BIOS calls, gives you silicon discs and even
allows you to run non-ROMable compiled code in a ROM environment. Too good to be true?
Call us now for a free demonstration. STOP PRESS: We now have a four port multi -standard
serial expansion card for the Lancer and Hunter- ring us for details.

THE SDS LANCER
8088N20 target hoard on a double Eurocard
with two serial ports, four parallel ports, six
counter -timers, four 32 pin memory sockets,
battery backup, RTC, watchdog timer, optional
8087, optional mains psu and case.
An
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THE SDS HUNTER
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An 80188 target board with 256k bytes EPROM, 256k bytes battery hacked RAM, 256k bytes
D -RAM, two serial ports, three counter -timers, RTC, watchdog timer, optional mains power
supply and case.

Sherwood Data Systems Ltd
Unit 6, York Way, Cressex Estate, High Wycombe. Tel: 0494 464264
ENTER 42 ON REPLY CARD

TELECOMMUNICATION
TRAINING EQUIPMENT
Full range of Training Equipment including:
ANALOGUE & DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
CIRCUIT

&

SYSTEMS

FIBRE OPTICS

MICROWAVE
TELEPHONY
RADAR - NEW

For more information contact:
LAB -VOLT (UK) LTD.

ab- at®

4A Harding Way,
St. Ives Industrial Estate
Huntingdon,

Cambridgeshire
PE17 4WR
Tel: (0480) 300695. Fax: 0480 61654
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Research

profile-

Southampton University
MARTIN ECCLES
When photographer Ted Wright and visited
Southampton. we expected to cover the
whole University in a day: but our look around
the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research
took up all of our allocated time. At some time
in the future we hope to return to see the rest
I

-r

of the University.
To find out the effects of, say, waves constantly beating against an oil -rig. detailed analyses
of flow structures must be made.

This holographic crystal (bismuth silicon
oxide) is part of a particle -image velocimetry
analyser that measures speeds of particles in
flow fields using high-speed photography. It is
particularly useful for varying flow fields
(turbulence).
The autocorrelation required for the
measurement process can be performed by
a computer but this optical system, in which a
convex lens performs spatial Fourier transforms, does the job twenty times faster.
The system is an optical implementation of
the Wiener-Khin-Chin theorem.

'
I

i

jl

R

I-

MU-

1

r
Measuring out-of -plane motion in loudspeakers by laser interferometry is not new. This
set-up is not to test the loudspeaker: it is an
experiment to investigate enhancements to
the measurement technique. Researchers at
Southampton have developed new optical
and electronic methods for reducing the
problems caused by speckling of the laser
beam on the reflective surface.

Laser vibrometers relying on the observation
of Doppler shift to detect movement need
optical heterodyning with a frequency shifted reference beam if information about
the direction of motion is to be obtained. This
set-up is part of an experiment involving a
new technique that provides directional in-

768

formation using only one laser beam and
without a separate frequency shifter.
To obtain frequency shifting, a pseudo
heterodyning scheme is used. A sinusoidal
signal at 1.05MHz drives a laser diode to
provide optical phase modulation without the
linearity problems associated with normal
-

ramped -phased modulation. This technique
gives a frequency shift capable of large
vibration measurements of the order of

10'ms'.

Vibrometers benefiting from this research
are insensitive to external vibrations, lightweight. inexpensive and robust

EI.ECTRONI('SK \VI RELESS WORLD
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High fuel bills are causing aircraft companies
to consider replacing jet -engine planes with
more efficient propeller -driven versions. One
of the main problems with propeller -driven
planes is the irritating cabin noise that they

produce.
Digital signal processing combined with
audio techniques can significantly reduce
cabin noise not only in aircraft but in cars,
lorries, buses. etc. Sound cancellation is only
suitable for frequencies up to a few hundred
hertz. but it is low -frequency noise that is
most difficult to remove by conventional
sound -damping methods. The objects you
can see here hanging from the ceiling are
microphones that feed adaptable -coefficient
digital filters. Outputs from the digital processor feed the sound cancellation loudspeakers positioned around the room.
It is difficult to quantify briefly the results
obtainable, but improvements from relatively
simple sound -cancellation systems fitted in
cars have been capable of reducing noise by
more than 10dB. Perhaps in the future sound
cancellation will be extended to reduce noise
where it really hurts in the houses situated
under the flight paths of internally -quiet
aircraft!

_71.

-

Inside this reverberation room with asymmetrical walls and ceiling is a horn, also with
asymmetrical walls, that is subjecting an
'unspecified component' to 140dB of sound
pressure at a range of frequencies. To see
how the component reacts to high -intensity
noise, it is fitted with 131 three -element strain
gauges connected to computers and pen

recorders.
In this experiment, readings from the test
are being compared with results from a
finite -element analysis program. According
to researcher Tony Rogerson. the experiment
is being done out of curiosity as much as
anything. Soon, the horn will receive further
padding in an attempt to take the level up to
165dB. Tony intimated that he is not absolutely certain what will happen at that level since
it will be the first time that they have attempted 165dB with this set up and such a large
sample!
The horn - driven by chopped compressed
air is normally used by ISVR Consultancy
Services to test aerospace parts; recently it
has been vibrating electronics equipment
housings that are to form part of a satellite for
example.

Part of ISVR's consultancy work currently
involves looking into new loudspeaker designs for a Japanese company wanting to
break into the audio market with an innovative product
In this room, one of the smaller anechoic
chambers at the Institute, researcher Andrew
McKenzie is listening to loudspeakers with
conical reflectors. His work involves determining whether it is possible to achieve
sound directionality without the undesirable
associated effect of coloured off -axis response.
Conical sound reflectors have long been

it

centrally between the speakers, but in
Andrew's experiments the conical reflectors
are given an offset in an attempt to combine a
degree of directionality with a good off-axis
image.
Whether or not this experiment has produced the desired effect remains a secret.
but Andrew did tell me that conical reflectors
have opened up some interesting areas of
stereo reproduction
namely uncoloured
frontal and lateral reflections creating improved subjective sound.
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UPDATE

World's fastest d -ram?
a IM hit
which can access any hit in just
22ns. This is about twice the speed of
the best currently available Mbit products. The part has been produced at
the company's Kyoto centre using what
was claimed to he a standard d -ram
production line.
113NI has employed a double polysilicon. double -layer metal c-mos process
in the manufacture for the best combination of speed and density. It dissipates 5(10m\V maximum on continuous
cycling.

IBM claims to have produced

d -ram

I

Fax on the move

New. high-speed microprocessors are
the driving force behind fast d -ram
development. Slower generations of
memory parts have torced system designers to use wait states where the processor twiddles its thumbs waiting for
memory to catch up. or to use complex
and expensive cacheing systems where
fast static ram provides a buffer to
slower memory.
Hitachi says that the first two members of its AN hit d -ram family are now
in mass production in speed ranges
down to8llns.

--

Go-faster stripes
Not so long ago I heard again that
well-known kids' song. 'My Dad's
Bigger Than Your Dad', which includes several verses with similar
'mine versus yours' content. Now the
PC business is adding another verse my PC's faster than your PC.
Not only does every company in
the business (and some that aren't)
now produce a PC based on Intel's
80386,32 -bit processor, but some are
starting to lump up and down claiming to have the fastest versions.
machines that use the latest 33M1-Iz
incarnation of the processor.
Compaq is the most recent combatant in this game of go -faster
striped, machismo -laden, real -man
machines, having just launched a
33M1 Iz version of the Deskpro.
It does beg an interesting and
important question. of course: is
such speed either warranted or sensible? Let's face it. most 386 -based
machines are still running MS-DOS
in single -tasking mode. In this context there conies a point where the
advantages of speed stop being relevant. For the majority of users of
33MIIz boxes there will be no real
gain, except to the ego.
In fact, there could he several

770

A fax modem system which will tolerate
drop -outs lasting up to two minutes
virtually guarantees that fax links can be
reliably set up with mobile users.
The device, manufactured by the UK

company Intertec of Wimhorne.
Dorset, converts Group 3 fax signals
into a handshaking protocol similar to
the wire -based X.25 system. In the
event of dropouts. fading or interference, the system retransmits lost packets until acknowledgement of their safe
receipt is obtained by the receiving
station. This provides virtually 1(1(I%
assurance of successful transmission.
The built-in fax interface stores up to
10 pages of data for onward transmission on the radio link and provides
buffers for received documents for
downloading to the receiving fax
machine. There is a guaranteed calland-answerhack protocol before any
transmission takes place. The MR826
modem also has a built-in selective
calling and addressing facility.

Real muscle
disadvantages. There are already indications that some DOS applications have a habit of falling over if
raced too fast. Add -in boards can
suffer the same fate as well.
The simple fact is, until a suitable
operating system is alive, well and
living in the hearts and minds of
everyone, these go -faster systems
have little real value to anyone except the manufacturers' bank managers.

And on the subject of operating
systems, the main contender for
working with 386 boxes is still Microsoft's (and IBM's) OS/2. But even
the availability (just about) of this
system is no great help for users of
these raunchy machines. Again. the
reason is simple. While N S -DOS
straps them down to being go -faster
8086 processors, OS/2 straps them
down to being go -faster 8(1286 processors. Not too much of an advantage, really.
In many ways. it would he sensible
to wait until the 386 -specific version
of OS/2 appears, towards the back
end of next year. before parting with
good money on a 33M1-Iz, 386
machine.

It would, of course, he a poor month
without some news of IBM, and Big
Blue has not let us down. Two new
machines have been announced, one
using the cut -down version of the 386
processor, known as the 386SX, and
the other a 386 -based portable.
The new boxes are additions to
IBM's PS/2 line, with the SXpowered machine coming in as the
Model 55SX, just above the 286 powered Model 50, and the 386
machine appearing as the company's
latest attempt at producing a portable computer that someone wants
to buy.
The PS/2 Model P70 has an impressive specification. coming with

60Mbyte hard disk minimum,
4Mbyte of memory and a 10 -inch gas
plasma display. as well as all the
other bits you'd expect in a PS/2
machine.
It also has an impressive weight. it
tips the scales at the best part of
10kg, which is no mean feat for a
machine designated as a portable.
Then again, as 386 -based boxes
seemed destined to be bought by
'real men', the biceps brigade will
probably take to the machine with
alacrity.
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MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
PCB CAD, FOR THE PC/XT/AT

TINY-PC

EASY -PC

Are you still using tapes and a light box?
you been putting off buying PCB CAD software?
BRITISH
- Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone inc Amstrad 1640 & 1512
or Archimedes with P.C. Emulator?
- Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up to 17" square?
- With up to 8 track layers and 2 silk screen layers?
D
- Plus drill template and solder resist?
AWARD
- With up to eight different track widths anywhere in the range .002
1989
to .531"?
00
- With up to 16 different pad sizes from the same range?
- With pad shapes including round, oval, square, with or without hole and
edge connector fingers?
o
- With up to 1500 IC's per board, from up to 100 different outlines?
/-`"
- With auto repeat on tracks or other features - ideal for memory planes?
- That can be used for surface mount components?
OQQ/rcr
- With the ability to locate components and pads on grid or to .002"
resolution?
00 000ONOOOp
- With an optional auto via facility for multilayer boards?
- With the ability to create and save your own symbols?
\\\\\\\
- That can be used with either cursor keys or mouse?
- That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB's?
- Which with EASY -PLOT and EASY-GERB can output to pen -plotter or
photo -plotter (via bureaux)
- Where you can learn how to use it in around an hour?
- THAT ONLY COSTS 05+ VAT (TINY -PC), £275+VAT (EASY -PC)
-

- Have
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER

O

For IBM PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512,
1640, R.M. NIMBUS, and BBC B, B+, and Master.

For IBM, PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512
and 1640 and BBC B, B+ and Master.
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- Takes the drudgery out of R.F. matching
problems. Includes many more features than the standard
Smith Chart.
Provides solutions to problems such as TRANSMISSION
LINE -MATCHING for AERIALS and RF AMPLIFIERS
with TRANSMISSION LINE, TRANSFORMER and STUB
MATCHING methods using COAXIAL LINES
MICROSTRIP, STRIPLINE and WAVEGUIDES.
The program takes account of TRANSMISSION LINE
LOSS, DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, VELOCITY FACTOR
and FREQUENCY.
Z -MATCH is supplied with a COMPREHENSIVE USER
MANUAL which contains a range of WORKED
EXAMPLES
Z -MATCH

£130 for PC/XT/AT etc.
£65.00 for BBC B, B+ and Master
All prices

-

"ANALYSER II"
Analyses complex circuits for GAIN,
PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
and GROUP DELAY over a very wide frequency range.
Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER
CIRCUITS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER
CROSS -OVER NETWORKS, WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS,
TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING
NETWORKS, TV I.F. and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS,
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
can be evaluated by "breaking the loop".
Can save days breadboarding and thousands of pounds
worth of equipment.

£195 for PC/XT/AT etc.
£130 for BBC, B, B+ and Master

Ex -VAT

WRITE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS:- REF WW

Number One Systems Ltd

Harding Way, St Ives. Huntingdon Cambs, PE17 4WR
Tel: St Ives (0480) 61778 (4 lines)
We provide full after -sales support with free telephone

'hotline help' service.
Software updates are free within

6

months of purchase date.
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LOW-COST CAD

Cad on the Beeb
now used for most industrial cad applications but
there are still many areas- particularly in education and r&d
-where, as Martin Eccles reports, cad on the BBC
microcomputer isstill an attractive alternative.
PCs are

ou would not expect to see

a

BBC Microcomputer performing serious computer aided design in a large electronics manufacturing company; but in many smaller companies,
universities and r&d departments,
where economy outweighs the need for
a powerful industry -standard computer,
there are still quite a few Model Bs and
the like in use.
For designing the odd circuit or PCB,
the BBC computer has one major
advantage over the PC: it is relatively
cheap, considering that it has high resolution colour graphics. No doubt in
departments on low budgets, just the
fact that a BBC computer is there and
an IBM PC is not will determine which
cad software is viable.
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The software discussed here

- namely

Markie's elliptic -filter design package,
Miteyspice, Diagram and PCB - takes
you through all the cad steps from
implementing an idea to making PCB
artwork, all on a 32Kbyte computer.
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Elliptic filter design
David Markie, who already sells a
linear circuit analysis program for AC,
has just completed a suite of routines for
designing elliptical filters.
Low-pass. high-pass, band-pass and
band -stop functions with variations for
unterminateLl situations are all covered
in the suite, which is based on the work
of Amsutz, Daniels, Saal and Zverev.
The programs are essentially for designing passive inductor/capacitor filters but
the results for pole -zero locations and
pass-band/stop-hand specifications are
equally applicable to other implementations including active and digital filters.
Initially, these programs will only be
available for the BBC Model B computer but, if there is sufficient interest,
David intends to adapt them for other
computers. Their price will he £25.

LC 04-61-69h

1

'6.6RRPR7'
1X

circuit simulation
For more general circuit simulation
there is Miteyspice from Those Engineers. You may have heard of Microspice; more likely you will have heard of
the Fortran Spice program on which the
much more compact Microspice is
based. Miteyspice is an enhanced version of Microspice, its main difference
being that it can produce a graphical
display as well as the numerical values
output by its earlier counterpart.

One module in David Markie's
elliptical -filter design program gives
actual values for a singly -terminated
filter as shown. It goes on to list normalized values and pole-zero locations.
David is currently working on routines
that output values for MFIO switched capacitor filters.

-.1111L5
l.Rxf7

S

llin,
I.11F6

Unlike its precessor, Miteyspice has
graphical output.
Miteyspice for the Model B performs
DC, small -signal AC and noise analyses
for up to 25 nodes, while the
Archimedes version runs much faster
with a 200 -node ceiling. You can use
simple 'ideal' components or model
devices including transistors, op -amps
and transformers.
At its simplest. the software can he
used to look at static operating points of
nodes in a circuit and at the other
extreme it can sweep selected component values or a range of input frequencies; with a user -written 'EXEC' file it
can even do both together. Noise analysis may be used with either AC or DC
sweep analyses to calculate total output
noise and referred input noise at each
step. A breakdown of noise sources in
the circuit can also he selected to show
the contribution of each to the total.
Prices of N iteyspice are the same for
both the Model 13 and Archimedes
computers at £119 excluding VAT and
educational departments can buy a
multi-user licence at £238.

Making a drawing
There have been a number of drawing
packages for the BBC computer and
although most of them are fun to use,
there is only one that I hake ever found
to actually save time when drawing
circuits- Diagram from Pineapple.
Rather than using zooming and pan -
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Artworks from Diagram, above, and PCB, right. The manual PCB layout has one or
two blemishes, some of which could be ironed out with a bit ofjuggling.
ping to increase the amount of detail
that a drawing can have, Diagram uses
the CRT screen as a window on to a
drawing with a fixed resolution. Because of this, and because of the way
that the drawing is constructed in memory as pixel blocks, the drawing's size is
limited only by disk capacity.
Diagram can he used to draw anything (in monochrome) but since it gives
you the facility to define characters such
as transistors and capacitors so that they
can he inserted on the diagram with a
couple of key -presses, it is particularly
suited to circuit diagram draughting.
Connecting components is simple
too: the cursor keys trace horizontal
and vertical lines. There are also
rubber -hand and pixel -drawing facilities, but once you start using these the
time taken to make a drawing goes up.
Even though scrolling of the window
is

quite quick, finding particular areas

on a large diagram can be timeconsuming; so any point on the diagram
can be given an index name that puts the
window over the area with a few keystrokes. You can save and copy areas of
the diagram too.
One limitation of Diagram is that it
can accommodate only 1024 different
8 -by -8 -pixel blocks.
have never
reached the block limit even when
drawing things other than circuits but if
you are thinking of becoming an artist,
buy a box of crayons instead. Diagram
outputs scaled drawings to a dot-matrix
printer with graphics mode and
although the detail is adequate to convey all the necessary information, the
1

presentation might be a limitation in
some applications. The package costs
around £155 excluding VAT.
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Producing PCB artwork
When someone told me that PCB
artwork could he produced on a BBC
computer with a dot-matrix printer I did
not believe it. Since then I have made at
least 50 hoards using Pineapple's PCB
program and I could not go back to
producing artworks manually.
The PCB program can handle
double -sided boards up to 8-by -5.6ín
with tracks between pins, and it call
produce 1:1 and 2:1 artworks. Although
the package is designed for placing
components on a 0.1 in grid, it is possible
to place pads on a 0.025in grid with
some limitations; line drawing steps are
0.025in.
Recently, an autorouteing option for
PCB has become available. It did not
take me long to get used to using PCB
but the autorouteing extension asks me
whether it should choose north, south
east or west biasing and whether or not I
want it to route tracks in order of slope.
When I give it random answers it does
not make a very good job of the
routeing.
Biasing and sloping are explained in
the manual hut I doubt whether shall
ever have the time to train myself to use
them. But I would certainly make the
effort if I produced hoards on a regular
basis. Although the autorouteing program would not let me out of it once I had
entered it. it did at least do its best when
I gave it a random input.
Using the basic PCB package, placing
components like 40 -pin ICs and large
pads on to the layout takes only a few
key -strokes and you can equally easily
insert text on the layout. Deleting tracks
is as simple as laying them. which is
important if you make as many mod-
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as t do. With a little planning
you can produce artwork for a fairly
dense PCB; the main factors that prevent you from producing a very dense
PCB are that you cannot pass tracks
between pads that aren't on the main
0.1 in grid and you cannot pass tracks at
right angles between four pads.
Originally, PCB was designed for
producing artwork on a dot-matrix printer with high -resolution graphics mode.
but there is now an optional plotter output routine. The main PCB routine
is £85 and the auto-routeing extension
costs £185, both excluding VAT.

Addresses

Mackie Enterprises, 60 Park Drive. Sunningdale, Ascot, Berkshire SL5 OBE.
Those Engineers, 106a Fortune Green
Road, London N W6 I DS, tel. 01-435 2771.
Pineapple Software, 39 13rownlea Gardens,
Seven Kings. Ilford. Essex IG3 9NL tel.
01-5991476.
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6051 Protect . ..

From simple minimum chip solutions
through to complex turnkey
multiprocessor systems, Cavendish
Automation has the hardware and tools to
allow you or us to design rapid and
professional implementations.

.9

1

Off -the -shelf hardware includes numerous
DACs, ADCs, bus -drivers and decoders,
and many other forms of analogue and
digital I/O cards, together with power
supplies, backplanes, card cages and
equipment cases.
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Software development couldn't be easier. Our 7034
card's text editor enables software development for the
8051/2 in either assembler or MCS-52 BASIC.
Programs are simply blown into EPROM or EEPROM
on the card itself, When writing in assembler. both
source and/or assembled code may be saved in this
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Cavendish Automation Limited

For further information contact:

Oak Park. Barford Road.
St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 2SJ.
Telephone: 0480-219457
FAX: 0480-215300 TELEX: 32681 CAVCOMG

Cavendish Automation
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PCB and CIRCUIT DESIGN CAD SYSTEMS

which
Pineapple Software don't offer all the computer aided design systems currently available, but we do market a range of systems
offer
a high degree of after
range.
also
We
medium
price
low
to
the
for
value
money
over
best
be
the
to
consider
and
tested
we have
sales service including artwork facilities if required.
PCB DESIGN and CIRCUIT DRAWING SYSTEMS
At the lower end of this range of software are our popular BBC computer products. PCB and
PCB/AR are two PCB design packages to run on a standard unexpanded BBC micro. PCB is
at
a manual track routing package at only £85.00, and PCB/AR is a lull autorouting system
£185.00. We also offer DIAGRAM II, a very powerful schematic drawing package for the BBC
at only £55.00.
For PC compatibles we suggest EASYPC which is

a combined PCB and schematic
drawing package with many advanced features and really good value at £270.00.
Top of the range is PCB TURBO V2. This package combines a schematic drawing system
with a PCB range designer which includes a fully interactive autorouter.
Other features include:
1. Board size up to 32"x32" with up to six layers.
2. Pop-up menu driven with help screens available at all stages.
3. Up to nine user -definable text sizes.
4. Extensive library of components and symbols supplied.
5. Output to pen plotter, photo -plotter, dot-matrix printer, or file.
6. Input via mouse, trackerball, digitiser, or keyboard.
7. Minimum step size, .001", minimum track width .003".
These are lust a few of the powerful features of this package which must be considered
excellent value for money at £695.00. A free demo disc is available for PCB TURBO V2.

PRICE LIST
PCB for BBC
PCB/AR for BBC
DIAGRAM II for BBC
MITEYSPICE for BBC

85.00
185.00
55.00
119.00

EASY -PC
PCB TURBO V2

270.00
695.00

Marconi RB2 Trackerball

from 45.00

ECA-2

Spice, Age
LCA-I
Roland Plotters
DXY 1100
DXY 1200
DXY 1300
Elonex range of computers

Please add 15% VAT to all prices
Please address
all enquiries to:

774

675.00
from 70 00
350.00
625.00
865.00
1025.00
'phone

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS SYSTEMS
Again. a range of systems is available. BBC and Archimedes computers are supported by
MITEYSPICE. a powerful and easy to use A.C. and D.C. circuit analysis program at £119.00.
For PC's and compatibles ECA-2 is probably the most powerful analogue circuit simulator
available. Circuits with up to 500 nodes may be analysed with worst case and 'Monte Carlo'
checks to show likely limits in production runs. At £675.00 this program can pay for itself in a
very short time in terms of saved development costs.
A recent introduction into qur range is a budget priced package called SPICE AGE. This is
available in four modules starting at 00.00 and comprises module for frequency response
analysis, model 2 for D.C. analysis, module.3 for transients and module 4 for Fourier analysis.
The program runs under the GEM environment and is amazingly quick and easy to use. It is
supplied with a large library of ready to use components.
Finally, we have LCA-1, which is a logic analyser program priced at £350.00. This allows
any type of logic circuit to be analysed. TTL and CMOS devices may be mixed and
allowances are made for fan outs and min, max delays etc. In graphics mode the program
will make your PC look lust like a 22 channel logic analyser.
1

HARDWARE

- COMPUTERS AND PLOTTERS

As well as supplying CAD software we can also supply the necessary hardware for those
starting from scratch. We supply the full range of Roland plotters at very competitive prices,

and we also supply the full range of the excellent Elonex computers. Discounts are available
for those purchasing complete packages. A typical package might consist of the following:
1.

2.
3.

PCB TURBO V2
Roland DXY 1100 plotter

Elonex PC 286M with 20Mb hard disc 12Mb floppy 640k ram. EGA/VGA
monitor. mouse. GEM etc.
Package price

- £2,495.00

Please write or 'phone for more details about any of the above software.

Trade enquiries welcome.

Pineapple Software, Dept WW, 39 Brownlea Gardens,
Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex IG3 9NL.
ENTER í60N REPLY CARD
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A -to -D

and D -to -A converters

12bit 1MHz A -to -D converter. Two lowcost, 12 -bit. sampling A -to -D converters are
capable of digitizing sinusoidal input signals
at up to 1MHz sampling rate. ADS -105 and
ADS-106 combine a high-speed sample -andhold amplifier and a 12 -bit flash -derived
A-to -D to overcome layout problems. Datel,

0256 469085.
Low power triple DAC. The H049304 triple
video c-mos D -to -A converter from Hitachi
contains three independent 8 -bit converters
with a typical maximum conversion rate of
50 MHz and a maximum differential linearity
error of ±0.2%FS. Features include a power
dissipation of 300mW (typical) and a 42 -pin
shrink -dip package. Hitachi Europe. 0923

246488.
8 -bit video A -to-D converter. The Plessey
8-bit A -to -D converter (SP94308) is designed
for use with NTSC or PAL. A IV video signal is
AC-coupled to the device input, where it is
DC clamped, amplified and fed through a
butter which drives the A -to -D converter
input capacitance. Also within the SP94308
is an internal clock amplifier and driver. RR
Electronics, 0234 270272.

Active hybrid circuits
ECL oscillators.

A

range of ECL-compatible

oscillators offers a choice of positive or
negative supply operation. The oscillators
are available with or without built-in pulldown
resistors, and also offer a choice of single or
complementary outputs. They are available
for frequencies up to 160MHz. Magna
Frequency Management. 0223 892015.

Development and
evaluation
Mac II -based development board. A
Macintosh II -based development system
board for Integrated Device Technology's
IDT79R3000 risc processor is now available.
The NuBus card, the IDT7RS201 with the
R3000 microprocessor, plugs directly into
the Mac II. The card is offered with base-level
software, optional R3000 support software
and optional Macintosh design support
software. Micro Call. 0844 215405.

without the shutdown feature. Linear
Technology (UK), 0932 765688.
IEEE -488 bus controller. The Prism 2020
can store up to eight bus control programs in
a battery -backed non-volatile memory and
can control two IEEE -488 bus systems.
Control programs are generated on a
microcomputer and down -loaded via the
RS -232 port. STC Instrument Services, 0279

BiFET op -amps. The TL050 and TL030
families are BiFET single. dual and quad
operational amplifiers from Texas
Instruments, which possess maximum offset
voltages down to 800 microvolts (compared
to the 6mV of the TL071 A). Minimum slew
rate of the TL05 /A is 15V/µs The TL030
family form a low -offset alternative to the
TL060 series, needing a supply current of
0.25nA to mA. Hawke Components, 01-979
1

1

7799.

Precision op -amp. LT 1012A

is a universal,
precision operational amplifier with an offset
voltage of 25 microvolts maximum and a
drift over temperature of 0.6µV/°C
maximum. Maximum supply current is
500µA, and bias and offset current are both
100pA maximum. All versions of the LT1012
will operate on ± 1.2V supply rails. _inear
Technology (UK), 0932 765688.

Fast lowpower buffer. Elantec's EL2001
monolithic 60MHz buffer has a slew rate of
1000V/µs and a quiescent current of 1 mA. It
will boost the output of ordinary amplifiers
up to 100mA. Microelectronics Technology,
08446 8781.

Memory chips
Static rams. A range of fast. static rams for
use in graphics and digital signal pocessing,
Micron Technology SRAMs are available in
various size/speed combinations, including
256K x down to 25ns and 16 or 64K down
to 15ns. The SRAMs are fabricated in a c-mos
double -metal process. Abacus Electronics,
1

0635 36222.

1425 transputer. The IMS T425 is a pin

of PC

Risc processor. Acorns VL86CO20 isa
20MHz, third -generation risc processor with
a 4Kbyte on -chip data and instruction cache.
It is compatible with the earlier VL86C010:
its 64 -way set -associative cache allows a
threefold increase over the 010. The 020
works with standard 80ns DRAMs without
wait states. VLSI Technology, 0908 667595.

Interfaces
Logic analyser card for PCs. From Flight
Electronics isa PC expansion card which
transforms an IBM PC (or compatible) into a
low-cost logic analyser. The CLK-2450
system comprises the PC control card,
software disc, three data input pods with
signal line clips and a target -IC test clip. The
analyser has 24 channels and is capable of
sample rates of up to 50MHz. Flight
Electronics, 0703 227721.
RS -232

driver/receivers. Two dual

RS -232

driver/receiver chips reduce the size of
charge -pump capacitors. LT1180 is a dual
5V RS -232 driver/receiver with a shutdown
feature that puts the driver and receiver
outputs in a high -impedance state. allowing

August 1989
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Linear integrated circuits

Ram/rom PC disc card. The PCL-790 range

compatible upgrade for the IMS 7414 32 -bit
transputer which offers additional features,
including faster serial links and new pin
functions. It offers an additional set of
instructions, including 2-D block move and
breakpointing. There are two new pin
functions: a refresh pending pin used for
holdinga DMA request whilst refresh occurs,
and an event waiting pin which allows the
user to control external logic. INMOS
International. 0454 616616.

y

641641.

General microprocessors
-

,,2

RS -232 line sharing. LT 1181 is supplied

ram and rom disc -emulator cards is
designed as a replacement for mechanical
disc drives. The PCL-790 disc card isa fully
software -compatible, solid-state emulator of
PC floppy discs. On -board firmware emulates
a standard disc control card and alows
power -on auto -booting as well as read/write
modes of operation. Integrated
Measurement Systems. 0703 771143.

Optical devices
Photodetectors. Now available from
Centronic isa comprehensive range of
photodetectors for visible, UV and IR
radiation detection and measurement for
military, space or commercial use. Although
the standard range is extensive, the
company will manufacture virtually any
shape or size of silicon photodetector.
Centronic. 0689 42121.

Photodiodes. The C30644 and C30645
avalanche photodiodes series APDs from
RCA offer fast response and good quantum
efficiency in the spectral range between
about 1000 and 1600nm. They are
optimized for use in optical -fibre
communication systems at 1300 and
1550nm. Pacer Components, 0491 873077.

Standard logic circuits
12 -bit A -to -D converter. The AD7870
converter is less than half the cost of earlier
12 -bit designs and does not need a separate
T/H amplifier or reference. It combines a

2µsT/H amplifier, a 3V buried Zener
reference, clock and bus -interface logic on
one BiMOS chip. Analog Devices, 0932
253320.

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD
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.EMC feedthrough filters by Tesch

PASSIVE EQUIPMENT
Passive components
Film capacitors. Aerovox's SuperMet fluid

-

filled film capacitors have a design life of
60 000 hours at full rating. The metal-car
units are protected against can explosion by
a pressure-sensitive internal circuit breaker
and the sealed case contains a corona
suppressing inert fluid. AVX. 0252 333851.
-

DC

cooling fans. The range of Papst

Multifan DC equipment -cooling fans offers
adjustable noise level, low EMI and RFI and
extreme tolerance of power supply variation
Five variants cover air movements of 19:0
47 cubic feet per minute. Dialogue
Distribution. 0276 682001.

Chip electrolytics. Aluminium electrolytic
capacitors from Nippon Chemi Con are
designed to withstand cleaning by
immersion, vapour or ultrasonics in Freon TE
or TES for up to five minutes. Capacitance
ranges from 0.1 to 681J to a to erance of
±20%at voltages from 6.3V to 50V. EEC
Electronics. 0628 810727.

Ceramic capacitors. The RPL range of
ceramic leaded capacitors from "aiyo Yuden
are available with a choice of temperature
characteristics and offer capacitance values
from 100 to 47 000pF. They are rated at 50V
DC and withstand 125V DC. ECC Electronics.
0628 810727.

Surface -mount Zeners.

BZX 84C surfacemountingZener diodes by Mistral are housed
in industry -standard SOT-23 packages wth
tin-plated terminals. The devices exhibit
breakdown voltages from 5.2 to 28.9V and
maximum power dissipation of 350mw.
Surtech Inteconnection, 025651221.

Miniature tantalums. The Kemet series of
resin -dipped solid tantalum capacitors is
available to IECQ300201 /US003
requirements in an extended range of 0.: to
220µF, at 20% tolerance, from 6.6V to 50V.
Unite', 0438 312393.

Precision film resistors. The GC65 metal
film resistor, with a maximum body lengtn of
-

10mm and diameter of 2.5mm, has a
resistance range of M!1 to IGtt. Tolerances
are available down to 0.1%. with TCRs of
I00ppm/°C. Welwyn Electronics. 0670
1

822181.

Connectors and cabling
Marine connector. The MK22 range of
circular marine connectors features an
extra-long coupling nut to permit easy
coupling and uncoupling. The knurled
surface allows connection and
disconnection to be carried out even with a
gloved hand. Gold-plated copper alloy is
used for the contacts: working voltages are
from 500V to 2.8kV at -55 to 125°C. AB
Connectors (Northampton), 0604 712000.

Ribbon cable. Flat, Jacketed cable type
FBLDT is constructed from 28AWG
(7 x 0.127mm) tinned -copper conductors
with extruded PVC insulation. With a pitch of
1.27mm, the cable is suitable for IDC
termination. Hayden Laboratories, 0753
88844.

Power filters. The Littelf use Tracor range of
power line filters is designed to protect
equipment against mains transients. The
range includes plastic -cased devices for
board and chassis mounting. All are for use
with 250V AC or DC at 0.6A to 30A. Highland
Electronics, 04446 45021.

Displays
Hexadecimal displays. Hewlett-Packard
HTIL-311 A 4 x 7 dot-matrix hexadecimal
displays include an ICto implement all
decoder, driver and memory functions
required to accept, store and display 4 -bit
binary data, off-loading display management
tasks from the host processor. The binary
data is displayed as the characters 0.9, A -F.
Jermyn Distribution, 0732 450144.
LCD driver. The Teledyne Semiconductor
TSC828 flexible, multi -digit LCD driver can
be connected directly to the TSC827 A-ío-0
converter and simultaneously displays the
A -to -D conversion result and high/low set
-
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range of OMTs enables

versions. They operate from 28V or 48V
inputs and are available with isolated output
combinations of 5V, ± 12V or ± 15V. They
can be paralleled to provide more current.
The modules produce a maximum power
output of 25W at up to 80% efficiency. Astec
Europe, 0384 440044.

Filters
Digitally programmable anti -alias filters.
Frequency Devices Series 848P8E are
digitally programmable, low-pass, active
filters intended for anti -alias applications.
They are tunable overa 256:1 frequency
range and provide an 80dB/0.03dB shape
factor of 1.77, an 82dB stop -band floor and a
2 -pole monotonic roll -off. Lyons Instruments,

Power supply designers'

kit BICC-Citec's

help kit is a means of enabling designers to
produce a regulated power supply. The kit
includes all the components necessary to
produce the power supply: a PCB, the 3T

0992 467161.

regulator, input and output capacitors,
inductor, a mosfet, Schottky diode and heat
sinks, It also includes a PC -compatible
floppy -disc guide. BICC-CITEC. 0793 611666

EMC feedthrough filters. The four ranges
of Tesch panel -mounting. feedthrough RFI
filters handle currents from 60mA to 15A.
Two of these, Al I X 17 and A 14X I l, are
primarily low -voltage types for telecomms
applications up to 35GHz; the other two,
designated A l 4X2 I and A l4X22, are mostly
rated for mains use. Schaffner (EMC), 0734
697179.

A 15W converter, known
as Model 12S5.300XC, will accept any input
voltage from 9V to 29V DC and provides an
output of 5V at 3A to power digital circuit
components. There is a minimum of eight
hours short-circuit protection using pulse by
pulse monitoring. The unit shuts down if the

DC/DC converter.

Instrumentation

EMC receiver. The Schwarzbeck FMLK
1518C is a precision radio receiver suitable
for measuring levels of RF interference as
laid down in CISPR, VDE and other standards.
Tunable manually or digitally from 9kHz to
30MHz, the receiver will perform peak and
quasi -peak level detection as well as average
level. A direct output for a pen recorder is
fitted. Schaffner EMC, 0734 697179.

Switches and relays
High-speed video switch. The
monolithic dual SPST switch has

200W switching PSU. Astec's AS200 PSU,
which operates from inputs of 80-135V AC or
180.270V AC, provides outputs of 5V, 12V,
24V or 5V/- 12V. All outputs are overload
protected and the unit is approved to
international safety and RFI standards.
Powerline Electronics, 0734 868567.

-

channel, sensitivity, timebase and triggering
for any signal. IR Group, 0753 580000.

Track -current meter. This is an instrument
for the measurement of current flowing in
printed -board tracks, which do not need to
be broken. Two probes inject a secondary
direct current along the track, thereby
causinga change in the potential gradient,
which is measured and used to calculate the
original current. The result is displayed
digitally. Laplace Instruments, 061 440 9579.
Voltage and current calibrator. Model
521 from Electronic Development
Corporation is a microprocessor -based,

00

The one-year voltage accuracy is ±0.002%
of setting. Lyons Instruments, 0992 467161.
An optical -

fibre temperature measurement and control
system by Accufiber has a response time
claimed to be 1000 times faster than an
equivalent thermocouple system, with
resolution of 0.01 °C. The system is immune
to EMI or RFI and can use contact or
non -contact sensors. System configurations
available include single and multi -channel
versions with bidirectional RS -232
interfaces. Megatech. 0705 472868.

a

bandwidth

Semiconductor, 0276 685911.

Transducers and sensors
Digital input devices. A low-cost digital

contacting encoder - the DP 16 - is suitable
for applications where microprocessors are
built into equipment, such as compact disc
machines, cameras, test and measuring
instruments and cars. It has 360° continuous
rotation. BICC-CITEC Ltd, 0793 611666.

Six photo -electric sensors. The MTE RK10
range of modular photoheads has been
extended to include solid-state output for
load switching up to 75V AC/DC. Light -on/
dark -on mode selection is also provided, plus
an optional timing facility. Thirteen types are
now available to cover retro, object -sensing
and through -beam applications up to 12m.
MTE, 0702 421124.

rewriteable optical -disc cartridge. Data
Peripherals (UK), 0785 57050.

Computer board level
products
Single-board computer for VME bus. The
HK68/V2E 32 -bit single -board computer
from Heurikon is based on the Motorola
68020 CPU. It features 4 or 16Mbyte of
on -board DRAM, up to 2Mbyte of eprom, and
an extensive range of I/O and interprocessor

Production test equipment

communications facilities. Software support
includes VxWorks from Wind River System, a
real-time Unix-compatible operating system.
GMT Electronic Systems, 0372 373603.

PCB fault diagnosis. Designed to test
digital devices with up to 40 pins. including
surface -mount packages, the DDS -40 is a
stand-alone system with a host of features
for rapidly testing digital ICs in circuit. TTL,
c-mos, LSI, static and dynamic memory and
interface devices are among the test
programs in the system library. ABI

Radio communications

products
Low -noise microwave amplifiers. Two
narrow -band, low -noise amplifiers from KDI/
Triangle, the AN -72-1 and AN -72-5, provide a
minimum gain of 10dB over the range 7.25 to
7.75GHz. Noise figure is better than 1.4dB at
25°C. Maximum input VSWR is 1.25:1 and
output VSWR 2:1 for the AN -72-1, which gives
a power output figure of 3dBm for ldBm
compression. Anglia Microwaves. 0227
630000.

Universal device programmer. The Stag
System 3000 is capable of programming the
whole spectrum of devices using

manufacturers' approved algorithms and
proven pin-driver technology on a single
universal station. It incorporates
comprehensive diagnostics. IR Group, 0753
580000.

eprom programmer. STRATOS

is a programmer designed for use with any
PC (IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible), and

products
RS -232 to RS -422/485

Programming hardware

PC -based

Data communications

Electronics, 0226 350145.

IEEE -488 (GP -113) -controlled, voltage and
current DC calibrator. It features current mode outputs from 1 OnA to 11 OmA with
compliance of 100V DC, and voltage outputs
DC and optional to
from 100nV to I
1100V DC. Compliance current is I OOmA.

HI -222

of over 200MHz with an on impedance of
35S/ and switching speeds of 100ns. Its true
T -switch design provides high -frequency off
isolation and crosstalk protection. Harris

COMPUTER

temperature exceeds specified limits. Calex
Electronics, 0525 373178.

Smart oscilloscope. Philips' PM3070
Smart series oscilloscope is a 100MHz
delayed-timebase instrument with automatic
cursor -controlled measurement and an
illuminated liquid-crystal display for readout
of status and settings. Accelerating voltage is
16kV and an 'autoset facility selects the

Temperature measurement

11.14GHz orthomode transducers. ERA's
a satellite antenna to
operate with both vertical and horizontal
polarization channels, either dual -receive or
transmit -receive. Up to 40dB isolation
between channels ensures interference -free
operation and insertion loss is only 0.15dB.
Other bands are in the 3-40GHz range. ERA
Technology, 0372 374151.

DC/DC converters. The AA series of DC/DC
converters are now available in triple -output

point values. Annunciator inputs, alarm logic
outputs, a buzzer driver and all display
decoder/drivers are included. Trident
Microsystems, 0737765900.

converter. This is a

general-purpose serial communications
converter which provides signal conversion
and transmitter controls to enable
equipment with an RS.422 or RS -485
standard communications interface to be
connected to RS -232 ports. Klippon, 0732

460066.

catering for all the most common eprom
device types. Stag Electronic Designs, 0707
332148.

Software
Electronics design package. EE Designer
IIIE is a new version of the EE Designer

incorporates a
number of totally new features, including
thermal analysis and an additional logic
simulator. The thermal analysis feature in EE
Designer IIIE calculates component and
function temperatures as well as a board
surface -temperature gradient. Betronex UK.
PC -based CAE package which

Mass storage devices
Rewriteable optical disc system. The

rack -mount Ricoh RO -5030 can store more
than 650Mbyte of data cn an optical disc.
Measuring only 53/ax 8x31/a inches, it
features an ISO-approved standard 51/4 inch

092069131.

Temperature map of a PCB. produced by EE Designer III E software

PC BOARD

TEMPERA!

MAP

-

PAN

Portable DSO. The Tektronix 2211 portable

CURSOR

oscilloscope offers both analogue and digital
capability, with screen cursors. CRT readout
and a hard -copy serial interface. It also
provides 50MHz bandwidth, a 20M sample/s
sampling rate. 8 -bit vertical resolution and
4K record length. Tektronix UK, 06284 6000

ECZ 2;1

40MHz oscilloscope. The Trio Kenwood
CS5135 two -channel, four -trace
oscilloscope has delayed timebase and
allows examination of complex video signals
using a clamp function. For complex signals.
trigger hold -off is made variable. Thurlby
Electronics, 0480 63570.

oH

IGHz programmable attenuator. In the dB
125 attenuator, a total of 125dB maybe
switched in dB steps using a combination of
1,2,4,8.10 and 20dB stages. High-frequency
relays direct the signal either to a pad or
straight through. Accuracy at 500MHz is
better than 0.1 dB and input/output
impedances are 50 ohms. VSWR is 1.15:1.
Quartzlock. 080426 282.

C4

1

WI

Power supplies
Switched -mode regulator. The SPG dual

-

output switched -mode regulator from
Schroff has a temperature -controlled
current -limitation circuit which adjusts the
maximum output current as a function of the
ambient temperature. The unit is compatible
with VME, Multibus II and STE systems and
provides I I OW at 50°C, with a soft -start
feature. Schroff UK, 0442 40471.
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A glance at the future of microwave
engineering MVDS multi -television takes the
air lowest manufacturing costs for a new type of
flat -plate antenna? designer's guide for microstrip
patch antennas advances in microwave spectrum
analysis report on a new Fresnel microwave
antenna progress survey antennas combined with
mmics 10GHz GaAs op -amps made with microwave
technology James Clerk Maxwell telescope (above): a
refined example of near -millimetre -wave engineering

-
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UNBEATABLE PRICES
GROUP
GREAT OFFERS ON TRIED AND
TESTED USED EQUIPMENT
OSCILLOSCOPES -R EA L TI ME

COMPUTERS, DISK DRIVES,
PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

f

250
Gould 6320 Plotter, 10-pen, A3, IEEE, "as is"without warranty
Hewlett Packard 98458 Computer
£ 950
Hewlett Packard 9836A Computer, 25KB Memory, 51" Disk
4,750
Hewlett Packard 9121D Dual Disk Drive, 3.5"
350
Hewlett Packard 2225A Thinkjet Printer, 150cps, HPIB Ex-dem £ 265
Hewlett Packard 7550A 8-pen A3 Plotter, HPIB & RS232,

f 2,150

Ex-dem

f
f

350
220

MONITORS, TERMINALS & KEYBOARDS
Barco CD233-HR 14"Colour Monitor, High Resolution
Hewlett Packard 82913A 12"Monitor for HP87, "as is"

300

£

45

£

COUNTERS

f

Hewlett Packard 5315A Universal Counter, DC-100MHz
Marconi 2438-900P Universal Counter Timer, 520MHz,
Hi-stability version
Philips PM6672Counter Timer, 0.1Hz- 7GHz
Racal 1991 Universal Counter, DC-160MHz, 9-Digit

350

f

525
650

f

f

f

INDUSTRIAL TEST

f

METERS

f 2, g50

- DMM's, DVM's, LCR's etc

Bruel & Kjaer 2426 Electronic Voltmeter, 0.5Hz-500kHz
Hewlett Packard 3478A DMM 512 -Digit, HPIB
Hewlett Packard 3437A DVM, 312 -Digit, HPIB
Hewlett Packard 3406A Analogue RF Voltmeter,

f 795
f 1,5 00
f
f

f
f
f

10kHz-1.2GHz

Marconi 2610 True RMS Voltmeter. 25MHz

Hewlett Packard 64100A Development Station, including

f 2,500

MlcrotekM2K-8 08 6 8086/88 Personality Card, MIN Mode

f 1,950

Marconi 6500 Amplitude Analyser
Marconi 6514 Detector 26.5-40GHz

£

375

10Hz-1.28GHz

f
f

1,250

250

£11,000

f 4,500

Marconi 2017 SignalGeneratr, 10Hz-1024MHz

f

Racal 9085 Low Distortion Oscillator, 9Hz-330kHz

650

MICROWAVE SWEEPERS
Hewlett Packard 86738 Synthesised Signal Generator,
10MHz-26,5GHz
Marconi 6158A AM/FM Signal Source, 8.0-12.4GHz

£21,500
950

f

PULSE & FUNCTION GENERATORS
Hewlett Packard 3325A Synthesised Function Generator,
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse Generator

£ 2,550

0.

f

1Hz-20MHz

SPECTRUM ANAL YSE.RS

f 2,950

f

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST

f 4,975
£7,500

f

LONDON
0753 580000
MANCHESTER 061-973 6251
ABERDEEN
0224 899522
KN'I-I:It:NiIIN It 1.1'1.Y (' \KII

4,250

f 3,750

Raca19702 Spectrum Analyser, 10Hz-1000MHz

Marconi 2955 Radio Communications Test Set
Marconi 2958 Mobile Radio Test Set, for TACS
Wendel & Goltermann PS30 Level Generator. 80Hz-25MHz

595

f 5,950

Advantest TR4131 Spectrum Analyser, 10kHz-3.5GHz
Hewlett Packard 3580A Spectrum Analyser, 5Hz-50kHz
Marconi 2370.015F Spectrum Analyser, 30Hz-110MHz

All prices advertised are exclusive of carriage and VAT.

._CY

5,250
£ 2,750

EN/240L Amplifier, 50dB gain
Hewlett Packard 4204ADgitalOscillator, 10Hz-1MHz, "as is"
Hewlett Packard 8662A Synthesised Signal Generator,

1,500

1,450

125

250

f 150
f 1,200
f 95
f

Recorder

All equipment sold subject to availability.
Warranty period 12 months on all equipment (except computers MDS -3 months).

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
TELEPHONE

f

Stag PP16 Ganged EPROM Duplicator

DC-20MHz

f 2,350

Twin Disc Drive

250
550
1,350

525
650

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS

NETWORK ANALYSERS

1,950

f

Data Ú029A 16 Universal Programmer. 16K
Data U0 UnipakII Universal Programming Software, "as is"
without warranty
Stag PP28 Portabe Universal Programmer
Stag ZL30 Logic Programmer

14 -Channel Tape

5,500

f 1,350
f 300

RF SIGNAL GENERATORS, AMPLIFIERS
& OSCILLATORS

275

£ 1,500
£ 800

Hewlett Packard 1630043 -Channels, 100MHztiming
Philips PM3540 16-Channel LA/Oscilloscope
Tektronix 122548-Channel, 100MHz

f

- RF, AF

Solartron 3530A Data Logger. 200 -Channel, RS232C

f 2,250

Franklin 3600 Power Line Disturbance Monitor
North Data 306.1 Recorder fort, VPF and Power
Sension DPR-2 Demand Profile Recorder

f

Hewlett Packard 436A RFPower Meter, 100kHz-26.5GHz
Marconi 6460-903E TFT Power Meter, 10kHz-18GHz.3W

Racal Store 14-DS

895

f 3,350

Tektronix 2430 150MHz DSO, 100MS's
Nicolet 2090 500kHz, 500nS/sample, GPIB, "as is"
without warranty

XY RECORDERS & DATALOGGERS

550

DATA COMMUNICATIONS TEST
CAE Datatest ll Portable Communications Tester, "as is"
without warranty
Hewlett Packard 49515 Protocol Analyser, Built-in tape

LOGIC ANALYSERS

STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES

PROM PROGRAMMERS

without warranty

;1

£

£ 1,650

Philips PM3310200MHzDSO, 250MS s per channel

POWER METERS

695

f 2,650

Tektronix 2235 100MHz Dual Trace Oscillocope
Tektronix 2445 150MHz 4 -Trace Oscilloscope

f
f

IBM PCXT-DD 256K RAM, 2x 360KB Floppies
Tektronix 4631 Hard Copy Unit

f

Philips PM3055 50MHz Dual Trace 'Smart Scope'
Philips PM3295350MHz Oscilloscope

-

r,

MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
terms of market areas for microwave technology, four main categories may he identified, as shown
in the diagram. Traditionally. the
microwave industry has always
been driven by the demands of the
n

military sector, which

has constantly
provided designers with the challenge
of achieving higher frequencies, higher
power levels, wider bandwidths. lower
noise and more compact hardware normally with cost as a secondary consideration.
In recent years, the driving force
behind most activity in the military
microwave field has been the everincreasing capability of digital signal
processing. and this is expected to continue in the future. As processing capacity continues to expand. more and more
complex systems become feasible. Since
this is not usually accompanied by a

corresponding growth in the space
available to house the equipment.
miniaturization of the microwave circuitry becomes a crucial factor.
A good example of this increasing
complexity and demand for miniaturization may be found in airborne radar
where the goal is the development of an
all solid-state. multi -mode pulsed Doppler system employing an active
phase -scanned flat aperture array
antenna. To meet the expected demand
for large volumes of transmit/receive
modules for such systems. GaAs technology has had to advance toward the
point of monolithic integration.
This is now leading to a new generation of digital hardware, which will
allow even faster processors to be built.
and will consequently place even greater demands on the microwave and other
high speed analogue parts of the system.
In radar, this new technology will open
the door to further advances such as
conformal antenna arrays and digital
heart -forming. increasing further the
need for high levels of integration.
Advances in signal processing techniques will also cause attention to become much more sharply focused on the
spectral purity of the microwave and RF
signals generated and handled by such
systems. The two most critical items in
this respect are the microwave signal
source and the analogue -to -digital converter. where present technology often
barely meets the needs even of current
systems. It seems likely that further
advances will depend very much on the
appearance of dc ices employing new
physical principles: for example. high temperature superconductivity may
bring sources of very much lower phase
noise than we have at present, and some
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icrowave
engineering
the future
Hugh McPherson of Heriot-Watt University
briefly reviews the current state of the
microwave industry and speculates
about the future.
device using quantum effects may eventually he discovered for digital conversion, avoiding the need to carry out the
process purely by circuit techniques.

Device technology
Much current activity is centred on
research into transistors capable of
operating at millimetre and sub millimetre wavelengths. Devices under
investigation at present include the high
electron mobility transistor (HENIT).
the permeable base transistor (P13T).
the heterojunction bipolar transistor
(I-IUT). and others. It is impossible to
say which device will come out on top.
but HEMTs are receiving the most
publicity and there are devices available. When the most suitable technology has been established. and has matured to the point of monolithic integration. the electronically scanned, multi beam, millimetre phased -array antenna
Military
Professional,
non-military

Instruments
Consumer

Electronic warfare

-

Radar, communications,

navigation
Guidance, radiome

try

Industrial, medical,
physics research
Laboratory
Other

[Heating,

DBS

Security

Alain market areas for mielort'ave tech -
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may become a reality. enabling a completely new range of systems to emerge.
Although great strides will undoubtedly continue to he made in solidstate device technology, the microwave
tube seems likely to remain in existence
for a very long time to come.

Commercial applications
So far we have been essentially con-

cerned with defence applications of
microwave technology. Recent restrictions on defence budgets together with
peace initiatives have suggested that
there is likely to he a levelling -off, if not
an actual decrease in this area of application in the future. N any microwave
companies, especially those involved in
MNIICs, are therefore anxiously seeking outlets for their capabilities in areas
other than defence. In the consumer
field. the size of the market is causing
serious consideration to be given to
products such as millimetre wave vehicle radars and electronically beantsteerable flat antennas for DBS.
One other potentially large market
has not vet been exploited to any significant extent. This is the industrial sector.
where microwa\ es could offer solutions
to a wide range of measurement. monitoring, sensing, and heating problems.
Millimetre -wave systems could be especially useful in many of these applications. having the advantages over optical methods of being able to operate in
more hostile environments, and allowing Doppler information to he easily
extracted.
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
an intermediate frequency which is normally, in the VI-IF hand used by cable
systems. Each channel to he transmitted
uses a separate up -converter and amplifier. This is necessary because intermo-

Microwave
television

dulation between the individual programme channels would mean that very
high power amplifiers operating at considerable hack -off would he needed if
all the channels were fed through one
amplifier and up -converter.
Programme channels are then combined at the microwave frequency for
transmission from a single antenna. The
combining technique uses frequency -

selective filtering. This method,

Peter Hope of

Marconi
Communication
Systems looks at the
options for local
broadcast services on
microwave
frequencies.
he idea that a large number
T(greater than 12) television
channels can be transmitted
directly to homes using frequencies higher than those currently in use in the UHF television band
is not a new one. Microwave television
systems have existed in the US \ since

the late 1950s.
Initially the service in the USA was
restricted to one channel operating at
2.IGl-Iz. This was called the Instructional Television Fixed Service or ITFS:
it was used on university campuses to
pros ide additional lecture material during the day and entertainment at night.
and in city areas to relay educational
es to local schools.
programmes
In the late 1970s. many of these
systems incorporated transmission of a
satellite channel: 'Home Box Office'
used the system for distribution during
the evenings when educational programmes were not being transmitted.
From these beginnings the Multichannel Microwave Distribution Systems in
the USA and Canada. authorized in
I98-I. came into being.
The transmitter for an MVDS system
(Fig. I) obtains its programming from a
source which in this example is a satellite receiver. Signals from the programme source are fed to a modulator which
processes the V pk-pk video and 611012
audio signals into a PA I. signal output at
I

7811

although more expensive than couplers.
has an overall loss for, say, a 12 channel
system of typically less than 2113, compared to 12dB for a network of 3dI3
couplers.
Most of the transmitter power is
therefore available at the transmitting
antenna - an important cost and performance consideration. A typical station broadcasting nine channels and
giving combined effective isotropic
radiated power (El RP) in excess of
ION" will cost approximately £20 (11111
per channel and \\ould cover a radius of
approximately3(1km.
At the receiving household (Fig. 2) a
simple antenna and low -noise up converter costing approximately £50 is
all that is needed: the AM signal can he
down -converted into existing television
sets. If the programmes are encrypted.
a standard cable -system set -top box can
he used.

Microwave TV in the UK
a system of microwave
television in the UK was started in 1986
by a number of cable franchise holders
and applicants. They saw the technology as a means of financing the expansion of cable networks by having a
revenue -earning service up and running
early ill the life of the system.
As a result of this lobby the 13ritish
Government commissioned the consultants Touche Ross to investigate the
possibility of providing an MMDS (or
Microwave Video Distribution Service.
MVDS. as it has now been rechristened) in the UK. From the Touche
Ross report the Government formulated ideas which are incorporated in
the White Paper "Broadcasting in the
'90s" currently before Parliament. The
cable companies' wish to have MVDS
distribution technology available to
them is now reflected in the White
Paper. which discusses franchising local
delivery services which are 'technology
neutral' after 1991.
13v 'technology neutral' the Govern -

A lobby for
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY II;
meat means that a company franchised
to deliver local television and telecommunications services will be able to use
a mix of cable, microwave and any other
authorised means of delivery available,
rather than being restricted to the use of
cable as is now the case.
The British Government. through the
Touche Ross report. has considered
three possible frequency hands for
MVI)S. These are 2.5GI Iz, using amplitude modulation. I 2G I Iz using AM
or FM and 40G Hz using FM.
For an illustration, consider the performance of some practical systems:

between transmitter and receiver. and
that the picture should remain with C/N
above threshold during heavk rain. This
is taken to be 25mm/hour over lkm of
the path. with 2.Srunwhour over the
remainder.
Table

1:

,2.5GHz
12GHz
12GHz

40GHz

Mode

Power

AM

Range

30km

20W
2W
2W
0.1W

AM
FM
FM

2km
25km
2km

Tests carried out by Marconi at 2.5GHz
and 126 Hz suggest that these figures
present a reasonable picture of the
situation. However. the 4061-Iz predictions are based on the 29G1 lz trials
conducted by British Telecom at Saxmuridham.
Typical transmitter and receiver parameters are listed in Table I. The
carrier -to -noise (C(N) values stated are
those which achieve a video signal-tonoise ratio of 40dB weighted. corresponding to a picture quality of 4.5 on
the CCI R five -point scale. For simplicity. it is assumed here that this grade 4.5
picture should be available over the
entire path with light rain (2.5mm/hour)

or from satellite and fed to a PAL
modulator in the same kay as an existing UI IF broadcast transmitter operates. The IF signal at VI-lF(I111)M1-Iz) is
up -converted to the microwave band.
amplified to a suitable power and fed to

MVDS link parameters

Power at Tx antenna.
dBW
iTx antenna gain, dBi
Rx antenna gin dBi
Rx noise figure (dB)
Rx bandwidth $MHz)
¡Operating C/N at

2.5GHz
AM

12GHz

38GHz

FM

FM

+9

0

-10'

15

15

20

27
2

15
27

3

5.5

12

33
16

33

53
135

26

26

153

133

30

25

2

43

~smell
snt
141

r45

11140.4

16

Rx (dB)

(Carrier/internad (dB)
Band

:111-1; I

Resulting permissible
path loss (dB)
'Path length (km)

Wlunt

ION tttg.

roa4

M

Although
DS on 2.5G11z has
been rejected for the UK. such systems
will soon he operating in Ireland and are
already in use in the USA and Canada.
In Ireland it is planned to provide a
nationwide service of II channels using
the frequency band 2.5-2.65GI Iz. This
is possible by spacing each channel of
8MHz bandwidth at 16MI-Iz. and reusing frequencies on an II -channel.
I6MHz grid with 8MIIz offset. With
vertical and horizontal po:arizations.
this gives tour alternative frequency
plans (Table 2).

MVDS at 2.5GHz
Figures

and 4 show the basic equipment used in a 2.5G1-Iz MVDS system.
Programmes are obtained either locally
3

r..v..tnn

Fig. I. Transmitting station ofa satellite fed multi -channel microwave video distribution system.

Fig.?. Alulti-channel video distribution
system.
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Table 2: Ireland's MVDS frequency plan
Channel

Vision

Sound

number

carrier

carrier

(MHz)

(MHz)

1

A

2

B

3

A

22

B

an

250125
250925
251725

250725
251525
252325

266925

267525

MVDS
TRANSMITTER
SITE

COMMUNIC ATIONS
SATELLITE

onini-directional or cardioid-

patterned antenna to provide the required coverage.
In Ireland the systems are expected to
be encrypted so that revenue can he
collected from the users. although it is
likely that a minimum package of five or
six channels (comprising the four UK
networks plus a new privately -owned
Irish channel) will he provided at low
cost to the household. Premium satellite
channels would he charged at higher

MICROWAVE

ANTENNA

UHF
ANTENNA

S ERVICE

PROGRAM

AREA

-

SOURCE

rates.

UHF
DOWNLE AD

MVDS at 12.1-12.5GHz
In the UK the !tome Office has recently
announced that only two frequency
hands are now under consideration for
N \'DS: 12Gl-Iz and 4(1G1-Iz. A recent
DTI statement called for interested
organizations to make submissions on
the viability of these two hands.
The reason for the interest and uncertainty over the 12G Hz hand is that
currently this hand is allocated to direct
broadcasts by satellite (I)13S). If part of
the hand were to be committed to
MVDS then it would riot he used for
DBS in the future.
The main attraction of 12G Hz is that
the low-cost receiver technology developed for DBS is fully compatible
with an MVDS delivery' service. Furthermore. the ad\ances towards high definition television (I-IDT\') using the
MAC system demonstrated at I13C at
Brighton in 1988 are continuing to he
developed through the European funded Eureka programme. and are
compatible with this method of programme delivery.
There appears to he a good technical
case for allowing MVDS a chance to
prove itself and this could he done
immediately by establishing some largescale system trials in this band. Since the
technology for 2G lz MV 1)S is identical to that of a satellite TV system (but
with the signal being broadcast terrestially) the transmitter equipment could
be based on that used to transmit signals
to the satellite (Fig.5). It would cost
approximately £25 0(H) per channel. including the cost of combining.
A typical 12G Hz single -channel
transmitter comprises an M modulator
and double up -converter giving an output of between I and 1(1 watts dependI

I

I
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Fig.3. Complete nicronave video dis-

area will be less than that of the lower

tribution system.

frequency options.
Equipment for millimetric systems
using FM would be much the saute as
that for I2GI-Hzsystems. Apart from the
domestic low -noise converter. the lowcost indoor satellite receiver units now
on sale in the high street could be used.
Several manufacturing organizations
are fully confident that a 40G Hz low noise converter can he produced at a
similar price to 2G I-Iz DI3S LNCs.

ing on the power requirements of the
system. Shown in Fig. 6 is a multichannel network used to combine the
signals on to a single ~M.-directional

antenna.

MVDS at 40GHz
Nlillimetric MVDS has been on trial by
British Telecoms Research Laboratories. The advantages of a millimetric
system are
the availability of spectrum means
that at least 30 channels are achievable,
with no disruption to planned services:
this frequency may suit cable system
Operators who will need to use MVDS
largely as an extension of their systems
into the fringe areas of a town or city, or
small market towns which are uneconomic to cable. This also overcomes the
objections made against MVDS that.
once in use, it will discourage the cable
franchise holder from installing a cable
system.
However. the limitations of millimetric systems should not be over-

looked.
1. Range is short 3km at best.
2. Technology is currently expensive. It
is not certain when the technology will
.

mature enough to stake the domestic
RF components available cheaply to the
consumer, although one UK research
organization has made optimistic statements made in this respect.
3. Penetration within a given coverage

I

What next?
DI3S system already established
in the UK, local delivery systems including cable and MVDS will have to offer
more to the customer than satellite
alone can provide. "These services must

With

a

therefore include local low -budget
programming and minority interest
programming on subscript ion.
The choice in the UK is between
12GI lz with available DBS technology
and longer range but with a limited
frequency allocation, and 40Gliz. The
latter. however. is. as yet unproven and
will possibly he more expensive and
with a shorter range. It has, however,
potentially a larger frequency allocation.
The success of local radio should be a
good indication that many people prefer
to listen to local -interest programmes,
news and current affairs. If economic
programming can he established and
market demand is sufficient to drive
down the cost of equipment, local television will find a place.
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A VERY AFFORDABLE PCB CAD SYSTEM
Professional high quality PCB CAD SYSTEM at a Price you can afford.
The complete package consisting of Protel Autotrax PCB Autorouting Software, Protel Schematic Design Software,
Amstrad PC2086 30Mb Hard Disk with a 14" High Resolution VGA Monitor and a Roland DXY 1200 Electrostatic
Paper Hold A3 Flat Bed Plotter, inlcuding a set of Plotter Pens and Cables in the package price of L3485.00*. For an
additional £350.00* the package would include an Amstrad 2286 40Mb Hard Drive with a 14" High Resolution VGA
Monitor (in place of the 2086 Computer). Software available Ex -stock from only £245.00*.
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PROTEL AUTOTRAX at £695.00' is an
affordable, precision design tool that improves
productivity for occasional and expert users
alike. It streamlines the PCB layout processes
while providing powerful interactive design
automation, plus generates professionally
accurate PCB artwork, outputs to a wide range
of Printers. Pen Plotters plus Photoplottcr
with pull down menus for ease of use.

PROTEL EASYTRAX at £245.00' is a very
affordable. easy to use precision design tool
that generates professionally accurate PCB
artwork. With support for a wide range of
displays. plus Photoplotters. Pen Plotters.
Laser and Dot Matrix Printers all as standard.
NOT EXPENSIVE OPTIONS. with pull down
menus for ease of use. Upgrade available to
AUTOTRAX.

Acomprehensive library of Through -Hole and
Surface Mount Devices is included with
AUTOTRAX, plus the designer can easily
create new or modify existing Devices.

A comprehensive library of Through -Hole

Comprehensive libraries of over 3200

EASITRAX. plus the

components are included with SCHEMATIC
3.16 Plus the designer can easily create new or
modifyexistingcomponents. with the powerful
graphic component editor.

Runs on MSDOS 640K machines with support
for Hercules. CGA. EGA,VGA monitors and
MS Mouse.

Runs on MSDOS 640K machines with support
for Ile rcules. CG \. EGA. VGA monitors and
MS Mouse.

Evaluation Packs Available.

Evaluation Packs Available.

Devices is included with

designer can easily create new or modify
existing Devices.

PROTEL SCHEMATIC 3.16 at £495.00'
when used with PROTEL AUTOTRAX.
forms the front end of a powerful PCB design
system with "Dedicated CAD" performance.
AUTOTRAX transforms SCHEMATIC 3.16
Net lists into finished PCB designs using
automatic and interactive track routing and
component placement. with pull down menus

for ease of use.

Runs on MSDOS 640K machines with support
for Hercules. CGA, EGA. VGA monitors and
MS Mouse.

Evaluation Packs Available.

J.A.V. Electronics Limited

UK Distributor for the PROTEL. CAD Software.

Unit 12A Heaton Street, Denton. Manchester. M34 3RG

Advanced System Centre for AMSTRAD Computers & Peripherals.

Tel : 061 -320 -7210

Main Dealer for ROLAND Plotters.

Fax:061-335-0119

Dealers for SAGE Accounts and Business Software.

'Prices are for a limited period only and exclude delivery and VAT.

BROTHER. OKI MICROLINE & EPSON Printers.

ENTER 48 ON REPLY CARD
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1

he simplest form

of satellite

antenna system is a concave
reflector, a dish, with a small
horn aerial, the feed horn.
located at the reflector's focus.
If such a system is properly designed
and constructed, ahout 511°,, of the
intercepted signal energy is delivered to
the receiver. The intercepted energy is
equal to the area of the aperture of the
reflector multiplied by the signal
strength at the aperture of the reflector.
Slightly higher efficiencies can be
obtained by shaping the reflecting surface so that the teed horn can he offset
from the line -of -sight to the satellite and
still he at the focus. Efficiency is increased mainly because the feed horn
and its support no longer cast a shadow
on the dish.
For both the axial and offset feed
horn positions, the concave surface

Flat plate

.e ie

an enna
Anthony E. Sale
describes a multiple
flat plate reflector
design suitable for
microwave

'111

television reception

,

%'ien'

}_

'

oil lie Rat plateanten.a. Outer

plates can beset back in increments of
half rvavclength, to reduce tile physical
depth of the reflector.

784

Signals from Radio -Talé Luxembourg
and SAT- received from Astraand
Euteisat 1 -FI by the ¡ial-piale antenna.
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a high degree of
accuracy: ±O.Smm is often quoted. This
accuracy must be maintained under
wind loading- and the teed horn position must he held precisely.
To receive signals from different
satellites. the complete reflector and
teed horn must he rotated. Because of
the large aperture. the beam angle is
small - 2° is typical. This means that any
positioning system must have a repeatability of less than half a decree and be
sufficiently robust to withstand wind.
Antenna systems for multi -satellite
reception are therefore expensive.
rather unreliable unless heavily engineered, difficult to install, and very
hulks' and obtrusive.

g

Reflections frorrrá flátplate

must he fieured to

There is however. an alternative
approach. This reflector design described here allows cheap and easy
production through greatly reduced
tolerance requirements. easier selection
of different satellites by moving the feed
horn while keeping the multiple plate
reflector fixed, and a far less obtrusive
installation by virtue of the lesser depth
of its reflecting surface. These impro\ements are achieved without loss in efficienc\ by constructing the reflecting
surface from a number of flat plates.
The design relies on the focusing
effect of the diffraction pattern resulting
from reelecting a plane wave from a flat
surface which is a small number of
wa\elengths across. This diffraction
pattern is the same as that obtained by
illuminating a slit by a plane wa\e and
observing the field strength at different
positions on the far side of the slit. The
field intensity patterns differ according
to the slit width, the distance and the
wavelength (see panel). The far field. at
distances greater than 2a'/X. approximates to the (sin x)/x curve. Towards
the end of the collimated region at a
distance o1 a2,( 2X). the intensity of the
axis is greater than the intensity without

r

This analysis deals with reflections from a
flat plate illuminated by a distant radiating
source. Since the source distance is very
large compared to the plate dimensions, the
illumination can be considered as a plane
wave of uniform phase across the wave

front
A flat square plate can first be analysed by
considering only two dimensions, i.e. treating the plate as a reflecting strip*of infinite
length and of width equal to that of the plate.
This is mathematically precisely the same as
an infinite slit in an infinite conducting plane.
illuminated from behind. This well-known
problem was first investigated and solved by
Fresnel using Huygens' principle, which
treats a wavefront as an infinite number of
radiating sources, each with a (1+cosa)
intensity distribution.
If the z axis is normal to the centre of the
slit of width a, and x is the distance off of the
z axis to the point P (Fig.1), then the resultant
intensity at P is obtained by integrating the
vector contributions from each point in the
slit This involves the Fresnel integrals whose
values are tabulated in terms of a normalized parameter, v. These values can also be
presented graphically as Cornu's spiral,
shown in Fig.2. The parameter v is evaluated

For a given distance on the z axis, this
looks like Fig.3. If both sides of the slit are
now included, then for a given point P two
values of v are required
one relative to
each side of the slit The resultant intensity is
then the distance between these two v
positions on the spiral. This is obviously at a
maximum for both v values equal to 125 and
this corresponds to P being on the z axis and
ata distance

-

z=axa/(2xxxvxv)
from the slit The intensity at this point is
nearly 3dB greater than the intensity without
the slit If circular symmetry is used this also
corresponds to the focusing effect due to
diffraction, of the first Fresnel zone.
The shape of the variation in intensity as P
moves off the axis is also important since
this determines the aperture of the receiving
horn aerial. This is shown in Fig.4 for various
distances away from a slit Close to the slit at
about 5x, the intensity is nearly rectangular
and 'matches the slit dimensions. In the
Fresnel focused

region, the curve has

a

pronounced central hump, with most of the
energy being within 70% of the slit width. At
distances greater than the Rayleigh limit
2a xa/X. the curve approximates to sin(x)/x.

as

v= )(VT/IT-0X
.

(1)

the wavelength of the illuminating
radiation, and is marked on the Cornu spiral.
This normalized form of the spiral makes the
distance between the two infinity points
equal to the free -field intensity, i.e. without
the slit present If just one edge of the slit is
considered, with the other edge moved to
infinity, then for different distances for the
point P off the z axis, the resultant intensity is
obtained from the Cornu spiral as the distance from one infinity point to the v point in
the spiral corresponding to (1).
when

h is

the slit. Close to the slit at a'/(30X), the
intensity approximates to a rectangular
function equal to the incident plane
wave intensity.
In the flat plate design. the width of
the flat plates and the focal length. i.e.

For a plate width of 20cm and x=2.64cm,
maximum focusing occurs at 50cm, but is in
fact only slightly less at 40 and 70cm.
Shapes of the diffraction patterns can be
investigated with a computer program performing the integration. The inner loop
calculates the phase and amplitude at P for
each element in the slit aperture. The cosine
and sine resolved amplitudes are then summed to give the resultant phase and amplitude at P. Two outer loops then vary the P
offset from the z axis and the distance from
P to

the slit

the distance from the plate to the feed
horn. are chosen so that the diffraction
effect causes a maximum signal to he
delivered to the feed horn. The feed
horn aperture must be large enough to
capture all the energy in the diffraction

.x

65
V

-10

rig. 1. Intensity at 1'isobtained by
integrating the rector contributions
Iron: each point in the slit.

August 1989

Fig... Fresnel integrals plotted as
Cornu 's spiral.
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
The reflecting antenna

The reflector consists of a matrix of flat metal
plates (picture. page 784). each angled to reflect
the signal which it intercepts into the teed horn at
the focus. It may be made shallower by setting
plates back by a half-wavelength, about half an
inch, whenever possible. This is known as zoning.
Signals from the Astra satellite are on frequencies in the region of 11.5GHz. corresponding to a
wavelength of about 2.6cm. Since the penetration
depth of such high frequencies is very small in
aluminium. quite thin foil can be used as the
reflecting surface. Aluminium kitcnen foil is completely adequate: it can be glued to squares of
hardboard or plywood for support. The feed horn
should have an aperture roughly equal to the size
of a plate and a flare angle such that it "sees" the
whole set of plates.
Because the satellite signal is weak. it is not
practicable to use it for aligning the reflecting
plates directly. An alternative, optical method is to
place the multi -plate reflector at one end of a long.
darkened room and to hang a small spherical
reflector (such as a Christmas tree glass ball or a
well -polished soup spoon) at its intended focus.
Using a distant point -source of light positioned
such that the sphere's shadow falls on the central
plate, adjust each plate in turn so that its image
appears. evenly illuminated, in the sphere.
However, if a sensitive swept frequency display
is available. it is possible to align the plates against
a signal from one of the high power satellites. With
a horn aperture of 15cm and a flare angle of 60'. a
direct signal can just be seen from Astra. It is also
possible to see the reflected signal from a single
plate 20cm square.

pattern. In practice. an aperture width
approximately equal to the width of a
plate is adequate.
The photograph of the multiple plate
antenna system shows how some plates
are set hack. away from the feed horn.
to reduce the depth of the aerial away
from the supporting structure. The reflecting surface is mounted rigidly
against a suitable vertical surface. such
as the wall of a building. In the northern
hemisphere. this wall should face the
south. since this is where most of the
satellites are situated in the sky. The
teed (torn is then moved across the front
of the multiple plate aerial in order to
receive signals from different satellites.
An important characteristic of this reflector is that it maintains its efficiency
for wide angles (±311°) off the normal to
the reflector. This contrasts sharply
with a normal. fully figured parahola.
whose efficiency falls off quite rapidly as
the feed horn is moped away front the
design position. This improved off -axis
performance results from two factors:
firstly the flat plates themselves cause
degradation only in proportion to their
projected area. i.e. as the cosine of the
angle off the normal: secondly. the
setting hack of plates gives a flatter
reflecting surface which causes far less
variation in phase toroff-axisworking.
To receive different satellites. the
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feed horn has to stove in front of the
multiple flat plate reflecting surface. Its
path must pass through the images of
the satellites, tracing a reflection of the
geostationary orbit path. One simple
wa' of constraining the horn to move on
this image path is to suspend it on a

I

r-

-

single cord passing over pulleys
mounted one at each top corner of the

2T7

IZ

reflector. with a compression strut pivoted at the bottom centre of the reflector. By choice of the exact positions of
the pulleys, the length of the cord and
the length of the strut. the horn movement can he made to match the image
path closely.
F\ reflecting surface of la plates. each
21 tern square, appears to perform as well
as a good quality 80cnt dish. With 25
plates. each 20cm square. it is about the
sane as a 1.2m dish. In both cases. the
multiple plate aerial was working at 3(1`
offset in the vertical plane and showed
less than 211B degradation at 2110 off the
normal in the horizontal plane.

Fig. -J. Variation in intensity as l' moves
off theaxis: in the Nre.ctel-Íucuserl
region (centre). most ul' tilt' energy is
within 70 e, nl fue slit width.

I.

Danger from sunlight
The flat plate antenna is a very good optical
reflector. by virtue of its design. When mounted
outdoors it focuses the Sun's rays and produces a
very hot spot at its focus. Do not allow pets or
children to get near the focus. Once the reflector is
in position it should be covered in opaque plastics

sheet or painted with a suitable non-reflecting

paint

j

.¡t1 t

The awllur lrus filed an application for a

paten! on'he /let plate anima design (A
89OS759..1 pril 18. 1989).
Further reading
I)i'Traction theory and antennas. he It. II.
Clarke and .luh n Heats it. IuI 11. lorwood. 1980.
Radio wave propagation and antennas. hv.lohn
Griffiths. Pi entice loll. 1987.
\ntennas. hr:m.. t\Ic(iratc-I lilt. 1950.
I
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A(though the phenomenon of
microstrip radiation has always been present in Con\ en-

Designing
patc
antennas

tional microstrip transmission line design it was long
accepted as almost an unavoidable loss
in the system.
Most radiation from a microstrip line
occurs \\ here there is a discontinuity in
the line. that is to say a mismatch of one
sort or another. 13y enhancing this
radiation it is possible to design a compact aerial with reasonable efficiency
and a low physical profile.
Although this technique is suitable
mainly for frequencies above G I Iz. it
can be used down to 2(1(IMI-Iz or even
lower: however, the surface area tends
then to become unwieldy.
A patch aerial can take many forms.
from a simple rectangle (Fig. I) to a
complex multi -patch array (Fig.2). The
more complex the aerial. the greater the
design problems; but it is relatively
simple to design a single patch aerial
which will have a predictable performance.
To mass-produce a simple patch aerial is relatively simple once the design
has been proved: however. there are
pitfalls which can cause problems even
with a simple single -patch design.
I

Problems with patches

[h :I

Tim Forrester
presents a

Patch radiator

designer's guide to
one of the basic
types of
MMIC-compatible
antenna.

Perhaps the easiest method of analysing
the simple patch antenna of Fig. I is to
consider it as either a radiating slot or
cavity. To analyse a patch aerial thoroughly involves using a full modal expansion technique, which can handle
any arbitrary shape of patch aerial. This

Copper ground

plane

Fig. I. Simple patch antenna. Note that
patches do not have to he rectangular.

Fig.2. Complex patch array.

technique involves very difficult theory
and extremely complex calculations.
For this reason this article is concerned
only with the design of simple patch
aerials.
The type of dielectric used has a
dramatic effect on the size and radiation
properties of any patch aerial. Therefore the consistency of any dielectric
material is of critical importance in any
design which is going to be duplicated.
Also the actual choice of dielectric
material will he compromise. since the
requirements conflict (Table I). For
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY

Substrate choice for patch arrays.

Requirement

Dielectric
constant

Substrate
thickness

Low feed radiation
Low surface waves
Good tolerance control
Low mutual coupling
Low array losses
Wide bandwidth

high
low
low
low

thin
thin
thin
thin
thin
thick

high
low

Radiating patch

i

Microstrip transmiss online

Dielectric

Ground plane

Dielectric
Radiating patch
Copper
removed

example. a thick material of low relative
permittivity gives a wider bandwidth
but a lower efficiency: a thin high dielectric material will produce a more
Aerial feed point
efficient patch, but a narrower bandwidth.
Another important point to he considered is the method of feeding the
patch. Since a microstrip transmission
Coax connector
line radiates when the signal encounters
a mismatch, if a particular radiation
pattern is required then radiation from
Fig.3. Microstrip antenna fed by coaxial
the feed line must he minimized.
The simplest solution is to feed the transmission line.
patch from behind, as shown in Fig.3.
The feeder transmission line could he
conventional coaxial feeder, or in the
Driven patch
form of a microstrip transmission line.
There are other methods of feeding a
patch from the rear besides making a
direct electrical connection, such as
having a small iris in the hack plane to
permit the patch to couple to the feeder
network.
With all compact antennas. overall
bandwidth is inevitably reduced. A
typical single patch aerial is likely to
have a bandwidth of only 1-3% at
I0G Hz (even less at lower frequencies).
Dielectric
compared with 15% for a free space
dipole. However there are techniques
to broaden the frequency response, at
A more complex method of increasthe cost of increased complexity - which
ing overall bandwidth is to use a number
may in itself lead to other problems.
A factor limiting the patch bandwidth of patches. each resonant at a slightly
different frequency and parasitically
is the frequency range over which the
feed impedance is within defined limits. coupled to the next adjacent patch
One method of increasing the effective (Fig.5). A further benefit of this technibandwidth is to use a technique known que is increased aerial gain: the drawback is that the design is more much
as feed inductance compensation. Since
the patch is fed from the rear, there is a involved.
As the complexity of a patch aerial
certain amount of unwanted inductance
increases, losses inevitably inarray
the
of
between the patch and the end
coaxial feeder. By simply incorporating crease. Unfortunately there comes a
point where little or no advantage is
a series capacitor this unwanted inductgained by increasing the size of the
the
increasing
so
out,
he
tuned
ance can
bandwidth. Figure 4 shows the most array. It has been shown that the
common method. Alternatively, by us- approximate maximum gain from a
ing a dielectric material with low per- complex patch array is in the region of
mittivity, bandwidth can be increased at 35dB, with an aerial efficiency of 10%
the cost of making the patch larger. when operating at about I(IGI-Iz. This
low efficiency is due almost entirely to
Feed inductance compensation can also
he used simultaneously to further widen resistive line losses, which can he reduced by using a low -loss feed network.
the bandwidth.

N
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Series resonant

-ooaoy

/

Patch

I

Lead inductance
'C' formed by removing
copper around feed point

Fig.4. Compensating for feed inductance. The value ol'C must be chosen for
resonance with the intrinsic lead inductance.

Fig.5(lel't). Multiple patch, parasitically
coupled.
Fig.6. Some practical microstrip antenna configurations.
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This inherent loss in the aerial system
also means that the overall noise figure
of a receiving system is degraded. It is
difficult to quantify the degradation
because the loss is dispersed throughout
the receive aerial system
unlike a
conventional system where an aerial has
a known gain, followed by a certain
feeder loss into a receiver of known
overall noise figure.

-

overall bandwidth required.
The required bandwidth largely determines the thickness of the dielectric.
but because the dielectric is usually
available only in certain thicknesses.
then the width of the patch may have to
be varied from the optimum if a particular bandwidth is required.
There are other much more complex
array shapes besides the ones mentioned above. each with its own properties and benefits (Fig.6). For ease of
design and construction a rectangular
patch is used in this example. The
formulae used to calculate the patch
dimensions will give a good first order
approximation, but if a more exact
frequency is required with a particular
bandwidth this method may not prove
accurate enough. It is possible either to
trim the patch aerial with a sharp knife
on to the desired frequency. or else to
use a set of formulae with built in
correction factors to calculate the
theoretical size more accurately.

Further reading
This article has barely scratched the
surface of patch aerial design: it has
glossed over many other interesting
aspects of these novel aerials. such
circular polarization and phased steer able arrays. The following list is just a
selection of the literature available:
N

icrostrip Antennas by I..1. Bahl and

ISBN :0-89006-(198-3
Microst rip Antennas. Design Equations, IEEEAP-S International Symposium Digest June 1979. page 122 to 125.
1 heory and applications of broadband
microst rip antennas. 6th European Slicrowave conference. September 1976.
pages 275 to 279.
P. I3 h a rt i a
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DESIGN EQUATIONS
To design a patch of a given frequency. it is
first necessary to choose a suitable dielectric
substrate material. hearing in mind that any
choice is likely to he a compromise of efficiency, bandwidth or patch size etc. If there is a
minimum bandwidth requirement. the thickness of the dielectric substrate can he determined from the following formula:

Design of

a rectangular patch
For a given frequency there is a family
of patch sizes which will be resonant at
that frequency. There is, however, an
optimum size which will exhibit a good
radiation pattern and reasonable efficiency. The actual size of the patch will
depend on a number of factors. such as
the relative permittivity of the dielectric
and its thickness. the shape of the patch
(usually round or rectangular). and the

I

t

=

permittivity of the dielectric.
Line extension

-=0.412 (e,

(W/h+11.2664)
(E,.-11.258) (W/h+ll.n)

This procedure provides a method of predicting patch resonant frequencies to within 10%
or so. If the patch has been designed to the
optimum size and based on one of the three
common dielectric substrates, then the feed
impedance at the edge of the patch will he
very close to one of the following figures.
For dielectrics of relative permittivity of 2.5
or Less, the feed impedance will he in the
region of 240 - 260f1. For a high relative
permittivity material, such as alumina. the
feed impedance will he much higher, in the
regon of 5501. Exact values can he calculated from the formulae shown below. but the
impedances mentioned above arc adequate
for experimental purposes.
Self conductance.

BW
128 x

F2

F

where
is the centre frequency in GHz. BW
is the bandwidth in MHz and t is the minimum
substrate thickness in inches.
Choose a dielectric thickness which is suitable and readily available. This usually means
alumina (e,=9.8). duroid (er=2.32). low -loss
foam (e,= 1.04), or some sort of glass fibre.
whose permittivity could range anywhere
from 2 to 5. Low -loss foam can he purchased
from wallpaper stores under the brand name
"Rosslite". Unfortunately its dimensional
stability leaves a little to be desired, but at 5p

1-1,

G,,=15/-.
e

µ

I

7r

//

I

G,i=VF

in

T

sin

/

following formula:
11

-ii

where W is the width of the patch (cm). sr is
the relative permittivity of the dielectric substrate. c is the velocity of light (3x l(rm/s) and
I, is the desired resonant frequency (GI-Iz).
Length of the patch in centimetres is given
by

2f,
c

r, is the effective permittivity (see
formula below) and I is the line extension
caused by fringing (see formula below).
Effective permittivity of the dielectric e, is

2

y

ll+I`h\

h is the thickness of dielectric. W is the
width of the track (patch) and E, is the relative

where
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J

sinH

(x.2.17-).cos

(z'.Tr- /

µ=-4Tx 1(1-7and r='i,4,.Tx``It1".
sin(N)'
sine`
costi
/
Ju x..T-LCOS
A/
\
cos(N)`
A

Then.

1[..T-

Z,n-2(G,

I+G12)

Having determined the impedance at the
edge of the patch. it is now fairly easy to
design an impedance -matching quarter -wave
transformer to feed the edge directly. or
alternatively to determine the 509 feed point
within the area of the patch.
To determine the impedance of a quarter wave matching transformer. use the simple

formula:

\/,x

50

where Z, is the impedance of the quarter wave transformer and Z,,, is the edge input
impedance of the patch.
To determine where the 5(1(2 feed point is
within a patch. use

acos

I

I-

2JI

where

e,21+

A

COSHl

Z,=

f_C

given by

cieN

1T.W\

per square foot it is very cheap! Glass-fibre
PCB material can be used at the lower
frequencies; it helps considerably if its relative permittivity is accurately known.
Having chosen a suitable dielectric substrate of a certain thickness, we can determine
the optimum patch width. By using a patch of
a calculated optimum size on a standard
substrate, it is possible to make certain
assumptions as to the feed impedance at the
edge of the patch. and so where the 50(1 feed
point will he within the area of the patch. To
calculate the optimum patch size. use the

.

Irr.W
where\\

T

is

where I is the distance in wavelengths from
the edge of the patch and a is defined as
2T Ve,.
Care must he taken to ensure that the patch
is made as close to size as possible. and that
the dielectric used is of a known relative
permittivity. otherwise inevitably the patch
will not perform as expected.
A good method of prototyping these patch
aerials is to use sticky -hacked copper tape
(available from RS Components). which can
he trimmed easily on the dielectric subsrate
until the desired parameters are achieved.
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
outside the input frequency range).
Front the tuning equation,
Ftt_

aves

range of five times: whereas in the
second, the relative frequency sweep is
less than an octave. Obviously, it is
much easier to produce an oscillator
with a narrower sweep range: so. for our
simple example. we would choose the

Andrew Standen
discusses Anritsu's
advances in

RF

and

microwave spectrum
analysis.
The key to meeting all these requirements is the development of high-grade
in the research and de- microwase devices and components.
velopment, design. such as filters. attenuators. mixers.
manufacturing. installa- oscillators. etc.. and of the technology
tion and maintenance of RF and ultra- to use these components. I-lowe\er. if
high -speed logic systems. 13ut while you were to develop the highest possible
high -specification, multi -function spec- grade components and implement these
trum analysers have been too expen- in our design, then this would conflict
sive. cheaper types have often lacked with point 4.
In a normal RF spectrum analyser
performance. Obviously, there is a demand for general purpose with a high using the fundamental frequency comtechnical specification and numerous ponent only of the local oscillator signal. the first IF is generally chosen to be
functions a t a modest cost
If you want to provide a measuring higher than the input tuning range to
instrument which can be operated by a prevent any direct feed of the input
wide range of users, then these criteria signal through the IF filter without
being transformed by t he F stage.
can be summarized as follows:
Let us assume we are designing a
performance
fundamental
I. Achieving
spectrum analyser with an input tuning
requirements.
range of I)nIz to 261-1z, and an 1F at
2. Ensuring that the instrument is easy
2.56I-Iz (good practice, since this is
to use and understand.
3. Ensuring applicability to automatic
hig.1, Bloc{, diagram of a spectrum
measuring systems.
analyser.
4. Compactness and low cost

icrowave spectrum analysers are indispensable

.

I

.

input
RF

section

Lo al
sec, ion

IF section

local sweep range of 2.56Hz to
4.SGI-Iz. However, we have one last
problem to contend with - that is. to
ensure compactness and low cost, analogue hardware should he eliminated
from the analyser as far as possible. This
has the added advantage that digital
techniques lend themselves much more
easily to automatic control, through a
G1)113 interface, for example.

Basic principles
A block diagram of a typical modern
microwave spectrum analyser. the
Anritsu MS7I(IC. is shown in Fig. I.
The RF front-end section is today
almost invariably based on the superheterodyne principle. as used in AM
broadcast receivers.
Again there would be the problem of
image responses: but because we now
effectively have a multiplicity of local
signals owing to the harmonics. there
would be more of them. There is an
additional problem. too. of an input
signal mixing with other harmonics to
produce more than one response on the
CRT (or more than orle response at the
IF) as the local signal sweeps. These are
termed multi Die responses. So, one or
two signals present at the input could
produce a forest of responses on the
CRT and stake it difficult to distinguish
the real signals.

Techniques were developed in the
past to deal with this. typically involving

adjusting the local oscillator sweep
range by twice the intermediate fre-

Display

controller

System

controller
GP -1B

7911

Ftl ± Finput

(1.561Iz to 2.56Hz or 2.561-Iz to
4.5GHz to produce an IF signal for any
input signal. In the first case we would
need to produce an oscillator capable of
sweeping over a relative frequency

apart

RF

=

the local signal can he swept from

quency.
Where this happens the real signals
remain in the saute position on the CRT
whereas the image and multiple responses stove. Although measurements
can be perforated like this, the method
is quite tedious and time consuming if
there are many signals.
To improve the operation. a tracking
preselector can be used. The entire
fancily of MS7 It) spectrum analysers
employs this technique. using a YI6
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nals. The tuning equation can now he

represented thus.
8

1 Measured value

f

eeted

value

1

10

15

10

25

FREQUENCY (GHz)

x
80

ó

60

Calculated value

Measured value

1:2

Fig.2. Performance of )'I(: tuned filter.
This Variably -loner bandpass filter provides image rejection.

(Yttrium iron garnet) tuned filter. This
is a variable -tuned 13 PE having a bandwidth of tens of MI Iz (Fig. 2). The
tuning trequenc\ is controlled so as
always to correspond to the input signal
frequency. It serves. therefore. as a
preselector to eliminate multiple and
image signals and obviates the need for
signal identification techniques. It also
prevents the local signal from bleeding
through to the input (the preselector is
always off -tuned from the local signal by
fit )and II' feed -through.
wo signals at the input spaced in
frequency by 2x frt will produce a similar response at the IF. Using our example again. an input signal at I(iHz will
produce the saute P response as a signal
at 6G Hz and they would appear superimposed on the CRT. \Ve term these
signals image responses. We overcome
this problem in RE spectrum analysers
by including an image rejection lowpass filter before the Restage.
lowever. image rejection isobviousIv not practical for microwave spectrum
analysis where we could typically he
measuring signals up to 2ÚG1-Iz and
beyond. It is possible to design and
implement wide -band ss\ ept oscillators
from. say. 2 to 2(IGHz: but this is
expensive.
A technique called harmonic mixing
is very often used through considerations of manufacturing cost. With this
technique. down -conversion of an input
signal is performed in the mixer by using
harmonics of the local oscillator signal.
Thus by selecting various harmonics it is
possible to use a signal oscillator to
detect high frequency microwave sigI

I

I

I
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harmonic number.
Another feature of harmonic mixing
is that the conversion loss of the mixer is
greater for higher harmonics. Figure 3
shows the basic circuit for the harmonic
mixer used in the N S71(1. Conversion
loss is varied by adjusting the bias across
the diode; for the first and this harmonics it is minimized by adjusting the bias
to zero. The conversion efficiency' can
he improved slightly by inserting resonance circuits at the input and output of
the mixer circuit. tuned to the intermediate frequency.
Ideally. local oscillator control should
he performed by a simplified synthesizer technique. to hold down costs while
ensuring satisfactory performance. A
diagram of the local oscillator control
circuit is shown in Fig. 4.
The basic difference between this and
a full synthesizer local oscillator is that
the signal sources f1 and f, (independent
quartz cr\stal oscillators) would he
phase -locked to a common reference
oscillator and fz would be a low frequency synthesizer employing the same reference. However, as it stands. it is
possible to achieve a frequency accuracy of better than 5p. p. m.
Of course. it is important to generate
accurate sweeps as well and this is
performed slightly differently depending on the sweep width. For wide spans.
the sweep is generated by adding a
d -to -a voltage signal to the I'LL. compensation \ollage while in open -loop
configuration. For narrow spans. where
accuracy is more significant. this is done
in closed -loop mode.
where

2

5

9

Fmru1=n1'i,,,:,t±Flu

61eeso
'1°_°//5."-**''
0

1411>~ti

n is the

Low

frequencies

Oaten we are not interested just in
measurements on the RE carrier but
also in the loss' frequency information or
DC

bias

Point A
Coupler
RF

i

output

5"}---I

lwse .

S8

s..en.

S. eC

g,cel

Fig.4. I ocal oscillator section of Anritsu's 4I571(1(' microwave spectrum ana.ser.
lyser.
baseband signal. It is cumbersome and
costly to use another low frequency.analyser
for these measurements and
some of today's microwave analysers
also have the capability of measuring to
audio frequencies. This is implemented
either by using the same RE stage as for
microwave measurements. or by an independent low -frequency superheterodyne stage switched to the common IF
section to improve the low -frequency,
performance.
In military applications such as
guided weapons. the signal frequencies
used are well in excess of the conventional microwave range (over I(1(IGHz).
Howe
these signals can be measured by using an external mixer and
higher harmonics of the local signal to
down -convert to the Is. The MS7IOC is
an example of an analyser with these
capabilities: it has a frequenc\ range of
I

I0kl Izto 140G1 1z.
Quite a common feature today in loo'
frequency analysers is a tracking generator. This is a swept signal source which
provides a signal to which the analyser
automatically tunes. In this way. the
user can perform stimulus, response
nteasurentents on devices such as filters.
attenuators. etc.. components which
are used in the baseband and II stages

of microwave sources and transmitters.
Not so common is this ability in microwave spectrum analysis. where applica-

Termination

1

Local oscillator

tions often demand characterizations of
linear devices used at lower frequency
stages.

Fig .3. Harmonic mixer: down COO 'e.sion of the input signal is achieved
by the use of harnnmics of the local

fl nclren Sunderl

oscillat or signal.

Europe !.d.
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Fresnel

antenna
Richard Lambley
reports on a novel
microwave antenna

Kclkct un plan:

lone plait:

IvcJ
horn

Ka, tronl ,one
plate
42.1, Iron,
'clleer,ng plate
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ore details of Mawzones
1.1á's Fresnel antenna
for microwave frequencies (May issue. page
.469) emerged at a demonstration staged at the DTI's Hal dock satellite receiving station, where
the company has carried out much of its
development work.
According to Mike \\ right of Maw zones. flat Fresnel microwave antennas
have been re -invented at frequent intervals during this century; hut until now
they have failed to take account of a
large but undisclosed fiddle -factor in
Fresnel's calculations, with disappointing results. Getting this right involves
some serious maths, as recent papers on
the subject testify.
Two versions of the Mawzones antenna were demonstrated: a transmissive
type. with its concentric silver rings
screen -printed on a flexible plastics
sheet; and a reflective type. made of a
sheet material similar to the corrugated
plastics sandwich used for estate agents'
placards, with the ring pattern on one
side and a metallized backing on the
reverse. the rings are egg-shaped. since
in this way the Fresnel antenna can be
made to cope with offset feeds or oft axis beams. Both types cave excellent
reception of the Astra satellite on

I eft: signal focusing by reflective zone
plate.

IIGI-Iz using a surface area of well
under a square metre. and the reflective
version (which gave more output) could
receive weaker satellites. Mawzones
has a computer program which can plot
appropriate patterns for satellites at
various elevations. for mounting on
walls or roofs at a variety of angles. For
DBS reception in northern Europe. the
alignment tolerance is broad enough for
the same pattern to he used at sites
an\where within a 31111 -mile radius.
For domestic use. transmissive antennas could he made in the form of
window blinds, which would he rolled
up when not in use. Or they could he
integrated with a skylight window. with
the microwave teed attached to a strut
on the inside. Development work is now
concentrated on reducing the effective
focal length of the ring pattern. to
reduce the length of the strut and so
improve its domestic acceptability.
Antennas for mounting on exterior
walls and roots can be painted to blend
them with their surroundings.
The patterns are screen -printed for
Mawzones by Graphic Art. a Cambridge company which specializes in
membrane keyboards.
Electrical continuity of the rings is not
necessary. so it would he possible to
produce very large reflective antennas
for the lower microwave hands in a Corm
resembling floor -tiles. \\hich could
simply be laid out on the ground. A feed
horn would he suspended above them
on struts. For the same reason. Fresnel
antennas would be highly tolerant of
surface damage.
A cheap satellite antenna of this kind

could prove an attractive proposition to
developing con ntries. which cannot
easily afford the high cost of large.
steerable dishes. But the Mawzones
antenna could also form the basis of a

bargain -price terrestrial communications network. One possibility mentioned by the company is to use a
commercially -available l'C expansion
card (costing about UM) which is designed for backing up hard discs on to
cheap video cassettes. This could he
used to convert a data -stream into a
pseudo -video signal which could he
transmitted and received economically
using oft -the -shelf microwave hardware. Not the PIT-approved way of
doing things. perhaps. but it would
undoubtedly be cost-effective.
fls/nre//. ffuldock.
A9un_ones Ltt!. 6
l l ert/'rn tl.cft i re SG75Q(;, tel. 0462-74 2854.
Information about the Videotra.t' data formatting cant is available from Dar Slur Informa lion Systems on 0306-578274 or front Alpha
Al icroststent.c on 0753-821922.
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The AX700E has been
designed as a professional
quality scanning receiver
covering most of the well used
spectrum.

")

The only scanner with a full
panoramic display.
2. Covers 50-905MHz.
3. Features a spectral display
covering 100KHz, 250KHz
and 1 MHz bandwidths.
4. Receives AM, FM and
NBFM.
5. Scans in 5/10/12.5/20/
25MHz.
6. 1/5KHz up/down facility.
7. 12V DC or 110/220/240 with
AC adaptor.
8. 100 User programmable
memories.
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Further information from:

LEE ELECTRONICS LTD
400 Edgware Road, London W2.
Retail Enquiries: 01-723 5521
Trade Enquiries: 01-450 9755
Fax: 01-450 6826
Telex: 298765 UNIQUE
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- illuminated graticule - Beam finder - Calibrator - power 200V - 250 volts AC protection cover containing polarized viewer and camera adaptor plate - probe
(1) - mains lead. Tested in fair condition with operating instructions. FEW
AVAILABLE

- NO PROTECTIVE COVER BUT MAINS
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has 99 programmable memories covering an craft, marine, FM broadcast,
Amateur radio, television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning
the main tuning knob FM wide/FM narrow, AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12 5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memo, ises frequencies that ar e m use whilst it
is in the scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout
is clearly shown on o dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the
ORC 12 infra -red remote cant@ oiler voice synthesize! and HP headphones
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Icom (UK) ltd. Tel: 0227 363859. Telex: 965179 ICOM G
N.B. Authorised Welsh distribution by:
M.R.S. Communications Ltd. Cardiff. Tel: 0222 224167.

Please send information on 'cam products & my nearest Icom dealer.

IName/address/postcode:

1

PROBE -£125

-

tested from £500 less attachments to
£750 as new c/w manual. probes etc.
Telequipment D755 5OMc/s Oscilloscopes Tested c/w 2 Probes - £250.
Manual £5 extra.
Marconi TF2002AS AM -FM Signal Generator 10Kc/s to 72Mc/s £85. Tested
probe kit -£15 extra - Manual £10 extra.
Marconi TF2002B AM -FM Signal Generator -10Kc/s-88Mc/s. -£100 Tested to
£ 150 as new - Probe kit £15 extra- Manual £10 extra.
Marconi TF2008 AM -FM Signal Generator- Also Sweeper- 10Kc/s-51 OMc/s from £450 Tested to £550 as new with manual Probe kit in wooden carrying box
£50 extra.
Don 10 Telephone Cable th mile canvas containers or wooden drum new from
£20.
Army Whip Aerials screw type F sections and bases large qty available P.O.R.
Test Equipment we hold a large stock of modern and old equipment RF and AF
Signal Generators Spectrum Analysers - Counters Power Supplies Scopes
-Chart Recorders all spends single to muftipen XY Plotters A4 -A3.

-

-

-

-

The IC -R7000, advanced technology, continous coverage communications receive,

LEAD +

-TESTED- Manual £15 extra.
Tektronix 475 - 200Mc/s Oscilloscopes
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RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK

Cossor Oscilloscopes CDU150(CT531/3) £150 only. Solid state general
purpose bandwidth DC to 35MHZ at 5MV/Cm - Dual Channel- delayed time base
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EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
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-

Racal Modern Encryption Equipment - Racal Modern Morse Readers and
Senders-Clark Air Operated Heavy Duty Masts- P.O.R.
All items are bought direct from H M Government being surplus equipment: price
is ex -works. S.A.E for enquiries. Phone for appointment for demonstration of any
items, also availaoility or price change V.A.T. and carriage extra.

JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS,

84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW,
BRADFORD B011 2ER. TEL NO. (0274) 684007. FAX: 651160
(Status:
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Lost to Acorn (UK) Ltd. Dept. WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8BR1
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
Iinterest in gallium arsenide
(GaAs) for high speed analogue
applications arises mainly from
the higher electron mobility and
peak velocity of GaAs compared
to silicon r. These applications may he
divided into higher frequency microwave circuits and lower frequency high precision sampled data circuits using
switched capacitor techniques.
GaAs has not quite lived up to its
early expectations because of processing and material problems. but we are
now seeing a successful and rapidly
growing use of GaAs mesfet technology

Op-amps
from G " s

of sampled data analogue
signal processing circuits. One major
application has been analogue -to digital conversion. Despite being one of
the most demanding areas of analogue
integrated circuit design. 8 -hit a -to -ti
converters- with sample rates as high as
IGI-Iz have been successfully implemented in GaAs.
High -frequency switched -capacitor
(SC) filters form a related GaAs technology application. Available c-nios
technology switches at up to 30IM I-Iz'.
he higher electron peak velocity of
GaAs has pushed switching frequencies
to 250N1I 1z'-' and even 500N11-1z is now
being realized'. GaAs S(' filters and
in the area

technology
Microwave
technology can be
applied to make
10GHz op -amps and
high -precision
switched -capacitor
filters capable of
operating at
500MHz. Chris
Toumazou, David
Haigh and Larry
Larson report.

I

a -to -d

converters will allow higher

levels of system integration. optintitation of system performance and a greater degree of flexibility.

The problem
Measured characteristic curves for a
metal semiconductor lets (mesfets) produced by a typical GaAs process with a
gate length of µm (Fig. I I exhibit typical fet-type characteristics. Such curves
indicate a gain figure for a single device
of the order of 20. much less than for
other technologies such as c-mos and
bipolar. rue op -a nip is a central component in all sampled data analogue circuits. GaAs technology poses a number
of difficulties for the amplifier designer:
the lack of a p -channel device (due to
the low hole mobility of GaAs). a
general lack of enhancement mode devices are (depletion mode devices are
easier to manufacture) and low device
gain. Design techniques must be developed to overcome the drawbacks.
I

A solution
A typical architecture for a GaAs op amp, as with c-mos and bipolar. consists
of a differential input stage with current
source loads. 1 o achieve high a gain, the
i--

794

Fíg.7. At 5003111c. this GaAs switchedcapacitor lifter is significantly l:rster
than :uw ol'its predecessors.
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY II;
current source must have a high impedance. Figure 2a shows a high impedance current source for GaAs mesfet
devices which exhibit 'early saturation'.
Simply. this means that a device saturates for a value of Vi1, which is less than
that normally required. In Fig. 2a, Tr5 a
is chosen to be much wider than Tr,.
This gives Trs a negative VF which is
equal to the V. of Tr,. and is sufficient
to keep Tr, saturated assuming that
early saturation exists. lowever. many
processes (e.g. that of Fig.1) do not
exhibit any or sufficient early saturation
behaviour and. even for those that do,
the device width required in Fig.2a may
he unattractively high.
The alternative double level shifting
technique, which solves this problem, is
shown in Fig.2b. An auxiliary bias chain
comprising Tr7 and Trg has been introduced. Now the level shifting source
follower Trs, with its negative Vs
assists Try in keeping Tr, saturated.
Device Tr7 similarly helps to maintain
Try in saturation and also helps keep the
drain -source voltage of Trs relatively
constant in order to maintain adequate
source follower performance. The circuit in Fig.2b realizes a high impedance
cascode current source without any reliance on early saturation of devices.
Another useful technique for amplifier design is illustrated in Fig.2c. which
shows a differential input stage with the
addition' of a voltage follower A. In the
absence of the voltage follower, the
gain of such a stage using typical GaAs
mesfet devices is of the order of only 5.
The effect of the voltage follower is to
eliminate gain limitation arising from
Tr, and Tr, and hence allow much
higher gain. This is at the cost of increased sensitivity of gain versus device
gate width.

tic at about

1001;

Hz is due to the

frequency -dependent nature of the
mesfet's output conductance due to
dispersion effects`, but the normal
operating region of the amplifier is
above this point. The amplifier exhibits
* Relatively slowly varying charge is trapped by
the surface states between the gate and drain of
the mesfet and at the interface between the
channel and the substrate.

unity -gain bandwidth of IOGHz. Figure 4b shows input and output waveforms of the amplifier in an inverting
unity gain configuration at a frequency
a

of IGHz.
The demand for future systems with
higher operating frequencies creates a
need for rapid evolution. Recent development work exploits the high speed
capability of GaAs more fully: features

I

Vgs=Oi
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300-

Measured
Vds

G

200-
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-

Simulated

Measured
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2.0

1.0

VD

Fig. I. Curves fora lµµ-gatemeslét evhihit typical let -t vpe characteristics

Vs

'Vs-t-

Tr7

J
Tr6
>

Trs
Tr8

Fig.2. High -impedance current source
suitable for GaAs devices with early
saturation** (al and a double level shifting technique for devices without
earlvsaturafioi, (b). In (e) is another
usefulop -amp design technique which
solves the problem oí'1011 gain in a
differential input stage using a voltage
follower.

Trs

L

vs

rTr4

Output

10GHz op -amp
In the circuit diagram of the amplifiers
(Fig.3). ntesfets Tr, and Tr, form the
differential input pair with a cascoded
tail current source comprising Tr7,5. A
high impedance current source load for
the drain of Tr, is realized by means of
Mesfets Tr, and Tr, perform two
functions simultaneously. Firstly, they
form part of the double level -shifting
bias circuitµ (as in Fig.2b) used to
maintain Tr, in saturation. Secondly.
they implement the voltage follower A

Tr6

Output

(a)

Trs
1r 9

(b)
Tr6

Tr3

X. Trip
Tr13

Vout

Tr2

Tr1

D1

D2

input
3

MesfetsTr.,-Tr,. and diodes
I) form a level -shitting stage,
which feeds art output source follower.

y

Tr 14

in Fig.2c.

I),

-

Output

Tr, 3 -Tr,,,.
The amplifier
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Tr

Í

was implemented in a

0.21.m gate length GaAs process. Measured frequency response is shown in
Fig.4a. The step in the gain characteris-

Tr11il is

Vref

e

Trs

Fig.3. GaAs li't gate lengths of 0.4111
are used in this IOGllzop-amp.
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4o
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OUTPUT
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o
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FREQUENCY
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Fig.4. Measured frequency response (al
ofthe IOGHzop-amp of Fig.3 and its
unity -gain input/output ss aveforns at
IGllz (h).

5V

Tr71150pm)

Tr61100um

11
Tr6(150pm

1

Tr

Try(25pm)
(

(300pm)

Y
Tr4 (100pm )

Output

°

Tr10(150pm)

Tr3I100pmf
Tr11(15opm)
c

L

Tr? (300pm)

Tr12(25pm)
rTr11100pm)
Input

-5V

Fig.5. A higher perfarnace op -amp
than that ofFig.3 has recently been
developed. Its bottom section is a dual
transconductance driver and its top
section is a very high-inpedance current

nirror.

obtained include higher gain, higher
phase margin (increased stability) and
faster settling time.
One such amplifier') is shown in Fig.5.
It consists of two similar suhcircuits
placed one above the other. The bottom
half contains the amplifier input terminal and is a dual transconductance driver
providing output currents at the drains
of Trz and Trio. The main driver transistors Tr, and Tr,, each have neo cascode
transistors and therefore the output
impedances are very high. The cascode
transistors are biased by an extension of
the double level -shifting technique illustrated in Fig. 2h. The upper part of the
circuit features different connections to
Tr4 and Tr,, so that it functions as a \ cry
high impedance current mirror. The
effect of these blocks is to give the
amplifier a push-pull capability at the
output node. allowing double the trans conductance and output current capability for a given chip area and power
consumption. Figure 6 shows the gain
and phase responses of this amplifier,
simulated using parameters for a modest 1µm gate width process. Key performance parameters for a pF load
capacitance are as follows:
I

200-

70

150-

60

Value

Parameter
Phase

50-

100-

40-

ó, so-

.

á300-

n
rL

z

Gain

10

o

-10-

-200-

-20

r

1k

10k 100k 1M

1011

10011 10

FREQUENCY

106 100G

(Hz)

Fig. 6. Gain and phase response of the

amplifier of Fig.5.
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450

is a useful building block for
high-speed systems. Such systems are
currently being integrated and an exam-

-50-

-150-

3.5

65'

This design

20-

-100

62

Gain (dB)
GB Product (GHz)
Phase margin
Min. settling time (ps)

ple of a 500MHz clocking GaAs
switched -capacitor filter chip using the
amplifier of Fig.5 is shown in Fig.7. The
application of such design techniques to
more advanced GaAs processes with
gate widths less than p.m should produce truly outstanding performance.
I

GaAs technologies are maturing
rapidly: much higher levels of integra-

tion will soon be possible. In the development of circuit techniques, emphasis has been placed upon the reduction
of chip area and power consumption.
From the simulation results for integrated GaAs high -precision filters. we
expect circuit switching frequencies as
high as 5001\1I Iz. Recent amplifier developments have resulted in further
reductions in settling time. approaching
200ps for a Iµn1 GaAs technology"' I.
This is an encouraging step towards the
eventual development of IGI-lz clocking switched -capacitor systems.

Chris Toumazou is a lecturer at the
Department of Electrical Engineering,
Imperial College, London; David llaigh
is a lecturer at the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering. University College, London; and Larry Larson is GaAs Devices and Circuits Department /lead, Hughes Research
Laboratories, Malibu, California, USA.
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M IC-

ince the first use of gallium
arsenide (GaAs) in active microwave devices more than two

decades ago. virtually all ma-

jor microwave companies
have been directing effort towards the
realization of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (M M IC).

compatible

This technology has evolved along
both digital and analogue routes. Digit-

al MMICs are fulfilling signal processing roles such as analogue -todigital conversion, signal weighting and
multiplexing. while analogue MM ICs
handle receiver and transmitter functions.
MM ICs are fabricated by optical
photolithography and contact printing
techniques on GaAs waters, which are
typically 3 - -(cm in diameter and of the
order of 0.Inun thick. One side of the
wafer is totally metallized to form a
ground plane. while the other side supports microstrip circuit elements such as

inductive loops, blocking capacitors.
transmission line stubs and passive and
active devices (Fig. 1).
As MM IC technology has advanced.
so its potential applications have grown.
One of the most significant is in phased array radars. A phased -array antenna
system. using integrated circuit technology to provide the transmit/receive
functions at each element of the array,
could have a significantly lower cost per -element. Depending on complexity. phased -array elements can cost between £500 and 5001) each. Since a
typical array may contain between 1(1011
and 10í11)0l) elements. the benefits are
potentially very considerable, and could
lead to the long-sought goal of economical phased -array radar systems.
Part of the key to realizing an efficient
and economical phased array with
M IC -led antenna elements is to
choose a radiator which is microstripcompatible. Two types of elemental
radiator meet this basic requirement:
the slot and the patch. Some typical
radiator geometries are presented in
Fig.2. In Fig.2a. for example, a rectangular slot (usually X/2 long) has been
etched into the ground plane below the
microstrip feed line from the active
circuitry. For the line and slot orienta-

Fig.l. Outline of

antennas
MMICs have now
reached a maturity

roughly equivalent to
that of silicon in the
early 1970s. Alan
Sangster surveys
progress in the
antenna technology
associated with
them.

5011

input line

Metallization
Inductive loop
Metal'ized ground

plane
GaAs substrate

monolithic microwa ve integrated circuit (Al111IC).
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of the
microstrip quasi-TEM mode excites the
slot and results in radiation above and
Lions shown, the magnetic field

r

Active circuit

Radiation

Ground plane-

below the ground plane. This
bidirectional radiation feature is.

Ga As

however. not very useful in an antenna:
and the arrangement lacks RF isolation
between the radiator and the active
circuitry. The cavity -hacked slot antenna (Fig.2b) can eradicate most of these
problems, but is harder to manufacture.
The simple patch antenna arrangement (Fig.2c) is relatively easy to fabricate. If the patch length is of the order of
X/2 in the direction shown, the radiated
fields from the transverse edges of the
patch add in a direction normal to the
surface of the patch. Unfortunately.
this simple geometry also suffers from
insufficient isolation between the
radiator and the active circuitry. The x/4
patch radiator of Fig.2d, which is
shorted using via holes along one transverse edge, provides a useful size reduction in the patch, but isolation is little
better.
Two schemes which provide effective
isolation yet do not add significantly to
the fabrication process are shown in
Fig.2e. 2f. A further advantage of these
schemes is that the antenna substrate
need not be GaAs, and consequently
bandwidth improvements can be realized by using thicker substrates with
lower relative permittivities. Isolated
patch excitation can also be secured by
means of probe coupling between the
microstrip feed line and the patch.
However, the probe coupling mechanism is less compatible with the MMIC
geometry and poses constructional
problems. It is also pertinent to note

41
fe
feed
line
'Slot

(a)

X/4
u

\ /
1

s

(d)

(C)

Slot

Low

Patch

Er
Slot

Ground planes

Patch

Ground plane

(e)

(f)

Fig.2. Some MMIC-compatible
antennas.
(a) Microstrip-fed slot radiator.
(h/ Microstrip-fed cavity -hacked slot

radiator.
(c) Conventional patch antenna.
(d) Short-circuited patch antenna.

here that slots and patches need not he

Patch antenna

Active

circuit

(e) Slot -fed patch antenna.
(f) Edge slot-fed patch antenna.

Ga

s

substrate

Antenna substrate
(low er)

Fig.3.

798

MMIC array antenna.

rectangular.
How a phased array could be implemented is shown in Fig.3, using the
element of Fig.2f. It can he seen that
this antenna element can he stacked
readily to create a planar array. However, while MMIC technology married to
microstrip radiator technology appears
to lend itself to active -array development, many practical problems remain
to he solved. In particular. these arrays
are very sensitive to material and
mechanical tolerances. Furthermore,
they continue to present design problems due to the fact that the effects of
mutual coupling or RF interference
between elements. particularly with
patch radiators, remain difficult to predict.
1)r Alan J. Sangster is Reader in Microwave Electronics in the department of
electrical and electronics engineering at

ileriot-Watt University, Edinburgh.
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y receiving and analysing the

Near -millimetrewave techniques

line radiation associated with
molecular and atomic transitions. and the continuum
radiation associated with lowcollisions, a wide variety
particle
energy
of cold (I K- 1000K ), and herefore optically dark, astronomical phenomena
can be studied. For example. nearmillintetre-waye observations have re\ealed the existence of vast interstellar
clouds of complex molecules. the most
massive objects known in our galaxy It
has also been discovered that certain
young stellar objects radiate huge oppositely directed jets of particulate material: these collimated out flows attest the
existence of intricate star -forming structures. The cosmic background radiation. whose form was established when
the universe was only minutes old, can
he detected and analysed to give information about the creation and nature
of galaxies. This cursory list could he
extended for pages.
It has only been possible to view the
universe at near -millimetre wavelengths (100GHz- 000G Hz) by constructing a new generation of radio
telescopes. Foremost amongst these is
the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope
I). sited on the I4000ft mountain
t

.

Access to the near millimetre -wave

region has

revolutionized our
understanding of
the universe by
letting us see
things never seen

before- Stafford

Fig.l. The .Lame.~ Clerk AlaAwell Telescope. This instrument is capable of
observing at l're(juencies ranging from
uw(;IIz to 900011/. The 15m telescope
is housed in a temperature controlled
building which is 9011 high and lOOft in
diameter.

800

Withington.

I
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Mauna Kea in Hawaii. Suhntillintetrewave telescopes have to he operated at
high altitude because short -wavelength
radiation is strongly absorbed by atmospheric water vapour
the atmosphere
above Mauna Kea is one of the driest
and cleanest in the world. The performance of a radio telescope is. to a large
extent. determined by the diameter and
the surface accuracy. measured in
wavelengths. of the stain reflector; a
telescope with large smooth surface has
high spatial resolution and high sensitivity. the antenna of the ,lames Clerk
Maxwell Telescope is I5nt in diameter.
and it is parabolic to within (1.1135ntnt.
This remarkable degree of conformity
allows the telescope to operate at frequencies as high as 9110G Hz with good
efficiency. At this frequency, the telescope has an angular resolution of just a
few arc seconds.
Conceptually. and to some extent
practically'. the biggest technical challenges faced by radio astronomers have
been. and will continue to he. in the
area of xery low -noise near -millimetre wave receiver development. The fundamental problem is that it is extremely
difficult to interpolate between those
concepts and techniques that are applicable at radio wavelengths and those that
are applicable at optical wavelengths.

Celestial

August 1989

I; ki

i

lH

Fig.2. A block diagram of a typical
heterodyne millimetre -wave radioast rononl y receiver.

source

-

For example. consider power detection.
At radio wavelengths. the standard
method for detecting power is to apply
the incoming signal to a device whose
resistance is nonlinear. The oscillatory
potential across the devices induces a
direct current which is proportional to
the amount of power absorbed. Clearly,
the phenomenon of power detection is
classically understood in terms of the
degree of curvature of the stationary
amplitude response. It should be noted
in passing that according to this description a classical detector can. in principle, he made arbitrarily sensitive by
making the detector element increasingly nonlinear.
At optical wavelengths, the devices
used as detectors - photoconductors
and photodiodes - are all conceptually
based on the photoelectric effect. the
ejection of electrons front hound states
by energetic photons. Thus the language of power detection at optical
wavelengths is far removed from that of
power detection at radio wavelengths.
At sub -millimetre wavelengths. this
dichotomy must disappear and the Ian'guage of power detection must be intermediate between the classical and
quantum extremes.
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Heterodyning
A heterodx ne recei' er down -converts a
hand of radio frequencies to a band of
more manageable intermediate frequencies. Spectral information and
phase are conserved during this process
and therefore narrow, high -frequency
spectral lines can be analysed through
rclatixely low -frequency signal processing. The configuration of a heter-

odyne.

as

distinct from

a

holometric,

near -milli met re -wave radio -astronomy
receiver is shown in Fig.2. The main
antenna and subretlector of the radio
telescope focus the electromagnetic
energy into a roughly collimated bears
which is only a few tens of millimetres in
c ianteter. 'Ibis extremely weak beam is

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD
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collection of receiver compo-

nents. Top left is a wire polarizing grid
for 4 0GHz. Bottom left is a hyperbolic
PTFE lens for 350GHz. The assembly in
the centre is a .3,30-360G11z solid-state
local oscillator source. This assembly
consists of working from left to right: a
90Glli Gunn oscillator, a ferrite isolator-. a directional coupler, and atteneator. and a frequency quadrupler.
The unit to the left of the 20p coin is a

cryogenically-coolable JGHz HEAIT
amplifier. Bottom right are three
millimetre -wave horns.

Sot

I
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superposed on a relatively high-level
local -oscillator signal in a diplexer, the
combined power being then converted
from free -space propagation into wave guide propagation by a small. corrugated horn. Once the power is in the
waveguide, which typically measures
11.6x)).-Imm, it passes through various
impedance -matching structures before
being applied to a mixer element of only
a few femtofarads (I(I-'F) capacitance. Finally. the microwave signal
emerging from the mixer is amplified. in

Tr:1dt.

t,1c1,,i
1' i

1,

Local oscillators

The construction of powerful, tunable,
and reliable near -millimetre -wave
local -oscillator sources is a major problem. For many years. reflex klystrons
were used at the longer wavelengths.
but these devices are expensive and
short-lived. High -frequency backward wave oscillators, also known as carcinotrons. are an alternative. but are
mechanically cumbersome, and require
high -voltage power supplies. The current solution is to combine an Inp
electron
(high
HI
MT
a cryogenic
mobility transistor) amplifier similar to (indium phosphide) Gunn oscillator.
range 50the one shown in Fig.3. and then proces- operating in the frequency
varactor-diode
with
GaAs
a
1211GHz,
spectrometer.
in
an
autocorrelation
sed
The physical complexity of very low - frequency multiplier. This type of solidand
noise near -millimetre -wave receivers is state source is compact. reliable,
to a
greatly increased by the need to cryoge- capable of being phase locked
nically cool the mixer element and the low -frequency synthesizer.
he generfirst few stages of IF amplification. Typically. mW of power can
51111G1-Iz,
Semiconductor mixers only require ated at 350Gl1z. 11111µW at
power
These
700GI-Iz.
at
3I11,1\\
and
cooling to a physical temperature of
driving
for
sufficient
are
levels
superconducting
whereas
around 2(1K.
of
mixers require cooling to 4K: in both Schottky -diode mixers at frequencies
superconducting
and
5(II)G1-12.
to
up
cases closed -cycle helium refrigerators
mixers at frequencies of up to ITIIz
are now being used. A complete 23(1( I(112I-Iz). A clumsy but effective solu2711GHz. Schottky -diode millimetre tion to driving Schottky -diode mixers at
the
in
wave receiver is shown mounted
frequencies above 5(11161-Iz is to use a
receiver cab in of the .lames Clerk
molecular laser.
460Maxwell Telescope in Fig.4. A
A variety of new oscillators may
re-antimony)
(indium
InSh
491IGI-Iz
become available as a consequence of
ceiver is shown in Fig.5.

.

I

Fig.4. A 2311-270G11z dual-polarization
cryogenically -cooled Scholtkv-diode re-

ceiver mounted in the receiver cabin of
The James Clerk Maxwell Telescopy.
i'he signal beam enters the receive: -

through the aperture above the middle
plate.

Fig.5. A 46O-4911Gliz dual -polarization
cryogenically-cooled lnSb receiver.
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the rapid advances of III -V semiconductor heterojunction technology. The resonant tunnelling diode is a device
which essentially consists of a stack of
closely coupled potential wells, the
width of each of which is so small that
only electrons having particular energies can exist within the wells. As the
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direct voltage across the stack is varied,
the allowed energy levels are aligned
and misaligned and when they are
aligned. electrons can tunnel through
the structure. The resulting negative
differential resistance on the DC
current -voltage curve can he used to
make high -frequency oscillators.
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Mixing
A whole range of fundamentally different types of nonlinear device can be
used as near -millimetre -wave mixers.
two of the most popular being the
Schottky -barrier diode and the superconducting quasiparticle tunnel junction.
A Schottky -harrier diode consists of a
metallic layer deposited on a lightly
doped semiconductor, which is epitaxially grown on a heavily doped conducting substrate. The epitaxial layer is
conductive except in the vicinity of the
metal, where an insulating depletion
zone is formed. Electrons can cross the
depletion layer either by thermal excitation or by tunnelling: the former
mechanism dominates at room temperatures, and the latter at cryogenic
temperatures. At frequencies below
500GHz, it is physically possible to
mount a Schottky -barrier diode in a
fundamental -mode waveguide structure, where the diode, which is only a
few microns in diameter, is contacted by
a small wire which bridges the wave guide. A tiny corrugated horn is used to
couple the incident electromagnetic
energy from the principal Gaussian
mode to the waveguide mode; a selection of horns is shown in Fig.3. At
frequencies above 500GHz, it becomes

exceptionally difficult to machine suitably small waveguide components, and
therefore open monopole structures are
often used. Cryogenically cooled
Schottky mixers achieve noise temperatures of around I00K at I 00GHz, 1000K
at 500GHz, and a few thousand degrees

Fig.6. The hysteretic DC current voltage curve of two superconducting
tunnel junctions in series. .4 DC supercurrent flows at zero bias voltage due to
the tunnelling of electron pairs.
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Fig.7. The DC current -voltage curve ofa
superconducting tunnel junction with
various amounts of /OOGHz radiation
applied. Each step ís a photon energy
wide.

tities very similar to electrons, called
quasiparticles, can tunnel across the
structure, causing a discontinuous increase in current: at higher bias voltages
the current increases linearly. Figure 6
shows the DC current -voltage curve of a

niobium -aluminium oxide -niobium
junction. The characteristic is hysteretic, and has a direct supercurrent due to
an additional process which involves the
tunnelling of electron pairs: this process
at ITHz.
can also he used for mixing, but it is
The superconducting quasiparticle noisy. Figure 7 shows
that, when high mixer is an extraordinary device consist- frequency radiation is
applied, a series
ing of two superconducting films sepa- of steps is
induced. Each of these steps is
rated by a dielectric layer only a few a photon energy wide.
and indeed they
nanometres thick. The energy levels of occur as a result of
photon -assisted
the device are such that when the bias tunnelling
of quasiparticles across the
voltage increases beyond some harrier. The device can be used
as an
threshold, usually a few millivolts, en - extremely low -noise
mixer.
August 1989
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It turns out that, at low frequencies.
where the photon energy is less than the
voltage width of the nonlinearity, the
mixer behaves classically, whereas at
high frequencies, where the photon
energy is greater than the voltage width
of the nonlinearity, the device behaves
quantum mechanically. The smooth
transition .rom classical to quantum
behaviour has some remarkable consequences, including the onset of
quantum -limited noise temperature
(meaning that the sensitivity is limited
by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle) and classically forbidden conversion gain. Quantum reactances also
appear due to the sloshing backward
and forward of quasiparticles between
states on opposite sides of the harrier
which are not exactly matched in energy. To date, superconducting quasi particle mixers achieve noise temperatures ranging from 50K at 100GHz to
400K at 400GHz. The upper frequency
of operation is likely to pushed into the
far infrared within the next few years.

Quasioptics
The loss inherent in fundamental -mode
waveguide structures at near -millimetre
wavelengths has forced the development of quasioptical components for
energy transportation, filtering. beam
combining, and switching. Such components are called quasioptical because
the input and output beams do not
strictly behave according to geometrical
optics. Once again, we encounter the
situation where the relevant concepts
are neither purely radio nor optical. but
a curious blend of the two. At optical
frequencies, typical beam -forming components are many thousands of
wavelengths in diameter. but at frequencies from 100GHz to I000GHz,
typical components are only a few tens
of wavelengths in diameter, and as a
consequence diffraction becomes im-
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portant. Fortunately. one does not have
to solve complicated diffraction prob-

a

e

lems every time one wants to design a
receiver. Instead, a very elegant scheme
called Gaussian optics can be used in a
very straightforward manner. The name
Gaussian optics comes from the fact

r

_.-^ `

that a propagating. expanding.
circularly -symmetric beam is considered to he a sum of beams, each one of
which has an transverse amplitude distribution whose envelope is a Gaussian
function. Figure 8 shows the quasioptical subassembly of a 330-360G1 1z. dual -
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polarization, cryogenically -cooled
Schottky -diode receiver. Focusing is
achieved with off-axis ellipsoidal mirrors and PTFE lenses, beam splitting
and filtering is achieved with very fine
wire grids and meshes, and switching is
achieved with chopper wheels. The diplexer is a polarizing interferometer.
Antisymmetric movement of the two
corner cube reflectors changes the differential path length between the split
beams, and symmetric movement
changes the absolute path length. The
former ís used to tune the interferometer. and the latter is used to remove
the effects of standing waves.
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A new discipline
The near -millimetre -wave region of the
electromagnetic spectrum contains a
wealth of information about the nature
of the universe. It is remarkable that by
passively observing a distant object it is
possible to measure in great detail its
physical. kinematic and chemical structure. To gain access to the near millimetre -wave region of the spectrum
it has been necessary for scientists to
enhance existing physical concepts and
to develop fundamentally new engineering techniques. It is now clear.
that this work will form the foundation
of a new engineering discipline. For
example, a number of university research groups are already beginning to
develop near -millimetre -wave integrated circuits in the form of imaging
microchips. These and related innovations are going to have a profound
impact, not only on radio astronomy.
but also on space communications.
high-energy plasma physics, atmospheric physics. medical physics, and
many other branches of science and
engineering.
The James Clerk Maxwell Telescope
is principally financed by the United
Kingdom Science and Engineering Research Council, and managed by The
Royal Observatory, Edinburgh. The
Dutch and Canadians also make substantial financial and scientific contrihu-
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Fig.8. The quasioptical subassembly ofa

330-360GHz crvgenically-cooled

Schottky -diode receiver. This photograph was taken while the cryogenics
were being tested. The vacuum vessel at
the top of the frame houses the lowtemperature mixers and anpliliers. 7 he
unit on the middle platform is the polarizing interferometer. A number of focusing mirrors can just he seen beneath the
middle platform.
tions. The systems shown in this article
are the collaborative work of many
individuals. The institutions involved
include: the Physics Department of
Cambridge University. the Metallurgy
Department of Cambridge University.

-

G
-

the Receiver Group of The Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, the Physics Department of Queen Mary College. London, and Millitech Corporation.

Stafford Withingron is with the Cavendish
Laboratory, Cambridge
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Atlas Inverters
The Atlas range of maintenance
free inverters provide exceptionally
high efficiency at ratings up to
3000VA (peak power 6000VA) and
full protection against the rigours of
everyday use. An optional Automatic Economy Switch switches
the inverter on and off accoraing to
load demand.
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Pico Uninterruptible
Power Supply
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The Thurlby PL series has re -defined the standard for
bench PSU's. Today it is still the only range to offer all
of the features that have established it as a best seller.
Features such as cual 33/4 digit meters for each output,
current limit preview, remote sense, and current meter

damping.
The range is vast end includes singles, twins, triples,
Quad -mode duals (with true parallel and series tracking
modes), and IEEE -488 programmable models.

150VA TO OVER 100KVA

victron uk ltd

Jacknell Rd Hinckley Leicestershire LE10 3BZ
Fax: 0455 611446 Telex: 342458 VICTR G

Tel: 0455 618666
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VICTRON UPS RANGE
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Thurlby's reputation for bench power supplies

PC's for up
to 20 mins.
excl.
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to none.
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The Pico gives ultra reliable protection
against damage
than -£500-to electronic
rella
equipment caused
FREE!
by power cuts and
fluctuations in the
mains supply. At £495
plus VAT, the Pico is
a breakthrougn in low
cost uninterruptible
power supplies.
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Thuriby

Ask about the Atlas Combi combined inverter and fully
automatic 25A charger. Ideal for small vessels, service
vans. mobile homes etc.
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Skylla Battery Chargers
Our five Skylla fully automatic
chargers use the VDL-system
patented by Victron-Energie which
charges 50% faster than most
other types of unit. With charging
currents up to 75A, the Skylla
range charges both sealed and
vented batteries fully up to 100%
and adjusts automatically to float
charge. ensuring the longest
possible battery life. Also ideal for
winter maintenance of marine
batteries.
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Contact

Thurlby

now for the full details of all bench PSU's.

Thurlby
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Burrel Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4LE
Fax: 0480 64832 Tel: 0480 63570

ENTER 410N REPLY CARD
ENTER 150N REPLY CARD
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Faster than light?
Pappas's letter (April. 1989).
p.414) does nothing to clarify the
alleged faster -than -light

experiment. apart front a trivial
point about the transformer.
Instead it just adds more to the
fog. while failing to refute our
criticisms (Letters. \larch,
1989).

N e could spend years going
into more and more arcane
explanations and refutations, but
this would he pointless (the Catt
Anomaly saga shows this). The
problems for Pappas and
Oholensky is st raight-forward: I
and several others have given
explanations for their results in
terms of tried and tested physics,
so it is up to them to show that
none of these explanations are
plausible. Occam's Razor places
the burden of proof on them. not

authors have forgotten the
strong field across the gap which
results in a field similar to that in
the accompanying sketch.
Measuring the vertical
component of EH along section
AA will give a result similar to
Fig.5.
Any book on antenna theory
which discusses horn antennas
will describe the radiation as
produced by the distribution of E
and 11 in the aperture. For wire
antennas it is useful to use the
current element approach. Both
approaches are based on
Rtaxwellsequations: it is a
question of which approach is
most convenient fora particular
antenna.
13rian Farrelly
Kolstibotn
Landas
Norway

us.

As an absolute minimum.
Pappas and Oholensky must
show that the initiating event
(the closing of the relay) occurs

their t = 0 (the point at which
the oscilloscope traces first start
to change). and not several
nanoseconds earlier. as the rest
of us contend. As their
experiment contains no direct
record of the relay closing. I
don't see how this can he
claimed.
at

Tim Bierman
Hendon
London NW'4

Cross -field antenna
I am afraid that the
'unprecedented concept in
antenna theory' is simply a
wrong concept. Figure showing
11 and D opposed is incorrect.
In fact. Ill), will grow linearly out
to the edge of the plates and then
fall as Ur (neglecting edge effects
and assuming the dimensions of
the plates are much less than A).
The experiment shotiw in Fig.3
tests a different situation. The
I

1

1

Weinstock
What evidence does Mr Burton
(Feedback. June. 1989) have to
support his statement that GEC
is 'the most profitable
engineering group in the U.K.'?
in fact its performance is the
worst in its sector. What
evidence does he have to support
his statement that 'ntanysmaller
companies taken into the GEC
group would have disappeared
but for GEC.'?
What evidence had he to
support his statement that
'GEC... has proved to he a good
investment for its
shareholders.'? I understood
that the major shareholders,
concerned at the continuing
relat is e decline of GEC, are
seeking to oust Weinstock.
In her book The Baroque

Arsenal. (Deutsch 1982), Mary
Kaldor discusses the effect of
dinosaurs like GEC on p.167:
"They absorb expenditure
that might otherwise he spent
on investment or
consumption in civilian

industry. And they absorb
skilled people- designers.
scientists, engineers-who
might otherwise be thinking
up the innovations needed to
better the future... warped
conceptsof technical advance
trickle down and distort the
application of new
technologies. further stunting
their development...
Nor is economic decline
offset by some definable
addition to military power.
The growing cost of the
modern weapons system is
matched by diminishing
effectiveness..."
GEC is the ultimate. effete
cost-plus dinosaur. I do not know
about Siemens. and so I do not
know whether the present
merger will enable a larger
dinosaur to he. as Kaldor puts it,
...carried along in an autistic
momentum whose only limit is
the size of the (European)
defence budget."
I have been writing about my
concern over the state of GEC
for nearly a decade. to MPs. the
Secretary of State for Defence.
the MoD. and others. My efforts
culminated in a farcical threehour meeting in Whitehall.
where I confronted four of the
senior MoD officials who were
assiduously pouring billions of
taxpayers' money down the
drain.
The Mol) is now refusing to
tell a Commons Select
Committee how ntanvof its staff
have left the MoD and followed
the slush fund into employment
in "defence" contactor
companies.
Ivor Cat t
St

Albans

Reference. Nireless World
November 1980, p.57.

Audio-the last word
I have read with interest the
debate over the past months on
the objective and subjective

assessment of audio amplifier

quality.
Rtv own research over the
years has revealed a number of
startling facts about the nature of
the amplifier. verified by
rigorous listening tests.
To quantify the results of these
tests. I have developed a number

of orthogonal parameters which
may he used to compare
amplifiers precisely, without
bias. These parameters are as

follows.
Karmic impact, K. This

describes the height of spit itual
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Air

cored
R2

Vin

By

vol age division
theorem

Vn'Voui

R7;12

Hence Veis given by

Voui'Vm

At.112
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enlightenment achieved by the
listening experience. For a given
section of music which, for the
purpose of amplifier
quantification must he played
only on natural acoustic
instruments. preferably made of
wood. it is dependent only on the
amplifier and speaker and
associated speaker and stains
cables.
Tonal correction. T. This
normalizes the listening
experience for the presence of
tonal components. It is well
known in acoustics that the
subjective impression ofsound is
strongly affected by the presence
of tonal components.
Visual impression; V. This
normalizes the listening
experience for the visual
em ironntent. i.e. the room size
and decor. t he amplifier and
speaker size. shape and colour.
My listening tests were carried
out in a room without windows,
painted pink with a blue filtered
light Ot her colours in the optical
spectrum interfere with the
listeners. objectivity and carne
make him/her restless and angry.
These three parameters
provide an all -encompassing and
scientifically based
determination of the
performance of any amplifier.
An overall figure of merit is
FOM=K.V.T. Listening tests
carried out on a wide varietvof
amplifiers revealed the following
.

facts.

Any performance is strongly
dependent on the frequency of
the stains. Furthermore.
unregulated power supplies give
a more natural sound than
regulated supplies.
Capacitors have no effect on
the sound. It is well known that
these are perfectly linear.
Ve irewound resistors produce
a nasal sound. its opposed to
carbon resistors which produce a
warm fuzzy sound.
Large amountsof negative
feedback produce large amounts
of negative Karma.
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Most music contains
significant tonal components.
Many amps are ugly, reducing
\'. This is mainly due to the siie
of the cabinet.
All active conipolielits are
nonlinear.
These discoveries lead me to
search for the ultimate design for
an amplification system which
would be free from their
limitations. \\'e cannot do much
about the musical content hut,
after much research. I developed
what I call the Passise\mplifier,
which is completely free from the
of her defects discovered.
The transformer is necessary
to reduce the large voltage \'_
down to a level suitable for t he
speaker. and to reduce the
impedance of R1 and R. seen by

posted my letter ahout
Ma rinov's hall -bearing motor
( Let ter..luIle. 1959) before I
noticed the date on the cover. so
consider myself suitably April fooled.
The trouble is. the article was
no more implausible than most
of the other fringe science you
publish, though I should have
twigged from the box about the
episode with the car batteries.

As far as the reason for
operation is concerned. Iihink
Dr tsIarinov has put forward a
credible theory: at least. more
credible than any I can devise
using electromagnetic lorcesanxl
finger -twisting Fleming rules.
However. I am at a loss to
understand how the expanding
halls can do any work if. as he
states. the direction of motion
and the direction of motion are at
Also. I was sure I'd seen
right angles. If one postulates a
something similar on
small time delay between the
Tomorrow's i% orltl: maybe they production of heat and the steel
were in on the joke.
expanding. then the expansion of
That leaves me with only one
the hall races will take place just
question: it was a spoof wasn't
hehind the point of contact. once
it?
'notion is established. so that
Tim Bierman
torque will he produced and
Hendon
work done. I however, I have
London
never encountered such a delay
the load.
and would he surprised if this
hope t his may be of interest
were the case.
to your readers.
I must disagree with Dr
Mark Puletti
sIurinov that the hall -heathy
Auckland
motor has "no hack tension,
Having read the article by Dr
New Zealand
becaus there are no magnets-.
Marinov. appropriately in the
Just as there is a variation in the
April issue of E1t'It'. I thought
Ball -bearing motor
you may he interested in the
contact potential between two
I was reading wit h some interest
results I obtained using parts
dissimilar metals with
the article entitled' The
temperature (used in
from a shall burned -out
intriguing hall -beaming motor' in induction motor to slake a ball thermocouples). so there is .1
the April 1959 issue of
bearing motor.
potential gradient established in
Electronics and Wire/es.5 World.
a single piece of metal as the
The ball races used were!/air
According to t he author. the
diameter and contained six halls. result of a temperature gradient
motor violates the principle of
passed current into the outer
("Thomson effect). As there is a
i he conservation of energy in its
massive tempe rat lure gradient
race of one hearing along the
operat ion. Ile bases his
within the hall and the race at
shaft which soldered to the
reasoning on the principle (tithe
inner race to reduce voltage drop their point of contact. there will
operat ion of t he 'motor, and on
and out of the outer race of the
also he considerable potential
the calorimetric measurements.
gradient giving a hack EMI
other hearing. With 21JA
flo%%ever. I detect a flaw in his
flowing. the shaft rotated at
analogous to that produced by a
reasoning in his interpretation of
17111112 PM nth a voltage drop of
conventional electric 'not or.
the calorimetric measurements.
25A. the speed
l would he unwilling to dismiss
assuming that t hey were done
increased to 200012 PM hut the
as invalid the law ofconservation
with sufficient accuracy.
voltage drop stayed more or less
of energy which has served us
In the initial stagesof the
constant. Spraying the races with well in the past when deriving
measurements. a stationary
oil caused the speed to rise to
physical formulae. and would
motor was placed in t he
251I11RPM. again with?. I \' drop.
therefore suggest that an error in
calorimeter. and its "resistance.'
I then loaded the shaft with a
measurement is responsible for
was measured. Herein is a
fan which t he original motor
t he start ling results obtained by
possible flaw in his reasoning: it
drove at 31)1)I)RPM. taking
Dr \1 arinov'scalorinletry. I a
is possible that the energy fed
about 15\\'. Assuming the
aware that doubts have arisen
into the system could have gone
original motor to have an
recently in certain particle
into distort rig t lie outer race.
efficiency of 711"0.the fan would
physics experiments: whether
caused by the ball's bulge. If t hat
have consumed about I3\\'. The
these ha se been resolved wet do
is the case. then there is no
Marinov motor, with 25A.
now know.
energy violation. because in the
rotated the fan at 6511R P\1 with a
Maw suggest that someone
second part of the calorimetric
voltage drop of .9V Since the
h access to a ball -bearing
nleasu re line rt s. the energy which
power consumed by he fan
'taking machine might produce
had gone into distorting the race.
Hades is proportional tot he cube hearings in invar or another low was now used to rotate the
of the RPM. the fan dissipated
expansion allow? One could also
motor. That is to say. the initial
about 0.13W. The overall
try a metal exhibiting large
'resistance' which he measured
electromechanical efficiency of
magnetost11ctivecoefficients. for
was not simply the electrical
my Marinov motor was thus
example cobalt, since it is
resistance. but instead part (tithe about 11.3%. which is
possible that this el feet is
energy had gone into distorting
comparable with a \cwconten
responsible for changing the
the outer race.
steam engine. which enjoyed
drupe of the halls in such a way as
Kith ''ep Zee
considerable commercial
to maintain motion.
Stockton
success. Dr \larinox would. of
Peter I:. Vaughan
California
course. insist that theft 13W is
Lvnton
USA
free power.
Devon
I

I
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Circuit Symbols
Isn't it a little late in the dal for
Mr McLoughlin (May. 1959) to
heat the I3SI with the
'rectangular resistor'? 13S3939
'Guide for graphical symbols...'
ooasfirst introduced in 1966 and
even then as in conformity with
many I EC symbols. The BSI may
have-thrown caution to the wind
23 years ago hut it can hardly be
accused of having imposed its
will on a cowed industry as the
Circuit diagrams in this journal
and many others demonstrate

every month.
It was presumably in the
interest of a "truly international
language"' that BSI and IEC
symbols were made to conform
and I donut believe that the
'wiggly resistor' was in co't'ton
usein continental Europe prior
to 1%h.
I do not have any connection
with the BSI. but was under the
impression that circuit symbols.
and indeed all other standards
were t he result of the
deliberations of committees of
experienced people from the
indust ries concerned. We have
1

all heard about camels and
committees hut why isit that the
rectangular resistor' raises such
ire? Is it so much more difficult to

appreciate its ohmic qualities
rather than those of a wiggle."
Even today the rectangle is
easier to draw using the average
computer drawing program
which was. I understand. one of
the original criteria for its choice
all those years ago. All the
"intelligently chosen" symbols
were. after all, the work of the
saline committee.
The use of different circuit
sy mhulsdepends to a large
extent upon the market place.
Firms doing work for UK
K
government agencies and
continental Europe may use one
set and those doing su ork for the
I, ISA andLlapan use another.
!king conformist is necessarily a
had thing. hope that the pupils
at Haberdasher Ask e's School
conform to the basic rules of
English grammar and to a
different set of rules for French. I
hope we all conform to the
relevant speed limit when we
drive on the public roads. In 1992
we shall no doubt hate to
conform in many different ways.
"There must he more important
battles to fight than that of the
'wiggly resistor'.
L.P. Best
Fleet
Aldershot
I-la upshire
I
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Astra doubles up
By the early 1990s, Eu rope will have over 140

satellite TV stations.
Undaunted bt a certain coolness in the
viewing public's response to satellite
television, the Luxembourg company
Société Européenne des Satellites is
pressing ahead with a second Astra
spacecraft. The new spacecraft will be
launched as early as next autumn. despite the prospect of a large excess of
telex ision channel capacity in Europe's
skies.
SES is to take over an existing satellite. Satcont K3, together with its
Ariane launch slot in October 1991).
Taking the new name of Astra 1B, this
will occupy approximately the saute
orbital station as the existing Astra IA
(an imaginary box St1km wide), bringing
viewers the possibility of a further 16
television channels without the need to
reposition their dishes or modify their
receivers.
Astra B is a GE5111111 spacecraft, an
intpro\cd and slightly more powerful
version of the GE401111 type chosen for
Astra IA. The craft. which is now at an
advanced stage of preparation for
launch. needing only to be modified for
the Astra channels, was one of several
take-over possibilities considered by
SES (another was a surplus Canadian
Anik C. still unused and looking for a
buyer): it meant an earlier launch date
than would have been possible with a
bespoke satellite, yet had the attraction
I

of full compatibility with Astra's
ground -station command system at
Betzdorf. \\'ith its 6(1W TW Ts (as
against 45\V for Astra IA). Astra I13
will give a slightly stronger signal and a
larger footprint over Europe, though
viewers will he unlikely to notice the
difference - they need not even he

I

aware that a second satellite is in operation. It will. however, give SES additional roost for manoeuvre in the event
of transponder failures.
\\'ho will occupy the extra transponders. and who will be watching the
programmes, is rather less clear. By
early June. Astra IA still had tour
vacant channels, though according to
Marcus Bicknell of SES. five German
clients were negotiating for them. A
further 15 or 16 options had been taken
on Astra B, among them an Italian
soft -porn channel. though not all were
likely to stature. However. he said, a
I
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glut of transponders would exist in
Europe in a couple of years' time, with
sonic 1411 channels available: "A lot of
blood will be let in the satellite provision
industry over the next four years. There
will be a lot of hardware up there doing
nothing". Among these 1411 channels
will be those on two recent German
craft - the Copernicus satellite successfully launched on h ,tune. and the replacement for the first TV -sat. whose
solar panels failed to open.
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The Astra 113 tele isirn satellite. now
under construction. will bring an extra
16 channels to dish owners.

According to Astra's marketing folk,
the system's big attraction to viewers
and advertisers is the "critical mass" of
its programme package. made possible
by Astra's close channel packing and its
placing in the IIGI- Iz fixed satellite
service band - provision exists for tip to
48 channels. should the as et undiscussed Astra IC become a reality. In the
12G Hz broadcast band, each country's
allocation is limited to just five channels.
Tackling the question of the number
of dishes actually in the hands of the
public. Bicknell said, "SES refutes entirely that dish sales are disappointing...
dish sales have made a very, very healthy start''. Quoting a Financial Times
survey which revealed that 93 111111 had
been installed by the end of Astra's first
four months, he argued that take-up
was twice as fast as that of colour
television sets or video recorders in
their early days. Howe er. a cynic Wright
observe that colour "IVs and \'CRs
initially cost more than twice what is

now being asked for an Astra receiver.
and that these had to make their entrance without the benefit of wall-to-wall
publicity in Netts International's stable
of mass -circulation newspapers. Despite all this. News International's own
Sky 'Television. whose four English language channels make it \stra's biggest programme provider, was recently
torced to cut its dish sales forecasts for
the first year by almost half, from 2[\1 to
I.I5I\1, and privately. seemed to have
halved the estimate vet again.
Of the 93 11111) dishes. only 60 (bUtt
represent special Astra units. the rest
having been installed earlier for other
satellites. I lowever, since. as Bicknell
put it. 75%á of consumer electronic
goods are sold in the final part of the
year, there is still plenty of opportunity
for making up lost tiste.
A further factor in Astra's favour is
the postponement of BS13's programme
launch until the spring of next year.
I3SB's problems are more in its technology than in programming or marketing.
Among then( is the Squarial flat panel
antenna, which at the time of going to
press had still failed to find a manufacturer and had forced the abandonment
of a costly nationwide advertising campaign on the thence "It's smart to be
square".
According to l)a\ id Eglise, the cornpany's technical director, there are
actually two Squarials. One is a threepart injection -moulded design. potentially cheap to manufacture but difficult
to do so to the tine tolerances necessary
at 12GHz. In the other design, which is
basically metallic, the problems are
transferred from moulding to assembly.
BSB was unwilling to give E& WW
more technical detail until a maker had
been signed up.
Despite this hitch. 13S13's satellite
launch on August 1(1 goes ahead as
planned. I-lowe\ er. programmes will
begin this year on only one channel. as a
showcase for television dealers. The full
service. when its starts, will now consist

of five channels (the IBA having
awarded I3SB the remaining two), all
transmitted using the l)-MAC/packets
standard. and with the capability for
wide-screen pictures right front the
start.
Over at SES. Astra has been fairly
free of technical problems - though
there was an awkward moment recently
when the satellite suffered an Earth lock fault and flipped its footprint
around to point at Greenland for a short
time. However, the spacecraft's reserves of hydrazine propellant have
been holding up well and its lifetime is
now put at as 12.4 years rather than I1).
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(E)EPROM PROGRAMMER

Field Electric Ltd. Tel: 01.953 6009.
Shenley Road, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 1 AA.
Fax: 01.207 6375, 0836 640328

100 (E)EPROM and MICRO -CONTROLLER types...
1
2508 10ms
2 2508 50ms
3 2516 10ms

4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
IB

19

20
21

22
23

2516 50ms
2532 10ms
2532 50ms
2564 10ms
2564 50ms
2758
2716
2732
2732A 10ms
2732A 50ms
2764 50ms
2764
2764A
2764A OP
27128
27128A
27128A OP
27256
27256 OP
27256

47 87256
48 87C257
49 8755

24 27512

25 27512 OP
26 27513
27 27513/OP
2B

70
71

27011 OP

51

38 TC57100113
39 HN27C1024G

40 NMC27C1024
41 uPD27C1024D
42 127110
43 TMX27210
44 M5M11C102K
45 TC5710.40
46 87C64

GR27512
GR27513
8748
8749
8750
8748H
87496
78 87506

8355'

52 63701V
53 63701X
54 63705V

55 63705Z

79 8741
80 8742

56 637019

57 75P54
58 75P64
59 2816A
60 2817A
61 2864A
62 EMULATOR
63 EMULATOR
64 EMULATOR
65 EMULATOR
66 EMULATOR
67 EMULATOR
68 GR2764
69 GR27128

...

'

72
73
74
75
76
77

50 8755A

29 .27010 OP
30 HN27C101G
31 NMC27C1023
32 uPD27C1001D
33 TC571000D
34 TM527C010
35 HN27C301P
36 M5M27C100K
37 uPD27C10000

GR

7

81

82

2716
2732
2764
27128
27256
27512

83
84
85
86
87
68
89
90
91

8041'
8042'
8048'
0049'
8050'
8751
8752
87C51
87CS1FA

8752
8744

9- 8051'

93

BA

3

1'

94 8052'
95 8044'

96 NMC27C'613
97 NMC27C 3213
98 NMC27C64

99 NMC."C9128
100 NMC27CP2561B1
101 NMC27G512

New
Devices
continually
being
introduced
'read only
OP

Oust P.01se

511

V -e

am

.

', .
barnd'
M

THE MODEL 18 PROM PROGRAMMER
All 1 Mbit EPROMS. Greenwich Instruments Emulators,
Still only
27C parts and EEPROMs now programmable!
Upgradable for future types.
£ 189.95
Designed. manufactured and supported by MOP in England.
VAT
Comprehensive User Manual.
32 and 40 pin devices require low cost socket adapter.
EPROM
Supports our new EPROM Emulator as 2716 to 27512
Mains powered unit external to your computer, without speed penalty.
Fast interactive algorithms automatically selected as appropriate.
Two independent communications protocols built in. Use with:
- any host computer with RS232 port and terminal emulator.
- our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interface Package available for all
MS-DOS and PC -DOS computers. NEW FAST COMMs - 1 Mbit PROMs programmed
in about 217 mins.
Ouick Pulse programming now available for suitable EPROMS - e.g. 2764s in 10 secs!
Limited version also available for CP/M computers.
Hundreds of satisfied customers. As supplied to: BT Mercury. UKAEA. British Aerospace,
Thorn EMI. Mitel, Cosworth Engineering, British Gas, Kodak, Lucas. Ferranti, Smiths
Industries, Telecom Technology and major Universities and Colleges of Further Education.
Please enquire about our other products:
EPROM EMULATOR
If you have any difficulty in obtaining unusual PROMs or
EPROM ERASER
other programmable devices. we will try to hlep. We also
PAL PROGRAMMER
sell PROMs in quantity and give a PROM blowing service.
EPLD PROGRAMMER
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Telephone ACCESS orders welcome.
Phone for free information pack and price list - 0666 825116
ELECTRONICS, UNIT 2, PARK ROAD CENTRE, MALMESBURY.
11
WILTSHIRE, ENGLAND SN16 OBX.
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would like the opportunity to tender for surplus equipment

Official Orders,Overseas Enquiries Welcome Order by phone or post Open 6 days Postal rates apply U K
mainland only AR test equipment carries wa-ranty Al' prices include 15°° VAT unless stated Phone your order
for quick delivery Access. Amex. Diners. Vera accepted We can supply telephone and some audio equipment
electrical and aerial equipment, much more than ,s shown in our ad Please ring

ENTER 20 ON REPLY ('AND

CONNECTORS
AND CABLES
CABLE ASSEMBLIES AND
TEST LEADS MADE TO
ORDER

Coaxial or Multiway.
RF, video, audio and data
Double braid and tough PTFE
coaxial cables.

ALSO R.F.
ACCESSORIES
FILTERS, ATTENUATORS,
COUPLERS ETC.

Customers already include
several universities and
polytechnics, government
departments, broadcasters and
NBT Cellnet.

-

WAVEBAND
ELECTRONICS
Lon Howell, Denbigh,
Clwyd LL16 4AN.
Tel: 074 571 2777.
ENTER 32 ON REPLY ('\It I)
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The First Annual Conference on
High Definition Television
London Tara
18-19 September 1989
As well as an Introduction ;o HDTV, the conference will cover Standards,
Delivery Media, Programming, Non -Broadcast Applications, Production,
Medical, Military and other applications, the impact on electronics
companies as well as the broader business considerations.

Includes

a

display of HDTV.

18 September
Pre -conference Workshops These will provide a detailed
introduction and summary of the technology, the standards issue, the
technical and political difficulties in agreeing a worldwide standard
and the relative merits of cable, satellite or terrestrial delivery
systems. HDTV production will be examined in detail with an overview
of the non -broadcast applications.

19 September
The Conference will include the following topics: The European Eureka Project.
HDTV
The Japanese mission.
The US role in HDTV.
movies, television programmes and
Production using HDTV

-

-

advertising.
Electronic cinema
Non -broadcast Applications: Education, Publishing,
Documentation, Archiving, Medical, Military.
Send now for full details.
Meckler/HDTV Newsletter
Grosvenor Gardens House, Grosvenor Gardens, London SW
Tel: 01-931 9985

Fax: 01-931

1
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PIONEERS
Sir Charles Tilston Bright (1832-1888)

"The great feat of the century".

W.A. ATHERTON
hat the Channel Tunnel is today. in some
ways the Atlantic telegraph cable was in the
middle of the last cen-

tury:

a

visionary engineering enterprise

and a link between nations. Samuel
Morse called it "the great feat of the
century". Once the telegraph traffic
started to now, what some had opposed
as undesirable became essential and
more Atlantic cables were soon required. At least 17 were laid before the
end oft he century.

Charles Tilston Bright was Engineer in -Chief of the Atlantic Telegraph
Cowan , a position he occupied at the
age of 24. Imagine a 24 -year -old being
appointed chief engineer of the Channel Tunnel! Though largely forgotten
now he was a famous figure in his day.
He was knighted for his achievements at
the age of 26, the youngest knight for
generations.
Commercial telegraphy began in a
small way in 1839 and in the next decade
became well established in developed
nations. In 185(1 England and France
were linked by the first submarine telegraph, laid by the brothers Jacob and
John Watkins Brett. It soon failed. but
on November 13 the next year another
cable linked Dover and Calais and saw
successful service for 24 years. Demand
soon justified other cross -channel links.
After the success of the Channel
cables. other short and shallow stretches of sea were crossed. but not always at
the first attempt and with the loss of
much expensive telegraph cable. London's Thameside spawned a new Industry of cable manufacture.

To cross the Atlantic
Meanwhile,

a

British engineer had held

conversation with an American
businessman. The engineer was
a

Frederick Gishorne, who was then constructing a telegraph line from New
York to Newfoundland and which was

810

to include a cable across the Gulf of St
Lawrence. The businessman was Cyrus
W. Field.
Gishorne, who needed fresh financial
hacking for the Newfoundland project.
suggested the idea of continuing the line
from Newfoundland across the Atlantic
to England: an Atlantic cable. Lieutenant Matthew Maury, a US Navy
oceanographer. assured Field that there
was a route across the ocean bed where
a cable might be laid. With Field's
financial and managerial help the New
York to Newfoundland telegraph was
completed and the cable laid across the
Gulf of St Lawrence. For this. Field had
to travel to Britain to obtain cable and
ships. John Brett. who had laid the
Channel cable. became his supporter
and adviser.
The idea of an Atlantic cable caught
Field's imagination and for the next 12
years he was to he the driving force
behind this daring adventure. I-Ic enthused leading scientists and engineers
(some like Thomson. later Lord Kelvin,
taking no pay). A seven -core cable
using 20000 miles of copper wire was
constructed. paying out machinery de-

signed. two battleships borrowed. and
Charles Bright selected as chief engineer. Within four years of Field's and
Gishorne's first conversation. telegraph
messages were exchanged between Britain and America. Though success was
short-lived because the cable soon
failed, they had proved their point.
Field had shown the political and commercial potential of the cable and
Bright had shown it was technically
possible.

The druggist's son
Charles Tilston Bright was the third son
of Brailsford and Emma Charlotte
Bright. Tilston was his mother's maiden
name. His father is described by the
Dictionary of National Biography as a
"druggist". He was born in Wanstead,
London, on .tune S. I832. less than a
year after Faraday's discovery of electromagnetic induction and in the saute
year that Ni orse had his first thoughts
about electric telegraphy.
Though later he was to mix with
university professors of world renown
there was to he no university education

for Bright. At the age of

15

he went

Below: first verse ofa poem marking the success ol'the 1858 cable. from The British
tVo,'knan (reference ll. That success teas, alas, short-lived.

__no mighty lands have shaken hands

Across the deep wide sea;
The world looks forward with new hope
Of better times to be;
For, from our rocky headlands,
Unto the distant West,
Have sped the messages of love
From kind Old England's breast.
.
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straight from the Merchant Taylors'
School into the employment of the
Electric Telegraph Company. the company formed to exploit the Cooke and
Wheatstone patents. He had joined the
oldest telegraph company in existence:
it had been formed just two years earlier.
After about five years he moved to
the rival Magnetic Telegraph Company.
His brother Edward, also an engineer,
became manager. In this post. Bright
helped to wire up Britain, laying an
extensive network of land -based telegraph lines. with thousands of miles of
underground wires between major centres including London. N anchester and
Liverpool. After becoming Engineer in -Chief of the company he got his first
taste of submarine telegraphy, laying a
six -wire cable between Portpatrick in
Scotland and I)onaghadee in Ireland.
Under the Bright brothers, the Magnetic Company prospered.
This cable between Britain and Ireland came after earlier failures. The
water was deeper and the currents faster
than in previous operations. Bright took
charge of the cable -laying machinery.
The whole cable was manhandled out of
the hold of a steamer, over a pulley,
round a drum which measured the
speed. and then several times round a
brake drum before passing into the sea.
It was laid on May 22, 1853, and had a
long and successful life. Bright stayed
with the Magnetic Company as chief
engineer until 186(1 and served a further
ten years as consultant.

Patents
During his time with the company he
received a number of patents concerned
with improving telegraph equipment.
Two are particularly noteworthy. One
awarded in 1855 suggested replacing
visual indications at the detector with
acoustic ones using two hells, which
became known as Bright's Bells. One
had a high tone, the other a low 6ne,
and they were used on the West Indies
network. The other, earlier. patent was
awarded jointly to the brothers in 1852
and contains what seems to be the first
suggestion of a resistance box for giving
a variety of fixed resistance values. This
patent covered 24 distinct inventions
and marked the arrival of the brothers,
and especially Charles. as important
figures in telegraph engineering.

A first attempt
With Bright having linked Ireland to
Great Britain. and Gisborne and Field
having tied Newfoundland to the American mainland, it was natural that all
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should consider the Atlantic.
Field was unable to raise the necessary capital in America and so. with
Samuel Morse assisting. he sailed for
Britain. On September 29, 1856. John
Brett, Charles Bright and Cyrus Field
pledged themselves to form a telegraph
company to operate a telegraph between Ireland and Newfoundland. The
company was registered on October 20.
Many famous names were associated
with it including William Thomson
(Kelvin). Isambard Kingdom Brunel
and Samuel Norse. The required finance of £35(1 00(1 was raised in a fortnight. Bright became chief engineer,
and his colleague from earlier ventures.
E.O. Whitehouse. was appointed the
company's "electrician.
Field's "dynamic energy" pushed the
project ahead at breakneck speed.
Bright objected to the size of the single
conductor and wanted it increased, but
was overruled. He also wanted the two
ships involved to start laving by splicing
the cable in mid -ocean and then sail for
opposite shores. but was again over-

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD

ruled. Kelvin wanted to wait for the
completion of the Grew Easier,,, which
was to he the biggest ship in the world,
and he found variations in the quality of
the copper core. Field again ignored the
warnings: he had ships on loan from the
respective navies and wanted to lay the
cable in mid -summer when the weather
could be expected to behave.
The cable was loaded into the USS
Niagara and HMS Agamemnon and the
shore end landed at Valentia in Ireland
on August 5. 1857. When laying began
the cable broke after only five miles.
When it broke again after 380 miles the
end was lost and the attempt abandoned. The cable was stored for the
winter while additional lengths were
manufactured ready for a fresh attempt.
As Bright put it. "It has been proved
beyond a doubt that no obstacle exists
to prevent our ultimate success: and I
see clearly how every difficulty which
has presented itself in this voyage can he
effectually dealt with in the next". I-le
wasa little optimistic.
The original backers put up more
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Paying -out machinery for Bright's transatlantic cable of 1858. After only a month, the cable láiled.
cash. the two navies agreed further
support of ships and men. and the
paying out machinery was redesigned.
The following summer the fleet reassembled and sailed for mid -Atlantic.
Bright's plan now being adopted. The
two lengths were spliced and cable
laying begun again; but again the cable
broke after 16(1 miles and the ships
returned to base independently.

Another try
Disappointment brought disagreement.
The board chairman recommended
abandonment of the project and some
members agreed with him. Some resigned. But Field hushed on and won
the day. The fleet put to sea again on
July 17. The cable was spliced in mid ocean on July 29 and without further
ado it was laid successfully, both ships
reaching shore on August 5. During the
subsequent celebrations the roof of the
New York City Hall was set on fire by

fireworks.
Signalling through the cable was never easy and after only one month and
732 messages the insulation tailed.
Probably several factors were involved,
including Whitehouse's use of too high a
voltage. But to have achieved any success at all on such a venture when
practice was so primitive was remarkable in itself. Though the success was
short lived, Bright as chief engineer and
Field as chief proponent had proved
that telegraphic communication could
he achieved across the Atlantic.
Financial hacking for a third attempt
proved much harder to find. After other

812

expensive submarine cable also failed a
British Board of Trade inquiry was set
up to look into the technology and
methods used. 13right was amongst
those consulted. It reported its findings
in 1861 and many improvements resulted. Inevitably a new attempt was
made, with Bright as consultant to the
project. In 1865 the Great Eastern laid
cable all the way from Ireland to within
6(1(1 miles of Newfoundland before it
broke. The next year complete success
was achieved with yet another new
cable and the 1865 cable was grappled.
spliced and also completed.
Five years before the 1866 success.
Bright had resigned from the Magnetic
Telegraph Company to go into business
as an independent consultant in partnership with Latimer Clark. another
famous engineer of the time. They
experimented with the insulation of
wires and are remembered for "Bright
and Clark's compound". a bituminous
sealant used with later cables.
Bright was consultant to many telegraph companies needing major submarine cables including the AngloIndian, the Anglo -Mediterranean. the
British -Indian Extension. and the China Submarine Telegraph Company. It
was he who broke the jinx of failure in
the deep waters of the Mediterranean.
Also he was instrumental in setting up
the British Association committee on
electrical standards. on which he served
with other distinguished scientists and
engineers such as Maxwell and Wheatstone. It was this corn mittee which
established electrical units such as the
ohm and the farad.

Into Parliament
For three years from 1865 Bright pursued a completely different career, as
the Liberal N ember of Parliament for
Greenwich. Late in his life he was
involved in an unsuccessful mining venture in Serbia.
He received honours. naturally. As
well as the knighthood from the British
government, the French granted Bright
membership of the Légion d'l!onneur.
He was a member of the Society of
Telegraph Engineers (later the Institution of Electrical Engineers) from its
inception and was its president for the
year I886/87.
It was soon after his presidency that
Bright died. suddenly, on May 3, 1888
of heart disease at his brother's home in
Kent. He was buried in Chiswick
churchyard. Though a marble bust was
made of him, his lasting memorial is the
fact that he was engineer -in -chief of the
first transatlantic telegraph cable. He
linked the New World with the Old.
Further reading
I. C. Bright. Submarine Telegraphs. Their
History. Construction and Working. Crosby.
Lockwood and Son. 1898.
2. Dictionary of National Biography.
3. V.T. Coates and B. Finn. "A Retrospective
Technology Assessment: Submarine Telegraphy. The Transatlantic Cable of 1866,'' San
Francisco Press. 1979.

ofpioneers of electrical
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DELTA A -to -D

Single -bit,

oversampling
A -to -D converter
Erik Margan developed this simple converter fora battery -

powered telemetry transmitter, which needed a signal-tonoise ratio of more than 70dB over a 5kHz bandwidth
elta A -to -D conversion

technique is probably
familiar to readers of this
journal; most recently. it
was described in a Circuit
Idea by D.J. Greaves'. This type of
conversion is attractively simple, needing only a comparator, a D -type fliptlop: a sampling clock and a low-pass
filter in the feedback loop (see Fig.
1(a)). In contrast to the more commonly
used converters which attempt to sample the input signal as accurately as
possible at each sample, delta converters make use of the oversampling
technique, allowing the error to he
arbitrarily large at each sample and
reducing the error by averaging the
samples at the output. The hit stream
which is produced by clocking the flipflop is integrated by the low-pass filter
and fed back as error signal for the

comparator.
This configuration has

a few drawbacks, the most serious being the degraded signal-to-noise ratio with frequency. which follows the inverse characteristic of the feedback filter. The
cause of this degradation lies in the
progressively smaller error correction
in the teed hack loop which. ill turn,
causes slew -rate limiting and thus smaller undistorted output amplituLles at
higher frequencies (Fig. 1(h)).

Improving s:n ratio
A rearrangement of the feedback configuration leads to another type of the
delta converter, known in theory as the
sigma -delta converter. hut rarely used
(Fig. 2(a)). Such a circuit has been
recently described in an excellent article
by R.W. Adams`'. The difference is that

814

the input signal is first summed with the
output of the flip-flop and then the sum
is filtered and compared to a DC reference. The consequence of this change is
that the overload level is now flat with
frequency (in the hand of interest).
Do

CK

Q

while the noise spectrum rises with
frequency, producing about the same
s:n

ratio(Fig.2(b)).

This does not seem to he an improvement, but putting the filter after the
summing stage gives us another degree
10.

F/F
o

SI.. .D.

Vin

lo,,,. a

Dx

CMP

LPF
101

\Op»<ll/(I

Mal Ix

Fig. I The Delta -type come ler circuit at (a) compares the input signal with the
filtered output big stream. When following high -amplitude signals of frequency
greater than the filter cut -oil. lire converter runs into slew -rate limiting. degrading
the S/N ratio, as seen at (b).
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Fig. 2. The Sigma -Delta converter al (a) compares the filtered input and output
signal sum to a DC reference. This eliminates the slew -rate limiting; tire output level
is not affected by the filter frequency response. only the noise following the inverse. of
the filter response shape, as in (b).
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of freedom. We note that the frequency
response is now flat. regardless of the
filter response shape. while only the
noise spectrum follows the inverse of
the filter shape. From this we conclude
that by making a suitable choice of
filter. we can concentrate most of the
noise outside the hand of interest and
filter it out after the conversion has been

performed.
this way. the s:n ratio can he
greatly improved, but this is not an easy
task. here are several points to take
into account simultaneously:
In

1

select ing opt imum filter configuration
to achieve required noise shaping;
reducing t he influence of the choice of
sampling clock frequency on the noise

spectrum:
maintaining the stability of the closed
feedback loop in the broad range of
sampling clock frequencies: and
optimising the idling pattern of the
converter for low distortion (the quantisation process should introduce noise
only, independently of the signal level
or slope).
Each of these requirements introduces
some restriction in other areas, so the
system must he treated as a whole. The
first two points restrict the choice of
filter configuration to those with zeros
and poles, implying a pronounced attenuation well above the hand of interest.
Circuit complexity imposes another restriction and the last two requirements
are best served if we implement some
kind of slew -rate control.

August 19S9

20k

Fig. 3. The proposed circuit diagram of
the Sigma -Delta type. Osing the programmable c-mos op amps and comparator (MC 14573 and Mc 14575) allows
to control the stability of the feedback
loop through controlling the bias and the
slew -rate (a non-linear mechanism!) of
the last two filler sections.

s

Adams2 states in his article that
single -hit converters are difficult to stabilize. and for that and other reasons he
opted for a four -hit configuration. Using a similar filter configuration, but
with four zeros and four poles. I came to
the conclusion that the required feedback stability can he achieved through
slew -rate control of filter amplifiers.

Design
The whole circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The
programmable operational amplifiers
A A3. A5 and A6 are contained in an
N1(' 14573. while A3. A4 and the comparator (C NIP) are contained in an
MC1-1575. The 1) -type clip -flop (F'F) is
one half of a 741-IC74. The signal first
passes through the input anti-aliasing
filter (A6 - a third -order Ressel type
was found to be enough) and proceeds
to the inverting integrator A where the
input and output are summed at the
virtual -earth point. This eliminates a
separate summing stage. The resistor in
series with the integrating capacitor sets
the transfer -function zero location. and
is selected so as not to saturate the
comparator's input e\ en under the
lowest sampling frequency and largest
signal level. The other three zeros are
l

.
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20k

made equal to the first through the use

of non -inverting integrators (A2. A3.
Al) for the remaining filter sections.
\vith equal RC constants defining the
pole position. A further control of the
filter is a\ailahle through the bias control of the programmable operational
amplifiers that also influences the slew
rate of the signal at the comparator
input. Slew -rate limiting is implmented only in the last two filter
stages and is adjusted for low distortion
and a stable feedback loop at the lowest
sampling frequency.
As stated before. the filter is the key
to the circuit. We have already stated
the main requirements. but now is the
time to justif\ the filter choice given in
Fig. 3. First, as the filter is used inside
the feedback loop, at least one of its
stages should be configured as an integrator to ensure the stability of the loop
UC level and to) make it equal to the
reference. This. in turn, ensures equal
positive and negative clipping levels and
maximises the signal dynamic range.
Next, the loop must have a flat frequency response to well above the desired
bandwidth to make the noise spectrum
flat inside this hand. thus achieving
constant s:n ratio. To concentrate the
noise in the upper frequency hand, the
loop gain must be intentionally lowered
in this region. This attenuation reduces
the loop error correction and. being
randomly distributed, the resulting
error appears as high -frequency noise.
One can hardly resist a temptation to
make this attenuation as deep and as
narrow as possible and this, as correctly
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assumed. improves the in -hand noise
reduction. The price to pay, however, is
that the loop self -oscillating frequency
becomes better defined. making it harder for the loop to rebalance the
changes introduced by the input signal.
The consequence is that some kind of
"hit hysteresis" results, producing a
very distorted signal. In tact, looking
more closely at how a "hit" is defined.
we can see that the loop rebalances to
the new signal level by changing the
phase (and frequency) of the self-

oscillating waveform: thus. for

en.o

of

ir0r4e

Ilea
101

{ROUEN('

a

10

Ver

1.

Fig. 4. The analysis of the filler
cont inUOUS-lime loop frequency response. Eliminating the comparator and
the /lip -/lop and closing the filter teed back loop results in these response
curve's. Finite open -loop bandwidth of
the filter op -amps modifies the response
around l Al 11z. 1Vhen discrete time steps
are introduced in the loop (by putting
hack the comparator and the /lip -/lop)
most ol'the error will be produced in the
response trough (100-500k114.

smooth hit -to-hit transition. a low -Q
notch is necessary.
As can he seen from Fig. 4. the
transition from a flat response to attenuation is not smooth. The pronounced
resonance peak results from the four
poles of the filter being present inside
the feedback loop. This peak gives a
very high loop gain and reduces the
noise in this hand to a very low level. but
this is not its main function: it is needed
mainly for the high phase jump produced at the resonance, which provides
an effective boundary that prevents the
loop self -oscillations from breaking into
the desired signal -frequency hand.
Finally, the filter zeros determine the
frequency response at the highest frequencies. hut it is altered somewhat by
the limited op -amp bandwidth (the
small second peak).
Now. this continuous -time loop analysis result is not greatly affected by
the introduction of discrete time steps
(the sampling clock frequency) if the
steps are small enough (less than 2µs).
As the feedback factor is lowest in the
response trough (1(1(1-5(1(1 kHz) most of
the noise will he concentrated in that
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order Butterworth or Chehvchev filter
type would gi\e much lower noise in the
5-I5kHzband.
The outputs from the filters were

0 5

S

5

Fig. 5. The /lip -flop output with no input
signal. Sampling frequency 511lllz. Die
output changes state randomly between
discrete widths. the steps being determined by the sampling frequency. Recorded with MI% pretrigge.

hand. The self -oscillating frequenc\ is
not fixed. hut varies from about 12(1 to
47(1 kI Iz and the period is incremented
or decremented in discrete time steps
("phase noise"). the width of the step
being determined by the sampling clock
frequency (Fig. 5).
The effect of slew -rate limiting is not
made obvious from Fig. 4. To understand it, we must visualise the time
pattern of the signal at the comparator's
input. The switching of the flip-flop
output is transferred through the filter
by the transfer -function zeros. appropriately attenuated. This is the fastest
part of the waveform and slew -rate
limiting will modify its slope. This slower slope introduces a delay proportional
to the error produced at the current
sample. the slower part of the waveform, which is due to error integration,
being passed unaffected. Bear in mind
that the output hit stream is undergoing
constant integration. so with no input
signal the average width of the high
logic state equals the average width of
the low logic state. If the error at the
current sample is large. it will be compensated to a large extent immediately
with the next opposite state width, to
which the delay introduced by the slew
rate limit will contribute. III this way, we
have gained a fast hit -to -hit error correction, transferring the noise spectrum
to higher frequencies. Fast error correction contributes also the loop stability at
higher frequencies.
To evaluate the 5:n performance and
the noise spectrum shaping effect. the
output bit stream was sent to t\\o filters:
a single pole kHz filter. used to evaluate the noise shaping and a 7 -pole. 51: Hz
I3essel filter. used to evaluate the 5:n
ratio and signal distortion in the 5k Hz
bandwidth. The l3essel-tvpe filter was
used to preserve the shape of the input
impulse waveform that my application
required. hut for other purposes a 5th -

recorded and transferrer) to an I13\1 PC
AT machine for further analysis. The
IkHz filter output is shown in Fig. 6
representing the first 5(1(1 samples of a
4096 -byte sequence. Such a long record
was needed to enhance the resolution of
the spectrum at lower frequencies (as
the spectrum low -frequency limit is defined by the length of the time window).
The sequence was broken into 512 -byte
packets. -tanning -windowed. FFTe.d.
and put together again to produce the
256 -point intensity spectrum displayed
in Fig. 7. The smooth line above the
spectrum shows the maximum noise
level estimation, corrected by the inverse of the ILHz filter response.
The s:n ratio achieved inside the
required 5k Hz bandwidth can he judged
from Fig. 8, \\ here a 20mV p -p sine
wave was presented at the converter
input and the output signal from the
5kI-Iz 7 -pole filter was recorded. Sampling frequency was 5N I-Iz. -/ere we
can see that the noise peak -to -peak
level is about ImV. If we consider the
tact that the system supply voltage is 6V
I
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Fig. 7. Noise spectrum estimation and
the resulting spectru ol'tlie signal from
Fig. 6. l'he effect of concentrating the
noise outside the required signal frequency band (5kllz) is evident.
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110.
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o

Fig. 8. A 20nV,-p. 12011z signal was
presented to the converter and the output hit stream led to the 7-pole. Ski
Besse/ filter produced this figure. Sampling frequency was 5 MHz. ,Noise level
is about 1m1,,.,. Compared to the maminnnn undistorted signal level of 5V,,,,,
gives 74 dB s:n ratio.
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Fig. 9. Output hit stream filtered by the
7 -pole. 5kllz Bessel filter. with converter input tied to the DC voltage reference. The influence of the sampling
frequency to output noise is shown.

(two 3V lithium cells) and if we assume
maximum undistorted output of 5V p -p,
we arrive at the peak -to -peak voltage
ratio of 500(1: or 7-1 d13. If \se take into
I

account that the noise peak -to -average
ratio is much greater than the sine -wave
peak -to -as erage ratio, we can add some
1-úd13. arriving at nearly 80 d13.

Further improvement in s:n performance can he achieved either by raising
the supply voltage. and thus maximum
input and output signal levels. or by
increasing the sampling clock frequency. Unfortunately, if you insist on battery supply. this results in either prohibitive power drain, or space and
weight. However, even it you renounce
the batters' supply you are faced with
supply limit of the 4(113 c-mos
the
flip-flop used in place of the 741 IC7-4. A
I

comparator and the filter-stage amplifiers determinate the final result. A
better approach is to improve resolution
by using more comparators (a flash
converter) and digital filtering as in
Adams' article'.
Finally. in Fig. 9, we can compare the
effect of changing the sampling frequency on the noise. \ 3:1 improvement is
achieved by raising the sampling frequency from 5(10k I Iz to I M Hz and a
further 2:I improvement results from
increasing it to 5M I-Iz.

A single -bit converter with flat overload level and nearly flat noise spectrum
more than 70 d13 helms, overload in the
5k Hz bandwidth is. as has been shown,
realisable and stable and the possibility
exists of varying the sampling clock
frequency in one decade -wide range.
With a 1MI Iz sampling frequency. the
s:n ratio is roughly the same as in the
standard 12 -hit. successive -approximation A -to -I) converter system with
15k Iz sampling frequency. If there is a
need to convert the received data hack
to analogue form. a simple analogue
filter will do the job. if a digital format is
needed, the received bit stream can
easily digitally be filtered and resampled with the required resolution at a
lower rate. single-hit filtering being
much simpler than 12 -bit, and will easily
run in real time in most cases.
The author feels greatly indebted :o
the excellent article by R.W. Adams. as
it triggered ms curiosity and offered a
good guideline to this successful design.
I
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and those for transient analysis. Appendices
provide guidance on methods of calculation.
tabular information. definitions and short
biographical notes on people who have made
notable contributions to network analysis.
The book is in typescript form with diagrams
drawn and annotated by hand: on occasion,
this makes it difficult to read. since the
printing quality is also rat her poor. Sercolab.
Box 767, E. Dennis MA. 02641. USA. 1611

Usef

pages. soft covers. $11.50.

Advanced BASIC scientific subroutines, by
B.V. Cordingley and D.J. Chamund. Extensive collections of mathematical and statistical subroutines, written in a structured
form of Basic which should run without
significant modification on IBM PCs and
various other computers. Subject groupings
include the generation of random numbers;
probability. density and distribution functions: analysis of variance: matrix operations: interpolation; numerical analysis
(Chebyshev polynomials and Fourier
series): calculus: solution of equations. and
complex numbers. The routines are liberally
commented. Macmillan Education. soft covers. 178 pages, £9.50. The software is also
available from the publishers on a disk
suitable for the IBM PC.

Taming Technology: how to manage a development project by Geoff Vincent (senior
consultant with PA Technology). Concise.
readable. practical guide to improving one's
competitive position. for both engineers and
managers. Sections cover the development
cycle. from concept to product launch; projects and the project leader: the need to
plan. and the improved planning methods
made possible by the microcomputer: creating an effective organization: and estimating
cost and time. The author states persuasively
the case for a scientific approach to project
management. as distinct from simply playing
it by ear. Kogan Page, in association Nith the
British Institute of Management. 173 pages.
hard covers. £ 14.95.

8

summing resistor, as well as in the place
of MCI4573. and a PMI's CM P-01 in
the place of the MCI 4575 comparator
stage. thus arriving at about 25V p -p
signal swing and resulting in more than
86 dB dynamic range. On the other
hand, there is little benefit if the sampling frequency ís raised beyond 5N Hz"
since the noise at the input of the

BOOKS

Erik Margot works on nuclear magnetic
resorrarrce, liquid tr.ystuls and elect ro optics at the .lozef Stefan lnsrinue in
Ljubljana, l'ur,'osluria
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Electronics Sourcebook for technicians and
engineers. edited by Milton Kaufman and
Arthur H. Seidman. Generously-filled crib
(it's nearly 45mm thick) for technicians and
students. describing the properties and uses
of electronic components. circuit elements
and instruments of all kinds. Entries include
a little theory. a lot of useful advice and,
where appropriate. a scattering of worked
examples. This edition is a condensed. softcover version of the same publisher's Handbook of Electronics Engineering "technicians. McGraw-Hill. £19.95.
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Toroidal

,,Acc'urate; instant measurement of
current in "PCB,trácks.

..---

& E.I.

t,r `

mpos

Transformers

-`.rim -.. .,.

l_19.5

As manufacturers we are able to offer a range of
quality toroidal and laminated transformers at
highly competitive prices.

TCM 204

Toroidal Mail Order Price List
prices inclusive of VAT & Postage

15va 9.12, 30va 9.48, 50va 10.16, 80va 11.02, 120va
12.23, 160va 14.44, 225va 16.37, 300va 18.05, 500va
26.46, 625va 30.66, 750va 34.14, 1000va 49.40.
Also available k2, 1 k5, 2k, 2k5, 3k. Prices on request.
1

Available from stock in the following voltages: 6-0-6,
9-0-9, 12-0-12, 15-0-15, 18-0-18, 22-0-22, 25-0-25,
30-0-30, 35-0-35, 40-0-40, 45-0-45, 50-0-50, 110, 220,
240. Primary 240 volt.

Quantity prices and delivery on request
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Now you taxi measure' the current in that track Down to i mA ! Up to lamp
.. Independently of track width etc.

AIR -_
LINK

LAPLACE INSTRUMENTS LIMITED

Air Link Transformers

Laplace" Irtstrtrments Limited
PO Box 14, Btomboll, Stockport SK7

Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425

Telepho le: 061 440 9579

ENTER 450N REPLY CARD

20S

EN'T'ER 4-t ON REPLY CARL)

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY

RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE
IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH
PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD
APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.
WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley,
London, N12 8JG.
5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner

Telephone:
01-445 2713/0749
ENTER 5 ON REPLY CARD
818

PROBLEM SOLVER...
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TDS
9090

This computer card is for building into your
products. Put software for the application into
PROM and it starts to run as soon as power ís
applied. Some existing uses:
Water control
Conveyor weighers
PABX telephone exchange
Diesel engine testing
1

' Agricultural machinery
*

<.

Machine-tool control
Remote robot handling
Heart rate data collection

off £194.95 including manual and non-volatile RAIL

Triangle Digital Services Ltd
100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX
Telephone 01-520 0442 Telex 262284 (quote M0775) Fax 01-509 3263
EN'T'ER 22 ON REPLY CARD
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Analogue/digital divider
cascaded serial chain you
need to re -send data to all the devices:
to update one eight -hit converter in a
four -converter chain, for example, you
have to send out a 32hit serial word.
The 8143 is a 12hit c-mos d -to-a

device in

Circuits for digitally -programmable

gain control are quite common now but
this one is different in that it accepts
serial digital input.
Serial -input d -to-a converters like the
PM I DAC-8143 shown here are particularly useful in multi -converter applications where access speed is not of primary importance. They have cascading
outputs and so one address -decoder line
can control any number of converters.
Another advantage of serial control is
that many converters can he fed by only
three lines, namely for the serial data.
clock and load signals.
As with any such serial system
though, there are two disadvantages
that affect access speed. Firstly. serial
data takes longer to transmit than parallel data and secondly. to access any

a

When the d -to -a converter is placed in
the feedback loop of an op -amp. its transfer function is modified to become

- v,

converter designed specifically for

A,

A,

serial -data multiple -converter applications. Its data sheet shows how devices
are strung together, how they are interfaced to microprocessors, and how the
analogue side operates.
In multiply mode, the 81-13's transfer

g

72

function

is

V= -Vi

Ai

Z;

2'¡+... i=)

where A, assumes a value of one for an on
hit and zero for an off hit.

rey

GUI 5

n

V00

12-bit d -to-a

converter

tout

i

3NY

:

0276 692392.

¡+

Address
decode

RFB

15

A,,
A3
73
+...7,

This transfer function is the division of
an analogue word at the reference input
by a digital word. When all hits are off.
the amplifier output goes to the rails
since gain, at divide -by -zero, is infinity.
When the least -significant hit is one,
gain is 4096 and when all bits are one.
gain is one.
I'MI, 90 Park Street, Camherlev. Sur-
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DAr81-3
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JGND
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DAC
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11

STB2

SR/

Input

8
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7
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Out

SRO
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SRI
D GND

DAC-8143
SRO

Klock diagram: DAC-8143
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AM/FM radio chip -set with high
selectivity and sensitivity
A new chip -set from Philips is designed
for high-fidelity AM/FM tuners and
radios.
Keyed AGC for the RF preamplifier.
determined by narrowband and wide hand AGC components, is provided by
TDA I57-IT integrated FM tuner. The
tuner also contains a linear IF buffer
amplifier to compensate for insertion
loss of the IF filters, improving the
signal-to-noise ratio.
At the heart of the chip -set is the
TDA 1596T IF amplifier/demodulator.
which not only provides IF limiting and
demodulation but also static and dynamic mute control of the audio signal
levels. Further, this mute control provides a buffered control voltage for the
stereo blend control in the TDA 1598T
stereo decoder and narrowband AGC
in the TDA 1574T FM front-end.
If the RF input signal is distorted by
external interference. fading or multi path signal reflections. the dynastic
mute system reacts rapidly to maintain
an undistorted audio output front the
chip -set for as long as possible. Effects
of external interference are, therefore,
substantially damped.
Mute control circuitry sees the audio
signal level not only as a function of the
IF signal level but also of the signal
de -tuning and noise and distortion content of the audio signal. These parameters control the tap position of an

electronic potentiometer in the mute
attenuator via a diode network. so that
the FM chip -set reacts quickly to
changes in the IF signal or interference

--.,

levels.

tag

The time constant with which the
mute control responds to amplitude
variations in the IF signal level is determined by an external capacitor and an
externally -applied voltage to provide
either equal attack and decay times or
fast attack hut slow decay time.
Demodulation of the FM IF signal
using a quadrature demodulator normally results in a total harmonic distortion of 0.6% (a single tuned circuit with
a O -factor of 20). The total harmonic
distortion is reduced still further by a
built-in THI) compensation circuit to
less than 11.3%. The TI -ID compensation circuit has a frequency response
characteristic which is equal and opposite to that of the quadrature demodulator tuned circuit. Addition of both frequency response characteristics results
in the minimum total harmonic distortion.
To provide accurate stop detection
for synthesizer search tuning and scanning control, the TDAI596T has two
open -collector outputs from a stop detector. The two reference signals for the
stop detector are the DC component
from the quadrature demodulator and
the IF level detector output. These two

11

IAIi

II.
CSCISitRK'

00

signals are fed to comparators and logic
gates to provide a basic search threshold
of +18k Hz.
A second level -dependent search
threshold is available by shifting the
level detector offset during the search

time.
In combined AM/FM receivers, the

TDA 596T also provides stop detection
I

for AM signals. In this case. the AN/ IF
signal is fed to the limiter -amplifier
input. a second tuned circuit (tuned to
the AM IF frequency) is connected in
series with FM IF tuned circuit of the

1
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the remaining functions of the
TDA I5% f are still operational to
generate stop detection outputs for AM
signals.
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matched to its signal
stereo decoder
source (the 'FDA I596T's multiplex output) bx selection of an external resistor.
Audio gain is determined by the feed hack resistors for the output amplifiers.
The TDA1598T left and right channel
output signals are typically 0.75V RMS.
Stereo blend. using the control voltage from the TDA 596T. depends on
the IF signal level as well as the interference and noise content of the multiplex
signal. The starting level and the slope
of this automatic changeover from
stereo to mono depend on external
resistors.
The 'I DA I072AT AM receiver circuit includes all the functions necessary
I

quadraturc demodulator and the mode
switch is set to the FM -off position. This
blocks the FM signal path and the
distortion detector is disabled, but all

¡

I/

is

S -to -n

.0

i

I

Stereo channel

MOno

The TDA 1598T time -multiplex
FM

A/

- r

olfage

/r

,

ISNIlN

-

100 mV

10 my

1 mV

for AM reception. The oscillator- especially designed for diode -tuning. contains internal amplitude control to provide a constant oscillator output voltage
of 130mV over the frequency range
from (1.6 to 40M Hz.
In addition to the functions provided
by the TDA 1072AT the TDA 1572T
AM receiver provides an amplitude controlled IF output for AM stereo
operation. The low oscillator phase
noise of both the TDAI072AT and
TDA I572T ensures that they are well suited for AM stereo reception. External components needed for the complete chip-set are reduced to those
necessary for frequency selection and
time constant definition.

Token -bus controller

interface
There is an application note written
specifically for designers of 68000 based systems interested in networking
to token bus. Produced by Motorola,
the note details hardware requirements
and performance considerations for interfacing the MC68824 token -bus controller to the 68010. Motorola, Macro
Marketing, Burnham Lune, Sough,
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Pads Su

rstation

n

An automated PCB design package,
generating and routeing the board from data
derived from the circuit diagram

this package. the level of
sophistication increases and
approaches probably about the
most complex a PC would comfortably
handle. Automation is the name of the
game here, with the ability to generate
and route the PCI3 automatically from
information derived from the schematic
drawing. This is known as 'logic capture'. generally more at home on mainframe and fast workstations than the
With

PC.

PADS Superstation came as an evaluation package. comprising PADS CAE (for schematic drawing/logic capture) and PADS/PCI3 (for PCl3 generation). A further package. PADS Super router is available but was not supplied
- this adds the ability to guarantee 10(1%,
routeing on a hoard, although this will
tie up the PC for, typically. 18-20 hours.
Installation of both programs was via
a custom -install program. with the software supplied on 1.2Mbyte AT -style
discs. A comprehensive overview
manual guides you through the procedure. Requirements are any of the PC
XT/AT/386 range with 7 Mbyte of free
hard -disc space. An EGA/VGA colour graphics card is essential. Due to the
complexity of the package, you really
need a 386 or very fast 286 PC for best
results.
The evaluation version of PADS/
CAE is apparently derived from the
normal software but with reduced facilities - for instance, you cannot save
newly created parts or print any output.
Nor is it possible to transfer the information generated from the schematic to the PADS -PCB software. I however, a number of evaluation files are
provided and used in conjunction with
the tutorial/guide enable you to get a
good idea of the facilities available.
The tutorials for both PADS -CAE
and PADS-PCI3 are comprehensive hut
not easy to comprehend - they are
written for a USA audience and could

822

do with changes to suit the UK. The
style is sometimes patronising and in
places the instructions are incorrect or
confusing, with a lack of explanation of
terms or reasons for taking a particular
action. This caused some problems with
the review, and for anyone who has not
used logic -capture software before. will
distinctly detract from the package eva-

luation.
PADS -CAE. Taking PADS -CAE
first, entry to the program is via a
graphical menu, using the mouse to
select the desired package from those
installed. A batch file then calls the
relevant software.
The maximum sheet size for a PADS -

-

CAE schematic

is 60 x 60in
you can
use any size below this and have as many

sheets as are necessary to hold the
complete circuit. Placing parts is relatively simple, using menus located to
the left of the entry screen. Parts are
taken front the library by typing their
name, after which is the identifying
description it will be known by throughout the rest of the process an example

-

might be 'R I/4W 100k 5%'.
The software tries to automate as
much of the process of design as possible. One major example is the assignment or entry or Reference Designations used by the database for keeping
track of parts. for example. RI/CI/I.1
etc. On most logic -capture systems. this
is a manual process. with the operator
needing to enter these at the keyboard,
and keep track of them across the
various sheets of the drawing. PADS CAE does this automatically at the time
you place the part on the drawing- the
first resistor you enter becomes R , or
in the example above, 'RI I/4W 100k
5%'. Similarly, gate and pin assignments are totally automatic. Parts can
he moved, deleted, rotated, duplicated
and have their identities changed (R to
R20, for instance) at will. There are also
facilities for creating multiple parts such
I

I

decoupling capacitors without the
need for entering each one individually.

as

Once all parts are on the schematic.
you add the conductors using similar
editing facilities to EASY -PC. While
you do this, each conductor is assigned a
signal name in the database using the
format $$nn - you can view this at any
time using the F8 Identify key. If preferred, you can change the automatic
assignment to one of your own choice. If
you inadvertently identify two with the
same name, both conductors appear in
red on the display. indicating an error
condition, otherwise conductors appear
in white. There is also a facility to start
and stop conductors on other conductors using Tie Dots. and to carry conductors across several sheets of the
schematic. At all times, error checking
shows whether you have left conductors
unconnected.
Bus lines for power, ground and other
major connections are drawn separately. being assigned part names in the
database such as VCC or GND. If you
need to, blocks of the schematic can be
nto\ ed or copied around the drawing or
to othersheets.
Since PADS -CAE holds all the information on the sheets in memory. you
can obtain instant reports at any time on
the state of your drawing. The reports
facility, directed to any matrix printer,
include Signals. Buses, Parts. Decals
and even the Library. Although not
available in the evaluation, the full
version allows you to plot the schematic
to suitable plotters.
Once the schematic is generated and
saved. the next stage prepares the data
for forwarding to the PADS -PCB package. The first stage is creation of a
database for the PCI3 software using a
process called Initial Forward Annotation. This stage is usually fairly complex
in most CAE systems, involving hatching all sheets of the design together.
then checking across the sheets for
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errors and their subsequent correction.
PADS -CAE generates the Forward
Annotation file immediately. since the
error checking has already been carried
out and the remainder of the information is in memory. even across multiple
sheets. The output format can be in
either PADS -PCB format. or FUTURE NET for other hoard -design
systems using this format.
The required net list is generated from
an archive file of the drawing. After
doing this. PADS -CAE's unique ability
comes into play, allowing the user to
assign track widths to conductors for
use by the PCB package. The list of
connections is presented on the screen.

25r

Level

1

.

tity.
This part of the package seems to
work very well. I found the mouse
interface retch easier to use than that of
EASY -PC. with equally fast screen updates and a logical structure to opera-

:`

tions. It would have helped considerably if some form of output facility for
the drawings were available; perhaps a
limited number of plots rather than
none at all. Also. would like to have
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create. although you cannot save them
in the evaluation. A 'part' consists of a
Decal (the graphical display ou see on
the screens and the Part Type Description. used to combine the decal and
electrical information into a single en-
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II/of-king, with PADS ("Persona( Automated Design System")..

from where you can select specific track
widths for conductors. You can default
all widths (say to 12 mils), then alter any
other you wish, such as making Vc, 5()
mils. Once this stage is finished. your
schematic generation is complete and
you are ready to move the information
over to the PC B generating package.
To he of any use, a logic -capture
program must he able to take care of the
inevitable changes to schematics.
known as Engineering Change Orders.
PADS -CAE has full ECO features using a batch file process with little input
needed from the operator. It can also
perform Backward Annotation. wherehv changes made at the PCB design
stage. for instance pin swapping. can he
fed hack to the CAE program to correct
the schematic.
The Parts Library supplied with
PADS -CAE contains around 3000 components. New parts are quite easy to
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seen support offered for draft matrix or

laser printer output of drawings.
DS-PCB. Moving on to the PADSPCI3 package. one of the first things that
intrigued me was whether it could
gene ra.e a I'C13 in the same manner as
EASY -PC does, that is by hand drawing. The answer is yes, and PADS -PCB
describes this as 'designing -on -the -fly'.
The process is more complicated than
simple hand drawing. since you have to
tell the software about each part von
wish to place on the hoard before moving on to the layout stage. However. it is
really designed as an automated package and should he treated as such.
The working screen is consistent with
that of the schematic entry and takes
little getting used to. The largest board
size is 32.7 x 32.7inor anything smaller.
with up to 30 layers. The latter are
represented on screen in different colours. user -definable from the standard
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16 EGA colours via a set-up menu
together wit h other parameters.
Since you cannot import any files
directly from the CAE package in the
evaluation, a number of example files
are provided to allow use. This could he
regarded as a negative point - it does
not allow you to try out the package on
boards of your own design in typical
situations and see how it copes with
problems that may be specific to your
lso. I suppose one could
products.
argue that the supplied files are designed to show the package in a favourable light.
The first step in designing a PCI3 from
the database generated by the CAE
package is placement of the components. This is slightly different from the
way you design a manual hoard. which
is usually done in sequences of placing
some components. routeing them. placing more and so on. That way, you
continually see how much space is available for tracks.
With PADS/PCI3, bringing the CAE
generated file into memory, via the Job
In command. displays the hoard outline
(already defined in the sample file) plus
all the components grouped together
around the periphery of the board.
Many of these lie on top of each other.
but all have every one of their logical
connections shown as grey lines. At this
stage, all the components except the ICs
are 'glued' to the hoard and will have to
he unglued later before placing.
There are two ways of placing components - interactive and auto. 11 ith interactive placing, you tell the system to
place the ICs on a predefined matrix.
then rotate and move them with the
mouse in conjunction with the Net
Length feature. The latter tells you how
long the total connection lengths (or
Nets) are, and with the Length Minimisation option allows the program to
reduce net lengths automatically by
reordering the nodes in each net. With
this done. you can move ICs and other
components around with the mouse. As
you do so. the logical connections move
with it, letting you get some idea of the
best placement for individual parts so
that, for instance. I( s with many connections lie next to each other. If necessary, say with SMI) designs. you can
move components to the other side of
the hoard.
The process continues with minimising Vc, and GN I) connection lengths.
and placing the discrete components
such as decoupling capacitors next to
IC's. If your need to. components such
as resistors can he stood on end and/or
rotated at any time.
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With automatic placement. you take
slightly different approach. Since this
process attempts to place every component on the hoard in a suitable place on
the matrix with as short connecting
lengths as possible. you first have to
glue down those components with fixed
positions (such as connectors, switches,
etc.) in the right place. Having done this
and made sure everything else is unglued. selecting Autoplace starts the
automatic placement routine. initially
for the ICs. The sample tile is supposed
to he placed within a minute. according
to the guide. but actually took about 20
seconds. so the timings are probably
based on something like an 8MHz \T
rather than a 386.
This first run will not necessarily be
perfect and other options help you improve on this. They mainly concern
SWAP operations. such as interchanging IC pairs. gates and pins until no
further improvement in connection
length results. Any changes are saved
and can he used by the CAE program to
update the original schematic.
With the ICs placed. the placing of
the decoupling capacitors follows, then
the discrete components.
The final stage. and the most complex
for the program (and the user) is the
physical routeing of the tracks on the
PCB. Again, there are two ways to
accomplish this - interactive and automatic. It is unlikely that any cad program will ever succeed in automatically
routeing l000 of connections on every
board it encounters. so the interactive
routeing option is al ways required.
In manual routeing. the display shows
the PCB with its placed components
and their logical connections. To assist
identification. the component outlines
are yellow, pads are green and the
logical connections are purple. Once
you select a logical connection with the
mouse. it changes to red for a short
distance at the starting pin. then to
white until it reaches the destination
pin. At all times. a yellow information
display area shows data about the connection. For instance.

DATA6
U3.5
U7.9
Width 25

tells you that the signal path currently
selected is DATA6, connecting pin 5 of
IC3 to pin 9 of IC7 with a width of
(1.025in.
Moving the mouse in combination
with various function keys then lets you
route the physical connection, changing
lavers with automatic via insertion if
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needed. No matter where you are in the
route. the uncompleted part is always
shown in white. and you cannot complete the route to the wrong pin. As you
might expect, you can u won te connections if needed.
With autorouteing. PADS -PCB does
most of the routeing work for you. The
evaluation package contains PADS ROUTE, which use three separate routers. Two are specialised, for memory
and power bus connections. while the

third is a ten -pass general-purpose router for all other connections.
The power and ground bus router is
heuristic, that is it works to a predetermined pattern, in much the saute way
that a human tries to lay out a similar
bus manually. The memory router (for
memory chips) works in the same way.
The Maze router (general-purpose)
handles the remaining connections on
up to two layers at a time. needing
multiple passes if there are more layers.
When you select Autoroute. there is
a large number of options in a menu list
that require setting before you go
ahead. The manual is quite explicit as to
those to select. but very vague as to why
you select certain of them. Since the
options are not always self-explanatory.
I was left wondering at times what the
program was actually doing.
Using all three of the routers on one
of the supplied example tiles. the software routed 26.1 connections out of a
total of 271. or around 97'%b. in about
four minutes. The routeing is shown on
screen as it takes place. a fascinating
process, with the logical connections
being replaced by routes as each is
made. The program also gives a running
data display on the state of the passes
and success/failure at all times. YOU can

,

+

ILj'E

also choose to route specific nets (connections with the same signal name), or
specific connections if required. Any
connections not made when the automatic routeing has finished need to he
made manually.
PADS-PC13 includes a CHECK option, used to stake sure your design
does not violate spacing rules (defined
in the SETUP menu). and is accurate to
(3.(1(105in. This includes tracks colliding
with text as well as direct short circuits.
Having used the PADS-CAE/PCB
programs on and off for several weeks.
still have mixed feelings about them.
They appear to do an excellent job on
the supplied files, and all indications are
from the specifications that the package
does the work it was designed for. 13ut I
would still have liked to have run a
known circuit schematic through the
whole process and seen what carte out
the other end. It would also have helped
if more explanation of terms and actions
had been given in the manual at certain
I

points.
phis sort of highly automated cad
program certainly has a future on the
PC now that a high degree of processing
power is available for a reasonable
price. No longer will a small company
need to spend many tens of thousands of
pounds for a dedicated workstation
when designing PCBs - software like
this and the not -so -humble PC will see
to that.
Tony Bailey

l'AI)S Superstation
Nlicrotel Systems Ltd.

Gamy House.
The Glanty.
Egham.
Surrey TW209;\I-1
1784 39881/35364
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PC EPROM Programmer

£249

VAT

+

£289 VAT and
P&P incl.

-->

High tech no longer means
high cost. From the world's leading
manufacturer comes the most powerful PC based
EPROM programmer.
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Gerber 01111)11

EGA

Full range of device/data

Supports over 230
devices from 26 major
manufacture -s.
Programs EPROMS in 24
to 32 pin DIPs including
megabit parts.
Context sensitive help
menus and 'on screen'
instructions in colour.
Ten powerful editor
functions.

11

Ip/u6/utr'n

integrity checks.

1 Dedicated interface

halfcard gives fastest
data down load.
Hardware fully
protected.
UK designed and
manufactured. 1 year
no-quibble guarantee.
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(0707) 332148
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Stag Microsystems
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COMPUTER APPRECIATION,
The Penny Theatre, 30/31 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1
Tel: (0227) 470512.

.
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years 'experience in the design and manufacture of
several hurdred tiousanc transformers we can supply:

° With 48

BL

1

TRIUMPH ADLER'ROYAL OFFICE MASTER 2000 DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS. 20 cps. FULL IBM
AND DIABLO 630 COMPATIBILITY, CENTRONICS INTERFACE. Features include underscore bold
subscripts, superscripts underline etc 132 column micro proportional spacing Complete with
typewheel and ribbon. manufactured to highest standards in West Germany by Europe s largest
typewriter manufacturer and offered elsewhere at over f350 00 Ex -demonstration condition
(69.50 (Carr. C6.50)
PANASONIC Model JU-363 31/2 floppy disc drives, Double Sided Double Density 80 track 1
megabyte capacity unformatted Latest low component r3 height design SHUGART compatible
interface using 34 way IDC connector Will interlace to lust about anything BRAND NEW (We can oHer
at least 20' discount for quantities of 10 plus) Current model. Ex -demonstration condition
£45.00 (Carr. C4.00)
PLESSEY Model 124 V22/V22 bis 2400 Baud MODEM. Including free software disc for IBM or
possible data
and
the
highest
featuring
latest
technology
the
MATMOS PC Compact automatic modem
rate over the ordinary phone system Offers both V22 and V22 bis compatrtrlity. 1200/2400 Baud
phone
anc
both
ordinary
(PSTN)
private circuit (PC)
operation with auto bit rate recognition operation on
auto call and auto answer duplex operation allowing simultaneous transmission and reception of data at
9
212
).
BT approved and
size
(9
2400 Baud in both dvectd -is over a single phone line. compact
C59.50 (carr. £5.00)
suitable for new PRESTEL V22bIs service
Fully cased.
monitor
video
input
with
composite
DUPLEX Model 100 green screen 12' high resolution
£29.50 (carr. £7.00)
With tilt and swivel stand BRAND NEW
FUJITSU Model M2230AS 514 WINCHESTER disc drive. 666 mbyte capacity unformatted 16 32
(47.50 (Carr. 05.00)
sectors 320 cylinders With ST506 interface BRAND NEW
DRIVETEC Model 320 high capacity 514 disc drives. 3 3 mbyte capacity drive - same manufacturer
and same series as KODAK 6 6 mbyte drive 160 track No further info at present BRAND NEW
£15.00 (carr. C5.00)
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester with CONTREL Model H310 automatic handler
With IEEE interface and print out of test results either pass fad or full diagnostic including pm voltages at
point of failure With full complement of pin driver cards and complete with substantral library of magnetic
card test programs for 74 series TTL and other ICs CONTREL handler allows fully automatic testing of
ICs which are sorted into 2 bins Price includes a second HP5045A (believed fully operational) for
(195.00
maintenance back-up
(150.00
ITT PERFECTOR TELEX MACHINE. With 32k memory, screen with slow scrolling etc ..
HEWLETT PACKARD MODEL 5501A LASER TRANSDUCER. With piezoelectric tuning for precise
£250.00
applications
wavelength
in
measuring
of
control
MODEL M17 METALLURGICAL MICROSCOPE with binocular'
VICKERS INSTRUMENTS
micrographic head and all eyepieces With 4 Microplan objectives & Nomarski interference contras)
£1250.00
KRATOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER Approximately 8 years old with negative ion
capability and fast atom bombardment (FAB) With gas and direct introduction sample probes and with
gas chromatograph inlet system Output spectra are available directly via a HEWLETT PACKARD
storage display and a UV recorder An on-line DATA GENERAL DS60 computer system. which includes
a graphics printer and two TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals. analyses output The various sections of the
instrument may be available separately A new high flux magnet was fitted shortly before the instrument
POA
was decommissioned
SPECTRA PHYSICS MODEL 164 4 WATT ARGON ION LASER with MODEL 265 POWER SUPPLY
£1950.00
and transformer for 3 phase supply. Suitable for research applications or a light show
SPECTRA PHYSICS MODEL 164A 30mW HELIUM NEON LASER with power supply. A powerful
E550.00
Helium Neon laser ideally suited for holography
LUMONICS SYSTEM 2000 RUBY LASER with 0 -switch and temperature controlled KDP frequency
doubler 0 3 Joule per pulse 6ppm Suitable for holography A low power fle'Ne laser for mirror alignment
..
..
.. (3500.00
is included
VISA and ACCESS orders
VAT) must be added to all prices.
Please note: 'VAT & carriage (also
welcome New stock bst 41 affable
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Limited
Martinfield
Tel: (0707) 332148
Welwyn Garden City
Fax: (0707) 371503
Herts AL71JT
Tlx: 8953451
United Kingdom
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AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
WE MAKE IT!
YOU NAME IT!
-

"

OUR RANGE INCLUDES:
=phone transormers (all tyoesr. Microphone Splitter/Combiner

transforma -s. Input and Cttput tr3nsforners. Direct Injection transformers for Guitars.
Multi-Secondary a-tput transformers. Bridging transformers. Line transformer.
Line transformers 7D B.T. Isolating Test Specificatioh. Tapped Impedance matchirytransfo(meis. G:amopnone Pclup transformers. Audio Mixing Desk transforrrers (all types). Viniatura trans:orners. Microminiature transformers for PCB
rrcunting. Experirental tansfome-s. Ultra low frequency transformers. Ultra
linear and other tra-sfornlers for Jalee Amplifiers up to 500 watts. Inductive Loop
transformers. Srrtothing Chokes. Filter, Inductors, Amplifiers to 100 volt line
transformers (from a few watts L) to 1,000 watts), 100 volt line transformers fo
speakers. Speakº- matciing transformers (all powers), Column Loud -speaker
transformers up t. 300 wElts or more°
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -Fl
"QUALITY OR P'* QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN , SINGLE
-RANSFORMERS. Mazy stardard types, are in stock and normal dispatch
times are short any sens fate.
OUR CLIEN-S COVER A LARGE NUMBER ' OF BROADCASTING
AUTHORITIES, VIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS,
-11F1 ENTHUSDISTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS.
import is a`specality artd we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH,
EEC; USA, MIDDLE EAST, etc
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed,- enables us to post
M

quotations by reum.

CWTER
TRANSFORMERS

PC Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone:0473 252794 & 0473 219390

-

Telex: 987703G
ENTER

17

Fax: 0473 236188
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ANALOGUE ACTION

NEW ARCHITECTURE OP -AMPS
Iligh speed current -feedback op -amps
were first described in the research
journals about five years ago. Over the
past year or so, a new style op -amp has
emerged - with several analogue semiconductor manufacturers now producing standard parts. Though each has its
own approach, the basic architectures
are remarkably similar. Elantek was
first with the EL2020 and EL2022,

improve particular parameters, such as
input -referred offset voltage, power
supply rejection ratio and so forth, but
these changes have been made without
altering the basic architecture.
Introduction of fets within op-amps
has resulted in lower power consumption, with reduction of input bias currents by up to three orders of magnitude
in some cases, and a consequential
followed by Comlinear Corporation's increase of input impedance by the
CLC4O0 and CLC4OI. More recently same order. However. fets brought no
the competition for specific sectors of major changes of architecture.
the high speed op -amp market has been
In the latter half of the 1970s, about
hotting up with devices such as the dual the only brave new architecture op -amp
op-amli OP -260 from Precision Mono- was National Semiconductor's LM3900
lithic Inc. and the AD/144 from Analog Norton op -amp. However, despite a
Devices, hot released earlier this year.
radical design concept and its promise
of versatility, it did not change the face

Why now?

Way back in the early days of production op -amps such as Fairchild's 709, the
structure was based on a standard BJT
architecture with a long -tail pair (LTP)
input stage driving resistive collector
loads, feeding perhaps a second LTP for
additional open -loop gain, followed by
a DC level -shifting stage and output
buffer/power amplifier. About the time
of these first monolithic op -amps the
analogue circuit designer's cry was first
heard, "My oscillator wou't but my

amplifier viii r"
Then came the breakthrough of the
internally -compensated op -amp. such
as the 741, with active loads replacing
the resistive collector loads of earlier
designs.
And then we all became familiar with
the two fundamental limitations of this
op -amp architecture. The first is that
the gain -bandwidth product is constant,
resulting in a direct trade-off between
closed -loop gain and closed -loop bandwidth. Secondly, the slew -rate of these
op -amps is not particularly high, often
being limited by the same internal compensation capacitor that makes the op amp such a stable and well behaved
device. Slew -rates are typically 0.5 to 10
V/p.s. We are so used to these limitations that we arc almost inclined to
believe that they are fundamental laws
of physics and not a result of a particular
op -amp architecture.
Incremental changes have been made
in op -amps designs over the years to

526

of analogue design and

it has not displaced the conventional architecture
op -amp at all.
So why after such a long time are we
seeing major changes in the basic
architecture of the op -amp? Silicon n -p n B.ITs are faster by virtue of their
higher electron mobility and so a highperformance BJT monolithic process
has always been predominantly n -p -n
with p -n -p realized as lateral rather than
vertical devices. These p -n -p devices
have a very poor (3 and high -frequency
performance. This has cramped analogue designers' style into non symmetrical circuits with the signal path
handled mainly by n -p -n transistors.
But recent technological advances en-

able high quality vertical p-n-ps to be
fabricated and so the designer is free to
use almost as many p-n-ps as n-p-ns in
the signal path without degrading performance. With this new-found free-

dom, circuits with a radically new
topology can be fabricated. The classical op -amp architecture can be dropped
and new approaches taken up.

Current -feedback op -amps
Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the
current -feedback of the op -amp, as presented by Derek Bowers of PMI at the
IEEE's Bipolar Circuits and Technology Meeting held in Minneapolis last
October. The now common current mirror symbol has been used to simplify
the diagram, the driven side of the
mirror indicated by the arrow. Though
each semiconductor manufacturer has
individual refinements, all have
adopted a very similar architecture.
Resistor R2. connecting the inverting
input to output, closes the feedback
loop. The input voltage buffer Tr, to Tr,
forces the inverting input node voltage
to equal the non -inverting potential.
imbalance in the collector currents of
Tr; and Tr, is summed at the voltage
gain node z. Transistors Tr; to Tr, form
an output voltage buffer to produce a
low impedance at the output node.
With an additional resistor R, between
the inverting terminal and earth. the
overall closed -loop voltage gain of the
amplifier is (I+R,RI), which is exactly
.vcc

Fig. I. Basic current -feedback architecture.
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what would he obtained for a conventional op -amp.
The main difference in the new
architecture is that the time -constant of
the system is predominantly set by the
product of resistor R2 and the z node
capacitance of C7. The z -node is the
only high impedance internal node in
the amplifier. With this structure the
gain -bandwidth trade-off of the conventional op-amp does not occur: instead,
the bandwidth remains virtually constant.
Also the slew-rate of the amplifier is
very high. In conventional op -amps the
slew -rate is generally determined by the
ratio of long -tail current to compensation capacitor, which is difficult to increase above a few tens of volts per
microsecond. But the new architecture
does not suffer from this limitation.
Current available to charge the capacitor C, is always proportional to the
input error current, the slew -rate limitations associated with conventional op amps just do not occur. In practice, rise
and fall times are almost independent of
signal level, and the input current will
eventually cause the mirrors to saturate.
The effective (d/V,,,,,/dt),,,;,x is as high as
2000V/ms in the case of the AD844,
some 5011-1000V/0 in PMI's dual op amp OP-260, 700V/µs in Comlinear's
CLC4O0 series and around 500V/1s in
the Elantek EL2020 and 2022 devices.

Vin

A

vout

la
1

OP 260

t/`
.__,v
1k

¡--i\

architecture overcomes this problem
completely. Figure 2 shows the circuit of
an AGC amplifier using two halves of
the dual OP -261) from PMI. Amplifier
A,;, is used as the gain stage with Alt, set
up as a positive precision rectifier. Op amp A2 is an integrator; this feeds an
n -channel j-fet which is used as a
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Fig. 2. PMI's OP-260 eliminates the problem of variable bandwidth in AGC
amplifiers using voltage -feedhack op-amps (Precision Monolithic Inc.).

for a square wave input signal range of
+20mVpk-pk to ±6.OVpk-pk.
As yet the DC performance of the
new architecture op -amp is not as good
as the conventional op -amp. Figures for
CMRR. PSBR are as yet well down.
But, if it is wide bandwidth together
with very good large -signal fast response you need, at low cost. then take
a look at this new stable.

P -n -p pair with 3% matching
Drawing on the technology that has
enabled devices like the current feedback op -amps to be developed. PMI is
offering the MAT -03. a dual p -n -p
matched pair with excellent parametric
matching and high frequency perform-

these new op -amps, though the applications engineer is advised to read the

ture of the current -feedback

1001(

OP 269

Applications

when using these devices, such as gain peaking effects in non -inverting applications due to stray input capacitance
at the inverting input node.
A particularly elegant use of the
current -feedback op -amp is in automatic gain control (AGC) applications.
One of the shortcomings of voltage mode op -amps in AGC amplifiers is
that the bandwidth varies with closed loop gain. The constant bandwidth fea-

2

,

1OCk

Clearly, wide bandwidth and high slew rate are achievable at low cost with
manufacturers' notes very carefully.
There are subtle points to consider

*,

e-j\i k '-117.__. 5082

10k

.--\.,--,

1')On

2MOk

v1k

Fig. 3. Pulse response of the AGC
amplifier of Fig. 2: (a) low-level input
signal (b) large signal. (Precision

Monolithic Inc.)
voltage -controlled resistor to set the
gain of At;,. The 604k9 resistor pulls a
constant current from the inverting input of A,. If the average amplified
signal output falls below 15/604k =
25mA, then the gate drive to the j-fet
will reduce R,t, of the j-fet, with the
result that the gain setting of At;, rises to
compensate. hence the AGC action.
Figure 3 shows the pulse response of the
amplifier for inputs of 10OmV (at a) and
IV (at h, upper trace). The output
responses are the lower traces, which
show virtually identical rise and fall
characteristics. In fact, the loop maintains a constant peak output amplitude

ELECTRON ICS & WIRELESS WORLD

ance.
Its low noise characteristics (InV/V
Ilz maximum at IkHz), broad bandwidth (19OMI lz typical at 10mA collector current), and low offset voltage
(±IOOmV) make the MAT -03 an exéellent choice for demanding low -noise
and high-speed preamplifier applications. Tight current gain matching (3%
maximum mismatch) and high current
gain (100 minimum) over a wide range
of collector current make the device
ideal for current -mirror source applica-'
tions. With a low value of bulk resistance (typically 11.312). it is well suited to
applications requiring very accurate

logarithmic conformance.

Analogue Action is compiled by Dr Job
Lidgey of Oxford Polytechnic
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ADVANCED
ACTIVE AERIAL
ADVANCED ALTIVE AERIAL

NTRIM
RÁNSFORMERS LTD
UNIT 3A/9, 25 RANDALSTOWN ROAD, ANTRIM,
CO ANTRIM, N. IRELAND.
Telephone: (08494) 66734. Telex: 74667.
Fax: (08494) 68745

+1~1
4-11

Q

QQO

Manufacturers and designers of high quality
toroidal transformers to specifications VDE
0550, BS415 Class 2 and 1EC65 Class 2.

~MINT 111.1.1.11111P

The aerial consists of an outdoor head unit with a control
and power unit and offers exceptional intermodulation
performances: SOIP +90dBm, TOIP +55dBm. For the
first time this permits full use of an active system around
the If and mf broadcast bands where products found are
only those radiated from transmitter sites.
General purpose professional reception 4kHz
30M Hz.
-10dB gain, field strength in volts/metre to 50 Ohms.
Preselector and attenuators allow full dynamic range
to be realised on practical receivers and spectrum
analysers.
Noise 150dBm in 1 Hz. Clipping 16 volts/metre. Also
50 volts/metre version.

Prices quoted are lots of 100 (VA T not
included). Prices firm to October '89.
15VA
30VA
50VA
80VA
100VA

- £4.70
- £5.18
- £5.52
- £6.00
- £6.56

120VA
160VA
225VA
300VA
500VA

- £6.70
- £7.57
- £8.40
- £9.40
- £12.50

- £13.80
- £22.60
- £37.20

625VA
750VA
1000VA

Prices quoted are for primary voltage 110,
120, 220, 230, 240.

-

For additional primaries please add 4% to
price for the following:
120/120, 220/240, 110/110, 115/115,
110-120/110/120.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.,
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel: 0483 275997 Fax: 0483 276477

-

AGENTS WANTED

- ALL COUNTRIES
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SMC

South Midlands
Communications

RADIO TRANSCEIVERS
RECEIVERS
SMC the leading European specialist in general
radio communications have developed modular

systems for rapid delivery. particularly useful
for emergencies, disasters, political unrest and
aid concerns. This can consist of rugged, simple
to use, HF transceivers i.e. the FT80C with a
frequency range of 1.5-30MHz used with either
one of the SMC basic wide band antennas, or
more efficient, the multi spot frequency
antennas complete with transportable masts.
More powerful and complex transceivers are
also available.
Where monitoring or reception is required then
either the FRG8800 HF receiver with VHF option
or the FRG9600 VHF, UHF all mode scanning
receiver are available with proven quality,
sensitivity and reliability, at realistic prices.
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ANTENNAS
The TWB2530 and TEB3 are just two samples of
the large range HF, VHF and UHF antennas
available from SMC. Both have been specifically
designed for users with very different
requirements showing the breadth of our
capability. The rugged transportable TWB2530

full self-contained extremely lightweight,
yet tough enough to withstand rough handling
and quick assembly in adverse terrain.
The TEB series of spot frequency HF beam
antennas give excellent forward gain, rugged
construction for long life, at a cost effective
price.
If you require further information on the 300
various support mounts. HF, VHF or UHF
antennas, simply call for our new shortform
catalogue.
Both can be supplied with the most efficient
antennas and desirable accessories.
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SMC LTD, SM HOUSE, SCHOOL CLOSE, CHANDLERS FORD
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EASTLEIGH, HANTS S05 38V.
Tel: (0703) 255111. Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G. Fax: 0703 263507
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PHASOR TRANSFORMS

PHASOR
TDnNSFOR

S

Joules Watt explains how eliminating the tüme element in
sinusoidal circuit analysis by means of phasor transforms

yields an enormous simplificatiion.

et again. the early development of what many of us take
to be a relatively modern
technique reminds us that

there

is

nothing much new

under the sun.
On this occasion. I am talking about
the use of phasor diagrams in electronic
circuit theory. The story began with the
efforts made by Heaviside. Steinmetz
and Kennelly to understand and characterize reactance and impedance' ;.
In his 1887 paper. Heaviside talks about
"admittance- and appropriately uses
his operator "p" (for (I/dt). interpreted
for sinusoidal driving signals. Steinmetz
and Kennelly offered phasor diagrams
in their 1893'94 papers, although they
called them vectors. For our present
purposes, my earlier discussion about
complex quantities sets the scene', but
you could take a further look at the
theory of them if you feel a hit rusty'.
Of course. phasors appear on the
page as directed line segments, similar to

vectors.. but they represent an amplitude and phase plot of a time -varying
sinusoidal quantity: see Fig. I. Vectors.
on the other hand. represent directed
space-sarying quantities. In some discussions you might come across 'Mawr vectors, where spatially distributed vector fields also oscillate in time with
amplitude and phase variations.
Since phasors describe sinusoidally
varying quantities. their relevance to
radio -electronic engineering theory is
obvious. Of all the "signals" we use. the
sine wave wins hands down. Such signals form simple steady-state models of
circuit action. including the easy introduction of something known as the
impedance concept. At first sight you
might consider sine waves rather boring
front an information point of view and
therefore not very relevant to most
problems. In practice. they are relevant
because, as we have seen. by Fourier
analysis'' all periodic waveforms contain
a fundamental sinusoidal component.
together with all the appropriate sinusoidal harmonics.

Transforms

iRe

Vi cos

wt

Fig. I. A directed line. drawn from the
origin on the complex plane. represents

phasor. This geometrical picture
shows immediately the meaning of the
angle and magnitude. The real and
imaginary components also appear
naturally as projected line segments
along the axes. The smaller phasor 1',, is
said to lag the larger. 1,. by eb radians.
a
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But hereby hangs a tale. You can look
upon phasors as a particularly simple
example of a whole range of mathematical techniques based on integral transforms. The most obvious one that comes to mind involves Fourier again:
Fourier transforms correlate non periodic functions in. say, the time
domain to a corresponding distribution
in the frequency domain. You will find
other Fourier pairs that associate: for

example. space distributions transform
to angular ones. Other transforms include Laplace. I-lankel (C lb'lV, May
1989, p.458). Main and even more
exotic types.
Often. you will come across phasors
discussed directly without reference to
transforms. Nevertheless, they possess

ELECTRONICS & WI RELESS WORLD

similar properties in that time functions.
in the form of linear differential equations with constant coefficients. transform to algebraic equations in the freuuency domain. The useful results arise
because by employing a simple harmonic forcing function you obtain a
straightforward particular integral of
the differential equation. In solving
such differential equations. the natural
response turns up. of course: this is the
complementary function solution of the
homogenous equation (that is. the differential equation equated to zero instead of the forcing function). You will
find that the natural responses in all
networks containing resistance die out
as time passes. Responses in high -O
circuits might take a considerable time
to die. but eventually even in these only
the steady-state response remains.

Writing down the equation
An example always helps to clarify the
situation. Consider the circuit in Fig. 2.
I have chosen a two -loop LCR network.
excited by a sinusoidal generator.
One or two questions arise with this
kind of circuit: for instance, your might
want to know what value v or ü takes.
A standard procedure involves using
Krrchhoff's voltage law round each
R

Fig.2. The typical LCR network shown,
has an input y,. I have chosen two
possible 'outputs'. i, and v,,. Setting up
the loop currents i:, and i,, makes the
circuit suitable for analysis by Kirchhoirs voltage law. You can see that i,
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loop. or mesh. after choosing relevant
loop currents. I have labelled these
currents L and 'h in Fig. 2.
This mesh analysis yields simultaneous equations that you have to
solve. Only two equations arise in this
simple problem. but that is had enough
when you consider they will be differential equations. First. go round loop (a).

i;,Rr+J idt -Cihdt=
Now loop (b).

CJi.dt+R,it,+l.áá+

I

ihdt=(1.

These are integro-differen ial equations. Your next move is to differentiate
right through with respect to the rime
in each case, which eliminates the
integrals,

R,Ldi.
It

and

C

L

Ih

C

C

i

dil' +
_
L d'i,', +
dtC
dt

dv.

amplitude and

s taking on various
forms: real, imaginary or complex.
according to the circuit. The interesting
thing about exponential functions arises
from the fact that they reproduce themselves when differentiated or integrated.
In the sinusoidal steady-state, or phasor approach. we choose an imaginary
power in the exponential so that the
driving function becomes the real part
of Ac". In other words. we choose s =
jw. which we assume to have begun
indefinitely in the past and to go on
indefinitely into the future. You alight
think this a bit artificial, but the implication is "you are in the middle of a long
period - a sufficiently long time to
disregard any transients". This means
that no awkward initial or boundary
conditions remain to bother us and
explains the other title. "steady-state
analysis-, we give to this approach.
Complex exponential functions possess another interesting property which
have often used in my discussions. This
arises from the mention of Euler's
I

O.

identity.

Now you have to solve these simultaneously with the known forcing function v, in place. A direct approach to
this means struggling with di;,/dt and
interpreting the integrating process.
At this point, some people try an
"operator" method. (by writing d/dt =
I) and f ...dt = Ill)) and you will find
some simplification accrues by using
this traditional method.

Enter the transform
All LCR combinations form linear circuit networks whose natural responses
to a transient input at some instant turn
out to he exponential functions in every
case. What you find looks like Ae",
with A representing some kind of signal

e'w'

= coswt + jsinwt.

13v taking the real part of this you see
immediately that

Re

(e'") =

Write the complex conjugate of e'w' and
its Euler expansion.
= coswt -jsinwt.
Thus, by adding the two, you get,

e-jt"i

e;,..l

coswt
Subtracting them would give you the
imaginary part. namely jsinwt. This
shows that you can write sinusoidal
forcing functions as complex exponentials. After working the problem with
these exponentials. you then take the
real. or "cos" hit. or the imaginary, or
"sin'' part as the solution.
The expression e'w' has a magnitude
equal to unity all the tinte. You can see
this by taking the magnitude of its Euler
expansion.

= lcoswt + jsinwti
= \/sin2wt + cos'wt =

VI

=

As the time ticks away in the exponent.
this unit length. looked on as a phasor.
spins anticlockwise with angular velocity w: Figure 3 (a) illustrates this. If
there is an amplitude Vs and a phase
angle 4) in the forcing function. that is.
v, = V,cos(wt + (b), then this causes no
trouble as Euler's identity now appears
as

coswt.

Fig..;. In (a). the 'unit phasor' has a
length equal to I and rotates anticlockwise at an angular rate w. The amplitude
of the phasor in (h) corresponds to a
voltage with peak value V,. The presence
of a phase angle th advances the phasor
relative to direction wt. By removing the
dependence on wt, in other words. by
taking the reference direction along the
real axis a liaed phasor V represents
the amplitude and phase angle. as shown
in (c).

Ve't`"'"" =
= V,(cos(wt + d) + jsin(wt + 4)))
This shows that the anticlockwise rotating unit phasor is multiplied in length by
V, and has d) radians added to its angle.
as in Fig. 3(h). Finally. by convention.
we stop the rotation of the phasor by
removing the factor e'" from further
consideration until the end of the problem. We do this by taking a "snapshot"
at t = It so that e'" =
You can mop up
the e''t' into the amplitude V, to form a
I .

Im

1m

Im

Angular velocity
w

t=0

Re

Re
11

Ib)

830

j

5

(C)
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complex amplitude V,. This we usually
call the p/rasor; in other words. we apply
the term after removing the time rotation part. as in Fig. 3(c.

R

vs

transform
dvs

Frequency domain representation

R

seRpejwcl_

ilt)=Re

\

/

jwc

we

phasor transform

Fig.5. Using a transform method follows
procedure. The direction goes l'i'o,,i the
time domain into the frequency domain.
Solving the algebraic equations there is
relatively simple. Finally. an inverse
transform yields the time solutions.
a

2

2

The complex number z has a
Fig.
represented geometrically
conjugate
as a reflection in the real axis. 1/yo,, take
the sum ofz and z* you will always get a
real number result.

simpler version of which we have
already used to obtain the cosine.
Now insert the phasor expressions
into the first differential equation.
a

Then carry out the differentiations because. as mentioned. the I(w). V(w)
have no dependence on the time. so

in

other words,

d
cdt=

Joe.

After collecting terms and cancelling
the 2. you should end up

( _twit

il+C

C/ e''"I+

w

ith

(-jwRiI;,'+IC,

i*

I¡¡I1,ei...i+I,,'e-i' _d V,

-cl

= lwL,er",i

I

wC

1,,=`

elt,=V..

and.

.,

dt(Iei"i)

I.

Jw

?

-1jwc

other way you can state this is to say that
e""' and e""' are linearly independent,
and again because of this the coefficients must he zero. Mathematically.
the complex conjugate terms contain all
the information which the other terms
contain. so we only need one set of
coefficients. This means that, after dividing through by jw,
R

I//Ii.,+I:re-,.

R.

cos(wt.,p-ylty=tariwcR)

z'

)+c1

-Ij wc

Solution

-I.

r-,

I=R+

w2c2R2,1

where the asterisk denotes the conjugate: see Fig. 4.
+ V :e-i",i

d 1.,e'°,,+L
Riit

fort

Vse1P

Vs

Take inverse

2

Ite(Vei",,) _

RI

Solve

I

+

jwVs=juVsel`p = jw

i

v

(I,ei"). These are the phasor transforms. Notice we have made the complex amplitudes V, 1, independent of
time, but they are functions of frequency.
If you return to the differential equation used in the example earlier, you
will see how the phasor transform yields
a huge simplification. Before proceeding. remember that only the real part of
the phasor expression has physical relevace. But if, further, you remember
the properties of the complex conjugate. then obtaining the real part turns
out to he simple. Any complex number
z has a real part given by
z

di

dt -Rdt c
Time domain representation

Re

Re(z) =

Vs(w)=Vslwle.4

tt)=Vscostwt.k.p)

Phasor

V..=
Such functions of the independent
variable at the input mean that the
dependent variables, or outputs. follow
the same form. Therefore, if you take
=
as the output, then you can write
Re(Ve'"''). Also all the other values of
voltage and current will have a similar
form, so that for example i, will equal

v

w- space

t - space

2

(Ilk

i..

2

We have to struggle on a little further.
but with the pleasure of knowing that in
all future problems. you will be able to
write down the final phasor equation
straightaway. You only have to go
through the above tortuous route once
to see the method.
Notice that the only way the equations can equal zero for all times requires each coefficient of the exponential factors separately to equal zero. The

-C le -i

-judo

-jWc I+

It,+jwL+

¡WC11,=0

...which you recognise as the final result.
Note the i,(t), i1,(t) transform into
I;,(w), 1,,(w) and so on. Also didt = jw.
This means that. by looking at the
equations. you could have written down
tlse results immediately and thus
obtained the algebraic phasor equations
from the differential time equations in
one step.
You can now draw up a short table of
phasor tranforms,
kplvl

= V

(play! =a5'

Fl

I

= (ja)"

kplcos(wt +

cGl

l.

=

ply, + v,l = tp(y, + kc(v,1= V, V,
1

Arid similarly with the second equation.

(-C+jwlt,l,,-w'LI,,+)e""'+(-IC
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This last relation works because of the
linearity of the equations. The whole
procedure cycles in a loop. which you
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will find characteristic of transform
methods. See Fig. S.
The solution always appears as a
sinusoid. because we applied a sinusoidal excitation. or forcing function. This
always means you can write solutions ill
the form.

only a positive imaginary part whose magnitude usually carries the
name inductive reactance. X,.. For a
given inductor, the reactance varies
directly with the frequency. Similarly, a
capacitor has an impedance
has

L c -Vc
Ic

v = Vcos(wt + 4))
The phasor transform appears from the
earlier definition as.

v = Re(Vci,.,r)
'cos((.0t +

4))

so that by using

= Re(Veim')

Euler's identity and the

22

conjugate,
V,e''''el't

e

-"be -'w'

as

=V

I have already pointed out.
This yields the transform pair

v

= Re(Ve"')

V

=

yielding an imaginary quantity.
negative this time, with a magnitude
called the capacitive reactance, X(.
Notice the well known result that
capacitive reactance varies inversely
with the frequency.
The impedance of a resistor equals its
ordinary resistance

and, being a real quantity, it shows a
zero phase angle must exist between
phasors VK and I,t, together with no
variation in R with frequency.
In a general way. the impedance and
phasors enable you to write down the
phase angles in the inductive and
capacitive cases.

ur. = jwL = wL/9U°

v

These tell you how to get
from a
V, and how to get V from a
knowledge of v. Finally, you can conskier V = t,1y1 as the phasor transform
of
and
= tQ-11V I as the inverse
phasor transform of V.

v

v

Impedance
The great value of this transform
method lies in the ability to bypass the
time equations completely. The linearity of the situation means you can write
down mesh and nodal equations directly
in the phasor frequency domain form.
Because

v

.

i,.=Cdv,

di,
dt
transform directly into.

and v,=Ili,

dt

= Iwl.1,., I. = jwCV,.and V, = RI,
you can take the quotient. V divided by
I and thereby obtain the familiar impedance relationship 1. = V/I. Notice that
the impedance. as the quotient of two
complex numbers. itself consists of a
complex number. The quotient of a
voltage with a current has the dimension
of ohms. of course.
Impedance applies while in the frequency domain. If \ou try to talk about
it in the time domain. you will be
discussing something that has no meaning. Straightaway. you see that the
familiar impedance relationship for an

inductor.
Lr. =

832

ur = jwL.
I r.

I

2/=K=R

:re-''

_V

which. together with the linear independence of eiw' and a-iw', means we
end up with
V

- jwC =-j_

This tells us that an inductor has the
positive reactance I mentioned. whose
ohms lead resistive ohms by 9(1°, as it
were. It also tells us - and some people
get confused at this point - that the
current through the inductor must lag
the voltage across it by 90°. You can see
this by noting that IL in the denominator
of Z,, requires -9(1° relationship to V,,
in the numerator. to Yield a resultant
+9(1° for the quotient. In other words.
V,,

'', (1°
/-9(1°

_/0° +
li

90°

_

\

network or system. then von obtain the
driving point inunittance. If taken at the
output, then you end up with the output
impedance (or admittance). \ touch
more subtle perhaps: if you form these
quotients by taking a phasor voltage or
current or voltage from another part.
then you get a transfer inunittance.
In this latter case. you might have
noticed the possibility of dividing one
phasor voltage by another. (or a current
by a current). You obtain a ratio now.
which cannot he an immittance of
course. but such ratios exist and possess
important meanings. The voltage ratio
gives the voltage gain (or loss) between
the two sections. The ratio of currents
yields the current gain (or loss). Engineers call these ratios the transfer
functions of the system. Clearly, since
immittances must be functions of w (or
jw), so must t ransfer fund ions.
These concepts nicely overlap with
my earlier discussion on transfer resistances and so on, as applied to
amplifiers". Generalising to induce impedances would broaden that discussion
to include complex numbers. with their
phase and amplitude responses as function of frequency. You would find the
present material relevant.
This brings me back to our unsolved
pair of equations. which still need interpreting in the light of what have just
said. The phasor transform greatly simplified the approach. but what do we do
with it next? First, solve the equations
for either I;, or I,, employing any ordinwill use Cramer's rule
ary method.
with determinants'". For I,,.
I

I

V,,

/ + 9(1°

jwC

R, + jtoL +

11

In a similar way. but with everything
reversed (the "dual"). you can determine the phasor results for capacitors.
If you take the reciprocals of all the
impedance relationships. you end up
with admittances. You have probably
come across the terms conductance and
susceptance for the real and imaginary
parts of these.

Network immittances and
functions
People talk about impedances and
admittances in the same breath. The
term inrnrinance soon became established in engineering circles to mean the
quotient of phasors V and I taken either
way up. (Although \V. I. Chen' otters
the alternative adpedance in place of
I

immittance.)
It you consider one of the quotients V,
with I, at the input terminals of a

1;,

-

1

R + jwC
jwC

jwC

jo)(

R,+jwl.+jwC
V,(1,+

jwt. +

t

i

R,( R. + ¡wt. +

°,.

Roc + ¡,.,c(

It. + Rol.)

Immediately. you get the driving point
admittance I/V, for our example network.
On the other hand, by finding I,, in a
similar way and by noting that the
product I,,R, gives the output voltage
you obtain the voltage transfer

\,

function.
It.

n(¡w1- V
joie Ri(

It. +

t ¡,( t+ (It. +,WI.)
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You may enjoy obtaining this result as
an exercise.

H(jw) gives you voltage "gain" information as you process the sinusoidal
input signal through your network.
Plotting III(jw)1 as a function of frequency yields the amplitude response.
Similarly plotting 11(jw) gives the phase
response oft he net work.
hope ou see how economical in
time and effort the use of phasor transforms have made calculations of impedances and responses of LCR linear
networks, when they are driven by
sinusoidal test signals. But, you may
ask, what about the transient response
we have neglected? Also. does the use
of linear amplifiers - in other words.
controlled sources - in the network
modify the results? They do and, as for
transient response, the departure from
simple sinusoidal driving signals to
abrupt switching types certainly complicates the issue. But similar transform
methods enable these to handled algebraically too. add the comment that we
might find time for a discussion of these
and of her points on another occasion.
I

I
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Wavell wins through (just)
For years. most progress in telecommunications has been hailed as stemming from the marriage of communications and computer technology. But
marriages are not always successful or
smooth -running and this seems to have
been the experience of the British
Army. It has previously been reported
("Ptarmigan at last". E& 44'W July 1985.
page 75 and "Packets on the move" July
1987. page 755) that the development
and introduction of the British Army's
first battlefield C`I (Command. Control. Communications and Information)
system has taken well over 20 years.
Even now the complete system - Ptarmigan distributed battlefield trunk network: Treffid. the radio -relay sector:
and the Wavell automatic data procesis recogniLed, although
sing system
now at last in service. as requiring
further improvement in hardware, softss are and managerial structures.
Wavell was initially deployed in 1985
but it was not until the 1988 exercise
Su,nnrer Sales that the Army began to
have any real confidence in the system.
As Major C.L.G. Wright (.1. Royal

-

Signals Instinuion, Winter 1988) has

admitted: "Unfortunately' Wavell has
had a chequered history ranging from
unreliable hardware to untrustworthy
software. These problems were severe
enougli to erode staff confidence in it to
the extent that the whole project was in
danger of being cancelled.
During 1985-86. the system continued to he plagued with problems:
lack of spares to repair the data processors (Plessey Ml)P111111)): software
"hugs' resulting in totalling mechanisms corrupting the database: and unre-

liable interprocessor commmunications, floppy disc drives and bubble
memory units. System availability during exercises often proved to he less
than 50%. The considerable problems
of managing the system with Army
rather than civilian specialists are now
seen to have been underestimated.
Extensive modifications and improvements have been undertaken by
Plessey, the prime contractor, mostly
during 1987, including "massive

Wavell automatic data processing system forming part of the British Army's
C31 battlefield system.
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surgery" to the hardware.
Wavell is intended to provide commanders and staff officers with a battlefield computer system to automate state
hoards. collate and process information
and intelligence, with the ability to pass
messages and orders as data over the
packet -switched network (PSN) of the
Ptarmigan system.
Major Wright stresses that: "The fundamental lesson that was learned with
Wavell and indeed with Ptarmigan is
that complex. dynamic Al)I' systems
are hound to tail (not necessarily completely) on first fielding. The very nature of these systems would indicate
that they are unlikely to work first time
and this failure does not just occur

initially, but every time the system

is

increased in size. These size -related
system faults are unlikely to be found in
the factory test bed no matter how rigorous the quality -assurance procedures...
A sensible precaution should be to
expect failure and have an agency available which is capable of identifying
exactly what went wrong and then he
capable of providing a palliative measure to circumvent the error. This will
require a system support organization
which will have as an integral part of its
framework. hardware and software specialists... The Ptarmigan-Wavell System Support Team now provides this
essential support for Wavell, but initially it also required further contractor
support when Wavell was deployed on
exercises... The final lesson is that the
C3I system will not necessarily save
manpower... it needs an operational
manager responsible for the currency of
the critical information. a system manager responsible for the availability of the
network, and probably a communications manager responsible for the interface with the various bearer systems."
In July 1985, I reported the belief of
some senior officers of a developing
"crisis in software- in the I3ritish Army.
This foresaw the possibility of entire
area networks such as Ptarmigan/
Wavell failing at critical moments due
to lack of skilled software support.
The chequered history of Wavell
tends to support this view while at the
same time highlighting also the hardware problems. Could it be that, 45
years on. the lessons of the disasters of
Arnhem ("Market Garden'') have been

forgotten? A simple. limited capacity
link that works is better than a sophisticated automatic data processing system
that tails at a critical time. And what are
the prospects for such complex systems
as the American SI)I ("Star Wars-) for
which no realistic full-scale trials will
ever be possible'?
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EMC directive "deeply disappointing"

treating most telecommunications
equipment with a more onerous specification than information technology
apparatus. This may perhaps he why
British Telecom reacted strongly when
last year I revealed that while considerable improvements had been effected
over the past three or four years, many
of the recent "electronic" telephones
and associated units continued to suffer
from relatively poor immunity to local
RF fields, and BT endeavoured to conceal such information from would -he

11, 1987. By the time these notes
appear, it may have been published in
the official journal of the European
Communities, and will take effect from
January 1, 1992 (or January I, 1993 in
areas where there may still be no
appropriate national standards).
Some of the recent modifications are
regarded as "helpful" by the DTI but it
still considers that: "In view of the
extensive and, at times, promising lob hying campaign mounted by the UK
over the last six months in particular,
the eventual outcome of the Directive is
deeply disappointing".
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A very important aspect of the directive about which there has been some
confusion is that it has now been confirmed that the Directive does apply to
specific items of an existing product
design which are sold after January I,

''
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110TRONX

£375
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1992 (or 1993 in the absence of national
standards), as well as to any brand-new
apparatus marketed for the first time
after the directive comes into force.
This summer, the DTI will issue a
consultative document outlining the
ways in which the EMC directive will he
implemented in the UK and DTI's
thinking on many of the important
issues that have been identified. Views
and comments will be welcome,
although it is now too late to change the
text of the directive. In addition, a
booklet in the DTI's "Standards and the
Single Market" series is being prepared.
Other publications in this series include
"Standard: Action Plan for Business -and "The New Approach to Technical
Harmonisation and Standards- providing introductions to this area of EC
policy.

One of the main worries of the DTI
appears to he in respect of the possible
impact of this all -embracing EMC directive on telecommunications terminals,
including subscribers' apparatus. The
DTI believes there is no validity for

Although the DTI continued to express
reservations and, together with Ireland.
abstained from voting when on May 3,
the EMC directive of the European
Community was finally submitted to the
Internal Market Council (IMC), the
text was agreed unanimously with no
contrary votes. The final version of the
text of this important directive has been
modified in various, mostly minor, ways
since the original proposal of November

HeadpO,me imp 416 ohms Microphone imp at 600 ohms
E480 at £15.00

Headphone Imp 4-16 ohms Microphone imp al 200
ohms
Surplus VIDICON P8211 and others at f 18 00

POSTAGE AND PACKING CHA AGES: CI £3 ESp E3 -0585p
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COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS LTD.) 170 Goldhawk Rd, London W12
Tel: 01-743 0899 Far.: 01.749 3934.
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DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £27 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm).
LINE ADVERTISEMENTS (run on): £6.00 per line, minimum £48 (prepayable).
(Please add on 15% V.A.T. for prepaid advertisements).
BOX NUMBERS: £15.00 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the
advertisement, cío Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS).
PHONE: CHRISTOPHER TERO on 01-661 3033 (Direct Line).
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING and crossed.

Advertisements
accepted up to
12 noon 24th July for
Sept issue.

WEST YORKSHIRE
HIGHWAYS
ENGINEERING AND
TECHNICAL SERVICES

TECHNICIANS
MADLEY SATELLITE EARTH STATION
HEREFORDSHIRE
British Telecom are seeking suitably qualified
technicians for work in a variety of different skill areas at
their major satellite earth station in Herefordshire.

Technicians are required for the
following areas.

HETS is committed to providing a highly professional
cost-effective service to the District Councils of West
Yorkshire and to other client organisations.

MOBILE RADIO SECTION

PRINCIPAL TECHNICIAN

Maintenance of Analogue/Digital/RF equipment to
component level.
Installation and testing of associated satellite
communication systems.
Maintenance and operation of microprocessor controlled
switching equipment.
Installation and maintenance of power and
environmental control services.
You should be able to demonstrate a practical ability in
one of these areas and have a formal BTEC qualification
or equivalent.
Applications are invited from suitable qualified people up
to the age of 55 years.
Salaries for technician grade start at £9231 rising to

£10068.
Excellent benefits include generous holiday entitlement,
pension scheme, non-contributory sick pay.
Please telephone or write for an application form to

David Butler, Training Manager,
Madley Satellite Earth Station, Madley,
Hereford, HR2 9NH. (0981 250 001)

UH2O28 (1)
Scale 5/6 £9474 -£11475 (Pay Award Pending)
A Radio Technician is required for the installation and
maintenance of mobile radios and base equipment

throughout West Yorkshire.
Based in Leeds, the successful candidate should ideally
hold a technical qualification in radio engineering or in an
associated subject and have worked in a similar
environment for a minimum of 3 years. The successful
candidate will also be expected to diagnose and repair
basic computer hardware faults.
This post carries essential car user status and the
successful candidate must hold a current driving licence.
Mr T Endersby will answer queries on Leeds 462802.

Applications forms and Job Descriptions may be
obtained from the Personnel Officer, Highways,
Engineering & Technical Services, Selectapost
6 Dudley House, 133 Albion Street,
Leeds LS2 BJX.
Telephone Leeds 462608 or 463239.
CLOSING DATE: 14 August 1989
HETS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER

762

PAPUA NEW GUINEA UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

SENIOR/PRINCIPAL
TECHNICAL OFFICER
Department of Electrical

&

Communication Engineering

The post requires expertise and experience on the maintenance and repair
of a wide range of modern electronic, communication and computer
equipment, and the ability to train local technical staff to a high level.
Salary per annum: Senior Technical Office K19,295- K21,420; Principal
Technical Officer K22,645 (level of appointment will depend upon
qualifications and experience).
Initial contract perdiod is normally for three years but shorter periods can
be negotiated. Other benefits include a gratuity of 24% taxed at 2%, support
for approved research, appointment and repatriation fares, leave fares for
staff member and family after 18 months of service, settling in and
settling -out allowances, six weeks paid leave per year, education fares and
assistance towards school fees: tree housing, salary protectioní plan and
medical benefit schemes are available. Staff members are also permitted to
earn from consultancy up to 50% of earnings annually.
Detailed applications (two copies) with curriculum vitae and the names and
addresses of three referees including telephone number and indication of
earliest availability to take up appointment should be sent to The Registrar,
Papua New Guinea University of Technology, Private Mail Bag, Lae, Papua
New Guinea by 4 August 1989. Applicants resident in the UK should also
send one copy to Appointments (36571), Association of Commonwealth
Universities, 36 Gordon Square, London WC1H OPF. from whom further
information may be obtained.
777

836

BROADCAST
AND ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
Ref: 4689
Required for work in the Broadcast Engineering and Production
Departments of the SSVC which provides Radio, Television and
Training for the British Forces and their dependants in the UK and
abroad.
Candidates (preferably 23-45) should be educated to HND standard in
electronic and electrical engineering and have work experience in
broadcast or related industries. Initiative, self -motivation and a sense of
adventure are also required.
The work, often overseas, includes the operation, maintenance and
installation of the full range of professional radio and television studio
equipment. Transmitters in the range of MF to SHF are also operated.
The salary and allowances are tax free when an overseas service, plus
other fringe benefits.
There are prospects for promotion to higher grades, good opportunities
for training and also transfer to other departments of the SSVC.
For an application form please contact:- Mrs. Anna Sive,

Assistant Personnel Manager
Tel: 02407 4461 Ext 407

The Services Sound and Vision Corporation,
Chalfont Grove, Narcot Lane, Chalfont St, Peter,
Gerrards Cross. Bucks SL98TN.
764
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WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR

RADIO OFFICERS
We offer o secure and rewarding shore -based career in the forefont of modern
telecommunications technology. Thirty weeks special training (plus 6 weeks for
non -typists) will prepare you to undertake a wide range of specialist duties as
o RADIO OFFICER covering the complete communication spectrum from
DC to light.
To qualify you need to hold or hope to attain:
an MRGC or BTEC HNC in a Telecommunications
subject with the ability to read morse at 20 wpm.

City and Guilds /11/ at advanced level,
incorporating morse transcription skills, would
be advantageous.
Anyone without the above qualifications
who has 2 years radio operating experience
will also be considered.
Age - preferably under 45 years.
We offer you:

Comprehensive Training, Good Career
Prospects; Opportunities for transfers
within UK and Overseas; Generous
Leave Allowances and a Noncontributory Pension Scheme, Job
Security, Attractive Salaries - and
much more

-

..-

Quality Assistant
Hants
Radar Company require experienced
quality assistant. Knowledge of MOD
standards an asset Good prospects
Up to íía000
Wiltshire
Bench Engineer
Cellular Telephone Company needs
experienced RF person for component
level repair. ONC minimum

f

Qualification.
Up to 10,500
Installation Service Engineers Berks
Experienced people for Mobile
Communications Company. Good
prospects with local company.
Neg Salary
Production Test Engineer
Bucks
Leading antennae company. RF
experienced person with componem
level test and repair knowledge. Good
prospects.
G11.500

Field Service Engineer
Surrey
Wet known broadcast company! 3y ears
relevant experience. Minimum C&G
qualified. Good salary package.
To f16.000-eCar

Field Service Engineers

Berks

Modems Multiplexors experienced
people required to work for airline comma
company. VDU's. Printers and
Processors knowledge an advantage.
To 13,0001-Car
Good Package.
Roger Howard. C.Eng. M.I.E.E., M.I.E R.E.

Salary (Reviewed Annually) As a
Radio Officer after training:
£ 11,568 rising to £ 17,057 pa in 5

EEEEEEEEE

CLIVEDEN
Technical
Recruitment

annual increments. (includes shift
and weekend working allov,ance)
CIVIL SERVICE IS AN EOUAt
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
For more information and application
form write or telephone:

CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMEWT
92 The Broadway. Bracknell. Berks R012 1AR

Tel: 0344 489489124 hour)

RF
DES
ENGS
Extremely Competitive
Salaries
Circuit and System
design using leading edge
radio architectures.
If you would like to hear
about outstanding UK
and European
opportunities to work in
satcoms, C' I radar,
mobile radio and personal
comms, call Ingineur on:

0926 817612
INGINEUR LTD IAgy).
Pendicke Street,

Southam,
Warks CV33 OPN.

inGinEun
ENGINEER

IN

EUROPE

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/1108Iq'f1Q/
PRIORS ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 SAl
OR TELEPHONE (0242) 232912/3

ST. LOYE'S COLLEGE FOR
TRAINING THE DISABLED FOR
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

EffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifflEEE

ELECTRONICS

ENGINEERS

SERVICING
INSTRUCTOR

Make your next career

ELECTRONIC

move

College requires immediately a
practising Electronics Service Engineer
with broad training and recent field
and/or workshop experience of microcomputers. to instruct on a highly

skilled City and Guilds 224 course of
training. The successful candidate will
be required primarily to give practical
bench training in fault diagnosis
techniques and must be familiar with
micro test equipment (eg. logic
analysers).
Previous
instructor
experience desirable but not essential

milestone
millstone.

a
a

The

not

--of
direction into your

Irrespective

objectives

your career
financial or

let Cadmus put
search.
If you are a Qualified Service,
Sales, Design, Production, Test
or Quality Engineer, send your
C.V. to the address below or
telephone Norwich 761220 for
an informal chat.
geographical

Salary £10,363 to £11 .469, currently
under review.

Letters of application. together with a
curriculum vitae and names and
addresses of two referees, should be
submitted to: The Deptuy Principal,
St. Loye's College. Topsham Road.
Exeter. Devon. EX2 6EP.

Loye's College is
Opportunities Employer
St.

an

Equal
772

maxon
mobile radio

l ADMLIS
PERSONNEL LIMITED
Freepost. Sackville Place
44-48 Magdalen Street
Norwich NR3 IBR

550ffl17EEffie717e1fflE

Maxon Europe Ltd is an exciting growth company in the expanding
raaio communications market. Represented by a network of
dealers and distributors throughout Europe, the Company has
consistently increased its market share of portable and mobile
radio equipment for the last five years.
To help to continue this planned expansion we require to expand
ow. existing European development team.
RF Development Engineers with experience of circuit design for
mobile and handheld radio transceivers operating at frequencies
up to 1GHz, surface mount technology, frequency synthesis
techniques and CEPT specifications for land mobile radio.
Cellular Radio Test Engineer with experience of mobile and
handheld cellular radios.
Customer Service Engineers with experience of fault finding and
repairing mobile radio transceivers. These positions will include a
significant amount of customer liaison and travel both in the UK
and Europe.
Senior Mechanical Design Engineer with experience of plastic
and metal mouldings fcr volume production, design of subassemblies, PCB integí ation and the control of drawings for
production.
In return for you- efforts the Company offers a competitive salary,
bonus system, non-contributory pension, health and life insurance
scheme and BUPA membership.
As we are an international Company there may be the need for
occasional travel to our facilities in the USA and Korea.
Please write with CV and salary expectations (quoting reference
905) to:

Maxon Europe Ltd, Watford Business Park,
Greenhill Crescent, Watford, Herts. WD1 8XJ.
757
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ARTICLES FOR SALE
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UNIT 4, FORDINGBRIDGE SITE, MAIN ROAD,
BARNHAM, BOGNOR REGIS,
WEST SUSSEX P022 OEB, UK

a,
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Tektronix A65 05ei1bunpes. CK-IOOMHI BOY, duol trae
with dice,
HP 114DA Oscilloscope D(-IOOMHr, dual nace rum deb,
H P 8035A Vector Voltmeter, IX-IGH7 RI nose Volts ex
Rus 5Á5(I 511 5.9301 Generator a 8-12 5511z

Mnt

Cann,,

%Ito,.,.

7831

SALE

INTERNATIONAL SHORTS

1350

G00
USO

Tektronix 7/61 0,o,I
upe Mum from, DC-150MH,
Tektroru. 7613 Ou,llouope Moon frame

StoragNReudo,r DC-I00M10

Tektron. 7650 Time Base Plug in 100MHz
L3,000

mu,t.ngde loe storage

C2,500

Tr

iggerng

Tektronix 7851 Time Bose Plug In 75MHI Trigger vs;

rektron,. 7653811 Time Bose Plug

Osollouooe Main frame D(-OOOSHI

OSCILLOSCOPES

LASO

C550

Tektronix 7818 Pool Trade Amplifier hog In DC-75MHI

In

100.48, Triggering

Tektronix 575 Tronsrstor Curve Tracer

nth udoptvs

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT

1175
C225

1700
1275
L650

Tektronix 475 200MHz dual time base
Telequipment D755 (Nato version of D75)
Philips PM 3218 35MHz dual T/base
Marconi TF2914 insertion signal analyser

NEW EQUIPMENT
80W DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES IN STOCK NOW

[250 VAT
20MHz
LOTS MORE AVAILABLE. SEND FOR LISTS. GOOD EQUIPMENT WANTED TO PURCHASE.
VAT and Carriage EXTRA. Tel: (44) 0243 545111. Fax: (44) 0243 542457

£599
£275
£325
£750

SPECIAL OFFER
MARCONI TF2603 RF MILLIVOLTMETER
TO 1-5GHz 1MV-3V FSD (C/W PROBE)
£99 EACH

HAVING DIFFICULTY OBTAINING AN OBSOLETE
VALVE/MAGNETRON/KLYSTRON?

Tektronix 1481 waveform monitor, multi display 15 line VTR £1,499
Marconi TF2002AS Gig Gen AM/FM 10MHz-72MHz
£125
Marconi TF2008 Gig Gen AM/FM 10MHz-520MHz
£575
£2,850
Spectra Physics laser model 125 (inc 261 exciter)
£175
Scientifica + Cook Laser (Argon) handheld unit!
Racal Dana 9915M UHF frequency meter
£225

-

(or transistor, I.c., CRT, tray wave tube etc)

* RARE & OBSOLETE TYPES

A

SPECIALITY!

ALL POPULAR TYPES STOCKED AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

*

SPECIAL PRICES FOR WHOLESALE QUANTITIES

*

OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM GVT DEPTS, MILITARY, PLCs, OVERSEAS ETC. WELCOME

Large stocks of Audio & Video Test Equipment, Cameras,
Recorders, Monitors also, Optical Equipment Lenses, Prisms,
Mirrors etc. Many other scopes, Sig Gens etc. Phone or fax for
latest stock list.

-

PHONE/FAX/TELEX FOR UP TO DATE PRICES ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS
Visa

-

Barclaycard

-

Access accepted

ANCHOR SURPLUS LTD

BILLINGTONaVALVES

CATTLE MARKET ROAD
NOTTINGHAM
Contact: Rob Taylor
Telephone: 0602 864041
Fax: 0602 864667

y

39 Highlands Road Horsham, Sussex, RH13 5LS, UK.
Phone: 0403 210729. Fax: 0403 40214. Telex: 87271
Office hours Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm. Callers welcome by appointment only

ALL PRICES + CARRIAGE AND VAT @ 15%
MENTION ELECTRONICS AND WIRELESS WORLD WHEN ORDERING A
FREE PROBE SET (ONE X1 AND X10 TO 100MHz)

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS,
BULK BUYERS, ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL

minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

E199and

VAT

(minimum configuration)

-

-

ALSO AVAILABLE

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
R. HENSON LTD.
21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London N12.

complete development system

This uses the latest Philips CMOS Microcontroller with the following features
3 counter timers - watchdog timer full pc link
32K RAM - 32K Eprom buffeted bus
prioritised 15 source interrupt handler
Protected power supply for easier prototyping
Protected analogue Inputs- 8 channel 10 bit ADC
12MHz 8051 cpu core with powerdown
on board led array for indication purposes
2 pulse width modulated outputs - 3 x 8 bit I/O ports
Full duplex uart RS232C has shutdown capability

SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES,
RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F, W/W, etc. CAPACITORS,
SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES, SCREENED
WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES. TRANSFORMERS, etc. ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES
Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE.

(5

°o

800552 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
A

A FREE PC

HOSTED CROSS ASSEMBLER AND POWERFUL DEBUG MONITOR

For further details contact
Bob Stewart at

BOBCAT LTD. Arboretum Lodge. Klima. By Dunoon. Argyll PA23 8SE
Telephone 0369 84371

rlGOLLEDGEI
SATELLITE TV BOOKS

II

1613

IELECTRONICSj

WORLD SATELLITE ALMANAC

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS AND FillERS of all types.

SERVICES

B -Sweep

Micro -controlled frequency sweep generator with
response plotting, all from one compact unit
plugged into your BBC B, B4 or Master

' 50 Hz to 20KHz
Up to lv rms output
AC to DC converter
Full listing details for your
own easy modifications
£115 includes: 40/80 52/4"disc

MELFORD DESIGNS LTD

'

VAT&P&P

D

Bucknalls Drive,Bricket Wood,
St. Albans, Herts. AL2 3XJ
Telephone:
Garston (0923) 672008
Fax: 0923679184

721

PCB ASSEMBLY & OPTO

TURN YOUR SURPLUS

TERMINATION
Small batch production,
fast turnround.

ICs transistors etc into cash.
Immediate settlement. We also
welcome the opportunity to quote
for complete factory clearance.

Orwell Electronics,
Lynton House, Flowton,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4LG.
0473 33595
745

8

838

5

Contact:
COLES, HARDING & Co
103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.
Tel: (945 584188 Fax: 0945 588844
ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

692

Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities, production schedules. Golledge Electronics.
Merriott, Somerset TA16 5NS. Tel
0460 73718.

contains over 650 pages with lull details on satellites
loolymts charts tables etc
Price: E15.00 . core
THE WORLD

Of SATELLITE TV

over 200 pages on everything you need to snow about
selecting ,nstallmg operating and maintaining your
Price 09.85 ' core
satellite earth ,canon

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
(enter , wa, M ,, b Combs
Te
0351151780

PT

15

8038

735

124721

ARTICLES WANTED

REQUIRED
Sealed I.F. module for
Dynatron Radiogram.
Model LS 250 date
about 1969.
Telephone Ian:
760
01-659 1664

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING RG6 1 PL.

TEL: 0734 68041.
FAX: 0734 351696

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY. 103

WANTED: VALVES TRANSISTELEPHONE,
TORS I.Cs (especially types KT66, COMPUTER,
KT88 PX4, PX25). Also plugs, sockets RADIO COMPONENTS WANTED.

and complete factory clearance. If Realistic prices offered for redundant
possible, send written list for offer by surplus electronic components. Send
return. Billington Valves, phone: 0403 lists or contact: J.B. Patrick, 14 Hill
210729. Fax: 0403 40214. See adjoining Road, Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4QY.
Tel: 0277 21 1410.
advert.
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Southern
England

0
Of

Excellent Salaries
and Benefits

n*c Tech41

e,
Believe These Are Some nhl
We

the Very Best Opportunities
For You to Achieve Early Success

Imagine

writing your own specification
for your next job. Would it have:Proper recognition for individual
contribution/talents
Good prospects for career development
Real improvement in earnings standards
A chance to get involved with the latest signal
processing, RF/Microwave and micro
processor techniques.
A friendly and comfortable high-tech
working environment
.

....

_.

You

could find all of these and more. Our
client can offer you the chance of participating in
some of the most exciting developments of
electronic warfare systems putting Britain in the
forefront well into the next century.
To find out more telephone our engineer
consultants on 0727 41101 or use our evening/

weekend number 0727 30602. Alternatively
send your CV in complete confidence to: -

Specialists in Electronics, Computing & Defence
95 Victoria Street St. Albans AL1 3TJ

.,.,,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Use this Form for your Sales and Wants
PLEASE INSERT THE ADVERTISEMENT INDICATED ON FORM BELOW
To

"Electronics & Wireless World" Classified Advertisement Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
Rate £6 PER LINE. Average six words per
line. Minimum £48 (prepayable).
Name and address to be included in charge if
used in advertisement.

NAME
ADDRESS

Box No. Allow two words plus £15.

4 Cheques, etc., payable to "Reed Business
Publishing" and cross "& Co." 15% VAT to
be added.

REMITTANCE VALUE
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS.

August 1989
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Hitachi Colour Monitors

31/2"720K DISK DRIVE

ATS39.50

20" 64KHz Ultra High Res CAD £595 (carriage £30),
20" 48-51 KHz Ultra High Res CAD £495 (carriage £30),
14" 30.4KHz PGA £ 149 (carriage £10). 12" CGA will convert to
EGA £11 9.50 (carriage £6.50) 12" CGA £119.50
(carriage £6.50).

+. VAT

Japanese -made (Y -E data) high
reliability, modern, low component
chassis drives. Surface mount
design. These drives are ex equipment in immaculate 'as new'
condition, boxed, and carry a full 6
months (money -back -if -not -satisfied) guarantee. 80 track double sided M.
Byte (unformatted). £39.50 each (carr £3), £35 for ten or more, fifty or more

Modems (all BT approved)
Transdata 307 Acoustic Couplers. 300 baud, fits all phones
£9.95 (carriage £3)

Power Supplies

Farnell N300 R113U cased, 300 watt PSU, +5V at 40A, +12V
at 5A, -12V at 5A, +24V at 5A, -5V at A, current model (list
£49 (carriage £4)
price £244).
Farnell N180P134U 180 watt switch mode PSU. +5V 20A,
+24V 5A, +24V 2A, -5V 1A.
1

1

POA.

Keyboards

Racal V22 1200 Baud Modem

STC Wordprocessor keyboard. Top quality German
manufacture.
£5.95 (carriage £3)
All goods new and guaranteed three months unless stated.

Micro controlled, BT approved modem very high
quality. Auto answer 1200, 600, 300 Baud. Cased,
uncased card or 7 cards in rack. Cased £55. Uncased
£24.95. 7 in rack £ 195 (carriage: £3.50; 15 £20).

Winchester Drives

1

CDC Wren 5Yí' 80 MByte. £345. CDC Wren 51/4" 35 MByte
£149. Rodime 51/4" 36 MByte £119.

Epson 12" TTL Mono Monitors (Green)
High resolution, IBM, Hercules compatible, TTL

£48.50 (carriage £5.50)

Victor 286 Speedpack

Speed up board for IBM PC's and XT's. Replaces 8088 processor with full
80286 giving up to seven times speed increase. Few only £99.50 (carr £3).

Triumph -Adler Royal Daisy Wheel Printers
(few left only)
20 cps, 132 column, variable pitch, all the features you would expect from a
quality printer. Six month guarantee, ribbon and typewheel included, £99.50
each (carriage £6.50) + VAT. NB: RS 232 printers only left.

HURRY! STOCKS COMING TO AN END!
VAT must be added to all prices.

m otmos

Sound and Lighting Equipment
EDC radio mics., complete broadcast quality kit including
microphone, receiver and case £295 (accessories and spares
available). 1K watt PA speaker rig £795. Pair Altec 15" dual
concentrics £325. BBC studio monitor speakers (LS5/1 or
LS5/2) pair £1 10. Mini PA speakers pair £30. Foldback wedges
£39 each. Revox A77 Mk4 £275. Revox A77 Mk4 varispeed
£325. H+H TPA100 (170 watt) £95 each. Digital echo unit £85.
Spring reverb £25. Selection of lanterns etc, please call. All
equipment is second user. Delivery POA.

Floppy Disc Drives
Shugart SA455 half height 51/4" 40 track double sided £34.50
(carr £3). Panasonic JU465-5 half -height 51/4" 80 track double
sided £34.50 (carr £3).
Visa & Access accepted 24 hour phone service

Matmos Ltd, Unit 11, Lindfield Enterprise Park, Lewes Road,
Lindfield RH16 2LX. Tel: 0444 2091/3830.

ENTER
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Appointments Vacant Advertisements appear on pages 836-839
Ambar Cascom
Antrim Transformers
Audio Electronics
Carston Electronics
Cavendish Automation
Colomor Electronics
Communique UK
Computer Appreciation
Fairchild
Farnell Instruments
Field Electric
ICOM (UK) Limited
I R Group

818
828
828
748
746
774
835
793
825
763

OBC
809
793

778

Instagraphic
Integrex

825
759

A V Electronics
.Johns Radio

783
793

.1

Kestrel Electronic Components
813

LJ Technical Systems
Lab -Volt (UK)
Langrex Supplies
Laplace Instruments
M & B Radio(Leeds)
M Q P Electronics
Matmos

799
767
763
818
813
809
840
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Airlink Transformers

Meckler

809

Number One Systems

771

Pineapple Software
Private Mobile Radio

774
799

R
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Research Communications

818
750

Schlumberger-Solatron
Sherwood Data Systems
Skill Training Agency

753
767
813

Solex International

...

Loose Insert
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OVERSEAS ADVERTISEMENT AGENTS
France and Belgium: Pierre Mussard. 18-20 Place de la Madelaine. Paris 75008
United States of America: Jay Feinman, Reed Business Ltd., 205 East 42nd Street, New York. NY 10017

Communications

- Telephone (212)

867 2080

828

Sowter Transformers
Stag Electronic Design
Stewart of Reading
Strumech Engineering
Surrey Electronics

Taylor Bros. (Oldham)
Taylor Bros. (Oldham)
Thandar Electronics
Those Engineers
Thurlby Electronics
Triangle Digital Services
Tsien (UK)
Victron (UK)
Waveband Electronics

825
825
835
799
828
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IBC
760
813
805
818
763
805
809

- Telex 23827.

Printed in Great Britain by E.T. Heron (Print) Ltd, Crittall Factory. Braintree Road. Witham, Essex CM8 340, and typeset by GraphacTypesetting, 181 191 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey 5514 4LL,
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AFRICA: Central News Agency Ltd; William Dawson & Sons (S.A.) Ltd. UNITED STATES: Worldwide Media Services Inc.. 115 East 23rd Street, NEW YORK. N.Y. 1(11)10. USA. Electronic &
Wireless World $5.95174513).
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TAYLOR

R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

PERFORMANCE
& QUALITY

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR
(excluding

PRICES FROM £214.13

Prices

VAT &

carriage)

CCIR/3

£214.13

CCIR/3-1 £273.67

19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR
PRICE AT ONLY £198.45

(excluding

VAT &

carriage)

41111.

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION

- 240V

Power requirement

-- IV

8

Watt (available other voltages)

Pk -Pk 75 Ohm
.8V 600 Ohm

Video Input
Audio Input

(available 5.5MHz)
-- 6MHz
Negative
-- 38.9MHz
(available 33.4MHz)
-- 32.9MHz
50us
.6dB
(2mV)
Ohm
-- +6dBmV
to

FM Sound Sub-Carrier

Modulation
IF Vision
IF Sound
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Ripple or. IF Saw Filter

Output iany charnel 47-860MHz)

75

Vision to Sound Power Ratio

or less than
-- Equal
-40dB (80dB if 5tted with TCFLI filter or
TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller
combined
10

I

60dB

Intermodulation
Spurious Harmonic Output

via

above but output level
- Specification
60dBmV I000mV Intermodulation

CCIR/2d

as

54dB

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR
PRICES FROM ONLY £109.76

It

-

(excluding

VAT &

carriage)

m

4

Other Options Available

-

Alternative Applications

Surveillance up
TV channels
- CCTV
down one coax, telemetry camera control

I.F. Loop/Stereo

Sound/Higher Power Output
to 100

signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction
802 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

470-860MHz
-- 45-290MHz.
-- IV+1- OhmMHz
Ohm unbalanced
- Ohms

Frequency Range
A FC Control
Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output

1.8

75

.75V 600
4

Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL System I or BG

selection via remote switching.
- Channel
Crystal Controlled Tuner.

Options

Stereo Sound.

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION

-- 240V
Ohms
Adjustable
-- IVIV rms Ohms
(2mV) 470-860MHz
-- 6dBmV
Negative
or 5.5MHz
-- 6MHz
-- lessDegthantemperature change

Power Requirement

Video Input
Audio Input
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Output
Modulation
Audio Sub -Carrier
Frequency Stability
Intermodulation

Pk -Pk 75
30K

10

to

.4

to

1.2

I

25

150KHz

60dB

Sound Pre -Emphasis

50us

Double Sideband Mcdulator(unwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4
VIDED

M 1V

P 3DK;D6

1

2
3
4
5

Modulator
Modulators
Modulators
Modulators
Modulators

£109.76
£167.99

Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enables up to 4xTCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined.
2
4

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD:
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

£237.59

OLDHAM, ENGLAND.

£307.19

£376.79

.

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER
to combine outputs of modulators
TCFL2
TCFL4
TSKO

Prices
CCIR/5-1
CCIR/5-2
CCIR/5-3
CCIR/5-4
CCIR/5-5

Combiner/Leveller)

ENTER 2 ON REPLY CARD

TEL: 061-652 3221

TELEX: 669911

FAX: 061-626 1736

Communications
test equipment
Farnell Instruments Limited
manufacture a wide range of test
and measuring instruments for
use with mobile radios, pocket
pagers and other communications
equipment. Instruments include
synthesized signal generators,
transmitter test sets, communications test sets, power meters,
automatic modulation meters,
frequency meters, etc.
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Designed and manufactured in
Britain, a short form listing of
Farnell communications test

5

gir

MODEL
PSG520H
PSG520
PSG1000
SSG520
SSG1000
SSG2000

Field portable units, bench or rack
mounting models and complete
systems are available. The
latter are for manual use or microcomputer control via GPIB bus.
Various software packages for
standard measurement routines
and self -test diagnostics are available. These allow non -technical
staff to test complex communications equipment.

equipment follows. Further information is available on request.

DESCRIPTION

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

100kHz to 520MHz portable synthesized signal generator
10MHz to 520MHz portable synthesized signal generator

SGIB-B

10kHz to 1GHz portable synthesized signal generator
10MHz to 520MHz synthesized signal generator

F952

GPIB (IEEE488) Interface bus for SSG520/TTS520 combination
GPIB (IEEE488) 32 channel switching unit
Power supply programming module for use with SWIG

10Hz to 1GHz synthesized signal generator

OB2

SWIB

-

TM8
AMM (B)

PTS1000

15MHz to 520MHz linear amplifier
10MHz to 520MHz transmitter test set
1.5MHz to 1GHz portable transmitter test set

TM10

GPIB (IEEE488) interface
non dedicated
GPIB (IEEE488) interace with ND converter and digital panel meter
non dedicated
Autoranging r.f. millivoltmeter 10kHz to 1Ghz+
Automatic modulation meter 1.5MHz to 2GHz
Directional rf. power meter 25MHz to 1GHz

CTS520

100kHz to 520MHz communications test set

2081

RF power meter

352C

Spectrum Analyser 300kHz to 1GHz

FM600(B)

Digital frequency meter 20Hz to 600MHz

LA520
TTS520

OB1

10Hz to 2GHz synthesized signal generator

Most models NATO codified

Send for further details of the complete range of Farnell test and measuring instruments.
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